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ABSTRACT
Precise and passive manipulation of particles in microscale flow channels is of interest to promis-
ing challenges in chemical, biomedical and bioengineering applications such as particle separation,
ordering, cell-detection and analysis. Ease of operation, low sample-volumes, portability, cost-
effectiveness, and scalability, are some of the compelling benefits in these technologies as opposed
to active-manipulation systems requiring additional equipment for flow and/or particle control,
which are invariably disadvantageous in one or more of the above aspects. The motion of particles
and their equilibrium (if any) in such flows directly depends on their shape and parameters such
as channel geometry and fluid/particle inertia. As such, a significant portion of these applications
can be described by steady-state physics models, and the current work details methodologies that
leverage this advantage to address two primary aspects under inertial flows: development and exper-
imental validation of a quasi-dynamic computational framework to characterize focusing positions
for spherical particles (the forward problem) and extension of this framework to design particle ge-
ometries for certain desirable long-term characteristics in flow such as non-tumbling/bobbing modes
for self-alignment in flow (the inverse problem). The former is relevant in scenarios outlined above
where particle geometries are known and it is desired to understand trends in focusing patterns of
particles for configurations defined by parametric sweeps over arbitrary channel geometries (based
on cross-section, curvature, etc.), flow speeds, and channel confinements, where the configuration
space quickly becomes prohibitively expensive for experiments. The latter however has only gained
momentum over the past few decades, with work being mostly analytical in nature and restrictive
due to simplifications such as zero-inertia, unbounded domains, linear shear etc. The frameworks
developed herein are extensible to incorporate additional flow physics such as non-Newtonian fluids,
and envisioned to provide thumbrules for the microfluidics community for further work in this field
concerning next-generation microfluidic cell analysis devices.
1
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Microfluidics is a branch of fluid physics that deals with flow and control of fluids/particles
across the range of a few hundred to a few microns, where typical operational sample volumes
are of the order 10−9 − 10−18 L (Whitesides, 2006). These length-scales match those found in
nature, such as single cells and proteins, thereby making this a very suitable platform to analyze
these specimens. In this regard such systems are also referred to as lab-on-a-chip (LOC) systems.
Some of the immediately attractive features of such systems include compactness, portability, cost-
effectiveness and multiplexing, among many others. The continuum level physics models still hold
for these systems, but surface vs. volumetric forces scale in a different manner as:
Fsurface
Fvolume
= L
2
L3
=
L−1 =⇒ Fsurface  Fvolume if L 1, where L is the characteristic length scale.
The flow of particles immersed in these flows is fundamentally a problem of flow around ob-
structions. The particle creates a certain local disturbance in the surrounding flow, the extent of
which varies with particle size, velocity, deformability, fluid inertia etc. These flow fields can be
characterized by a Reynolds number (the ratio of fluid inertial forces to viscous forces) given as,
Re = UDν , where U is the freestream flow speed, D is the characteristic length of the particle, and
ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. It is well-known that for Re ≈ 0 (Van Dyke, 1982), the
flow maintains time-reversibility and fore-aft symmetry across the particle, whereas for Re > 1
(Taneda, 1956), this symmetry is broken and the inertial effects give rise to interesting effects that
are crucial to the migration of particles.
The phenomenon of inertial focusing, or equilibriation of particles at constant cross-sectional
location(s) with uniform streamwise velocity was first observed experimentally (Segre and Silber-
berg, 1961; Segré and Silberberg, 1962) for rigid spheres in flow through a tube, where a random
distribution of particles at the channel inlet was found to focus to an annulus at 0.6R, where R
is the tube radius. It has since then inspired much analytical/numerical/experimental study, and
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the source of this behavior was narrowed down to two dominant lift forces: the shear-gradient lift
which directs particles away from the centerline in poiseuille flow, and the wall-induced lift which
drives particle away from the wall (Amini et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2016). This effect has been
well explored for rectangular, square, and tube channels (Di Carlo et al., 2009; Amini et al., 2014;
Gossett et al., 2012), and recently complex geometries have also been explored (Mukherjee et al.,
2019; Lee et al., 2019; Tang et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2016), and complex focusing patterns with
strong dependence on Re and particle sizes were reported. This inevitably leads to the question of
reliably and exhaustively computing the focusing points given any such configuration, through ap-
propriate quantification of a stability measure for particles (the forward problem), without resorting
to full-scale Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) simulations.
Furthermore, in addition to channel geometry, previous works have suggested particle shape as
a control parameter to preferential focusing (Uspal and Doyle, 2014; Wu et al., 2018). Depending
on the geometry and flow-field, a particle can be in either of the following long-term dynamic
states: equilibrium (force-free with constant or zero velocities along one or more directions), and
non-equilibrium (not force-free for any non-trivial position/velocity in the channel). Spherical
particles as mentioned above attain a stable dynamic equilibrium with constant streamwise velocity,
zero lateral velocities, and constant rotational velocities. Non-circular particles such as ellipses
would be characteristic of non-equilibrium tumbling/bobbing motion (Feng et al., 1995). The
dumbbell shapes reported by (Uspal and Doyle, 2014) for Re = 0 would be stable shapes with
additional desirable characteristics of no tumbling and bobbing, and self-alignment to perturbations.
Thus, extending this to inertial flows would be of interest for high-throughput optical interrogation
systems such as in (Wu et al., 2018), and this raises the next question of finding such stable and
self-aligning shapes given a flow and channel configuration (the inverse problem).
In a broad sense (details in chapters to follow), the idea behind these two problems involves two
steps: (a) finding a set of equilibrium points for a given configuration (b) probing each of the points
from (a) by doing a dynamical stability test: if small perturbations to the particle along the lateral
(and angular, if applicable) direction tend to give rise to forces that restore the particle back to the
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equilibrium point, that point is a stable focusing point; if not, it can be discarded as unstable. As
mentioned earlier, a main premise of the current work is to utilize the steady-state physics of the
flow and particle motion to identify equilibrium locations, and particle stabilities. This is to create
a workaround for scenarios which would otherwise require computationally expensive transient FSI
simulations which can take upto weeks to solve for a single configuration of particle shape, Re,
and channel size. This is done by means of a quasi-dynamic framework wherein we test to see if
there is a combination of particle locations and velocities for which the net forces and torques on
the particle vanish, since the state of a particle at any point along its trajectory can be completely
specified by these. This is done purely using a steady-state solver, thus reducing the compute time
to minutes. This approach has also been loosely labelled as a “constrained simulation” approach
in literature (Yang et al., 2005, 2006), due to the fact that testing for equilibrium happens in a
decoupled, stage-wise manner, while constraining particle motion along a set of directions (the
interested reader is directed to the above references for further details). Physically though, this
approach can be viewed in terms of Stokesian assumptions, where it is assumed the particles rapidly
equilibriate along one or more directions, thereby allowing us to probe force trends independently
in the remaining directions. Historically, these assumptions were applied to particles in Stokes
flow (Brady and Bossis, 1988). For inertial flows however, when particles are perturbed from
their equilibrium points, we relax this condition to apply only along the streamwise direction,
such that it takes longer for the particle to equilibriate along the other lateral directions than
the streamwise direction. Typical channel lengths taken for spherical particles to migrate to their
stable equilibria (Di Carlo, 2009) substantiate this assumption, which we employ in the stability
and design frameworks. Anecdotally, we have also observed this to be true from FSI simulations
where time-evolution of particle streamwise position is linear.
Viewed as a whole, the sub-field with particles in inertial flow has witnessed tremendous progress
in: (a) fabrication technlogies of complex 3D and 4D shaped particles such as 3D/4D optofluidic
methods, Optical Transient Liquid Molding (OTLM), and scanning two-photon Continuous Flow
Lithograph (CFL) (Dendukuri et al., 2007; Paulsen et al., 2015; Paulsen and Chung, 2016; Wu
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et al., 2018; Shaw et al., 2018) (b) end-user applications utilizing functionalized microparticles such
as encoded detection, drug delivery, interlocking shapes, flow cytometry (Appleyard et al., 2011;
Lee et al., 2014; Uspal and Doyle, 2014; Amini et al., 2013) (c) computational tools such as fast full-
physics solvers for simulating complex geometries (Xu et al., 2019). The current work recognizes
a knowledge gap and attemps to potentially unify these three aspects by providing application-
specific design formulations, implementation, and testing, with the end goal of enabling relevant
further research. The goal of this work is to exploit the steady-state dynamics of the fluid-particle
system to design stable particle shapes for local focusing to the centerline in inertial flows, by means
of rigorous, experimentally-validated, extensible computational frameworks, which are designed for
High-Performance Computing (HPC) and High-Throughput Computing (HTC). This is achieved
by addressing the following questions: (1) can we estimate the presence of an equilibrium-state
(location/velocities) of a particle without solving the full-physics, coupled, transient FSI? (2) can we
construct a computationally-cheap metric for quantifying the stability of arbitrary-shaped particles
in a given flow-field? (3) can we design for centerline, rotationally-stable particles based on the
constructed metric? (4) can we confirm the real-time performance of designed-particles in flow?
(5) can we estimate the basins of attraction for the designed shapes? The subsequent chapters in
this dissertation are based on (submitted/in preparation/provisionally accepted) journal papers.
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 explores the context of the quasi-dynamic
assumptions applied to particles in Stokes flow, as a way to model the motion of elliptical parti-
cles (bacteriophages) in immunoassays. In this work, from the force-free condition, velocity-maps
are constructed and trajectories of particles computed to study the dependence of motion char-
acteristics such as bobbing/tumbling frequencies, amplitudes etc. close to walls as a function of
particle aspect-ratio and channel size. This is envisioned to aid in the understanding and design of
such bio-analytical devices. Chapter 3 details the calculation of the stability metric for spherical
particles using force-maps constructed from force-free conditions in the streamwise direction. This
method is rigorously validated against known experimental results. Chapter 4 contains an exhaus-
tive experimental study aided by numerical results, on focusing patterns in triangular channels of
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45◦, 60◦, 90◦, and 120◦ for varying Re, and particle sizes. Chapter 5 details the formulation of the
inverse problem for shape-design of centerline-stable particles using the stability metrics developed
in earlier chapters. Families of particles are designed for various configurations, and exhaustively
validated for real-time performance in flow using FSI simulations. Basins of attraction are calcu-
lated for the stable shapes to show the region of validity for focusing. Chapter 6 details an ongoing
extension of the 2D design work to 3D with formulation of the 5-DOF (5 Degrees of Freedom -
particle free to move in all lateral and angular directions other than streamwise translation) cost
function for the particles, along with preliminary designs for a quasi-2DOF (2 Degrees of Freedom -
particle constrained to move translate and rotate only in the viewing plane) cost function. A com-
parison is presented between the designs and flow experiments for fabricated particles. Chapter 7
concludes with notes on ongoing work, and future directions for particle-design.
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CHAPTER 2. SHAPE-EFFECTS OF ELLIPSOIDAL
PARTICULATE-ANALYTES ON SURFACE-BINDING ATTRIBUTES IN
BIOSENSORS
A paper in preparation for submission to Physical Review Fluids
Aditya Kommajosula, Jacinta C. Conrad, and Baskar Ganapathysubramanian
2.1 Abstract
We examine the near-wall motion of neutrally buoyant elliptical particles in 2D Stokes flow com-
putationally across a range of particle aspect ratios (α), particle-to-channel size ratios (confinement,
k), and release angles (θr).
Assumptions of instantaneous equilibrium are applied, in the limit as Reynolds number (Re)→
0, to compute the quasi-steady time evolution of the particle trajectories. This approach is validated
in test cases using full Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) calculations. Over time, particles ‘bob’
towards or away from the wall laterally, and ‘tumble’ to change angular orientation periodically, at
characteristic frequencies and amplitudes. Using the trajectories, trends in ‘bobbing’ and ‘tumbling’
are analyzed in the time and frequency domains. With increase in α, the frequencies associated
with bobbing and tumbling become increasingly non-monotonic with k . A transition from low-
amplitude, high-frequency to high-amplitude, low-frequency bobbing is observed with increase of
α. Additionally, for a range of release-angles θr, it was observed that higher α-particles tend to
lead/lag in tumbling those released parallel to the flow. Finally, bobbing-to-tumbling frequency
ratios were constant – 2 or 4 – over a wide range of the parameters. Based on these trends,
qualitative predictions are made for the distribution of interaction sites on sensor surfaces. Hence
through maximizing the efficiency of interaction for a given configuration, this analysis will enhance
the design of fluidic particle-based biosensors.
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2.2 Introduction
The dynamics of suspended particles in non-uniform flows affects the transport of a broad
spectrum of confined particulate suspensions, including industrial slurries (Eckstein et al., 1977),
(Joseph et al., 1997), complex bio-fluids such as red-blood corpuscles in the microcirculature (where
inertial forces are dominant) (Dupire et al., 2012), (Skotheim and Secomb, 2007), or self-propelled
microorganisms such as bacteria or algae (where viscous effects dominate) that dwell near surfaces
(Cisneros et al., 2007), (Purcell, 1977). Recent advances in analytical biotechnology using nanopar-
ticles in fluid-based assays (Zamborini et al., 2012) generate signal from the binding of particles to
surfaces.
The physical questions which arise in all of these scenarios are the type(s) of motion adopted
by particles near confining walls, the velocities exhibited in these motions, preferred “steady-state”
configurations in flow (if any), degree of fluid-particle coupling and geometry/flow parameter de-
pendencies that classify such behaviors, which ultimately inspires insightful design for relevant
applications. Hence these scenarios have been intensely scrutinized over the past century.
Given the small size of the constituent particles, many analytical studies have focused on the
motion of particles in the low-Re regime. Jeffery (Jeffery, 1922) pioneered the analytical treatment
of the slow motion of ellipsoidal particles in unbounded linear shear flow, by finding exact solutions
to the Stokes equations under a quasi-steady assumption. He observed steady and periodic mo-
tions for prolate and oblate spheroidal particles, respectively. This approach dates back to Stokes
(Stokes, 1922), who neglected inertial terms in modelling the motion of a sphere in a viscous fluid.
Subsequently, Oberbeck (Oberbeck, 1876a) solved for the flow field for translation and rotation of a
spheroid immersed in a uniform flow. Bretherton (Bretherton, 1962) studied the motion of bodies
of revolution in non-uniform shear flow in the presence of onfining walls, and concluded that nearly
all particles, save for certain “extreme” shapes, tumble in Jeffery orbits without adopting a stable
orientation and without cross-stream migration.
By neglecting fluid inertia, Cox (Cox, 1971) obtained the force on a slender body placed in an
undisturbed flow as an asymptotic expansion of the ratio of the cross-sectional radius to length.
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Brenner (Brenner, 1964b) derived the hydrodynamic resistance of an arbitrary particle at low
Re translating or rotating through an unbounded fluid using arguments from Lorentz’ reciprocal
theorem, as a function of particle geometry, and thereby obtained (Brenner, 1964a) forces and
torques on a rigid sphere, slightly deformed in shape, to first-order in a parameter characterizing
the deformations. Further, Cox and Brenner (Cox and Brenner, 1967) studied the effect of confining
walls on the motion of arbitrary particles at vanishing Re, by computing forces and torques on
particles as an expansion in the parameter a/d, where a is the characteristic particle size and d is
the distance of the particle from the wall. Chwang (Chwang, 1975) found exact solutions to the
motion of a spheroidal particle placed arbitrarily in an unbounded paraboloidal flow. He found
that the particle rotates according to Jeffery’s orbits, and moves parallel to the flow without lateral
drift, which would otherwise be characteristic of inertial flows (Segré and Silberberg, 1962).
Under the force-free assumption and in the absence of inertia, he determined that the angular
velocities are governed by Jeffery’s equations with the local shear rate evaluated at the centre of the
spheroid. However, a majority of analytical studies have been based on conditions which include in-
finite domains, first order perturbation expansions, non fluid-driven motion of particles, inertia-less
fluid-particle system and so on. It is imperative to consider that one or more of these idealiza-
tions might fail in practical applicability, as was shown by Feng and Joseph (Feng and Joseph,
1995), regarding the validity of inertia-less assumptions. Such considerations make generalizability
of governing models and their tuning much more realizable through numerical simulations. In this
context, the flow of spheroidal particles in non-uniform, bounded flows has been further addressed
by computational methods.
Brady & Bossis (Brady and Bossis, 1988) proposed an approach, Stokesian dynamics, for sim-
ulation of many-particle suspensions or dispersions in creeping flow. At any given configuration of
the suspension, particles are propagated by computing instantaneous accelerations resulting from
the sum of hydrodynamic forces, which depend on the relative motion between particles and sur-
rounding fluid, and non-hydrodynamic deterministic (inter-particle, or external), and stochastic
(Brownian) forces. This method is a “look-up” procedure, where the hydrodynamic forces/torques
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are computed using velocities at the current time-step only, and the resistances of the particle-
system calculated for their current configurations. This is similar to the force-free quasi-steady
model where velocities of particles are “looked-up” at the current configuration for propagation
and not calculated based on the coupled fluid-particle equations. Claeys and Brady (Claeys and
Brady, 1993) extended Stokesian dynamics to ellipsoids in unbounded flow.
Sugihara-Seki (Sugihara-seki, 1993), (Sugihara-Seki, 1996) numerically investigated the motion
of ellipses and ellipsoids in bounded channel flow using the quasi-steady assumption for force and
torque-free particles. They concluded that particles no longer tumble along the Jeffery orbits due
to the presence of walls, and either tumble or oscillate depending on the initial release position.
Shortly after, Feng and Joseph (Feng and Joseph, 1995) demonstrated numerically the importance of
including unsteady inertia, which arises from wall effects, in specific cases of multiparticle systems
and highly confined single-particle systems. They concluded that the quasi-steady assumption,
which neglects unsteady and convective inertia, introduces significant error in the trajectories, where
they demonstrate that the convective term decays (∼ Re) faster than the transient term (∼ Re
1
2 ),
as Re → 0. A note must be made their regarding observations. While the temporal instabilities
predicted by them appear to be prominent at extremely narrow channels (compared to particle
size) or in close proximity of more particles, other experimental evidence in literature suggest this
might be not be the case for moderate to low confinements considered in this work, where particles
were shown to maintain periodic, temporally stable trajectories (Dingman, 1992), (Einarsson et al.,
2016). Dingman et al. (Dingman, 1992) performed three-dimensional numerical simulations for
particles settling in Stokes flow using a boundary element method, and their results compared well
with experiments for assumptions of zero fluid and particle inertia, i.e., the quasi-steady model.
The flow of spheroidal particles in bounded linear and nonlinear (pressure driven) shear flows was
studied numerically by Ingber and Mondy (Ingber and Mondy, 1994). They observed that particles
followed Jeffery orbits and that effect of walls in three dimensions was minimal. Stover and Cohen
(Stover and Cohen, 1990) surveyed the motion of suspended rods for low Re in a Hele-Shaw cell.
From experimentally measured periods of rotation, they calculated effective particle aspect ratios.
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The predictions of the Jeffery orbits using this effective aspect-ratio matched that observed from
the particle trajectories.
Mody and King (Mody and King, 2005) used three-dimensional simulations of an oblate spheroid
particle close to an infinite wall in shear flow to study wall effects. They identified a critical distance
beyond which the particles exhibited modified Jeffery orbits. Close to the wall, they observed that
particles moved periodically in the lateral direction. De Corato et al. (De Corato et al., 2015)
used finite element simulations to investigate hydrodynamic interactions between a spheroid and
an infinite wall in terms of the mobility tensor, and studied how the mobility coefficients change
with particle orientation and particle-wall distance. The swinging/tumbling motion of a prolate
spheroidal swimmer-particle between parallel plates and in cylindrical microchannels at low Re was
analyzed by Zöttl and Stark (Zöttl and Stark, 2013). They found that the swinging/tumbling fre-
quencies strongly depend on the swimmers’ aspect-ratio, even though trajectories were qualitatively
similar. Although these studies have reported particle behaviors close to walls in bounded flows, as
a natural extension of (Zöttl and Stark, 2013), the effect of particle-shape and channel-confinement
on various parameters of motion of spheroidal particles remains to be addressed quantitatively,
specifically tailored towards applications such as analytical particulate bio-detection.
Surface-based biosensors constitute one increasingly widespread application of bounded-domain
particle flows. In a surface-based biosensor, analytes interact with a chemically functionalized
surface to generate a biochemical response. Based on the analyte, these surfaces are functionalized
with bio-receptors such as antibodies, enzymes, nucleic cells, or cellular structures (Vo-Dinh and
Cullum, 2000). This response (bio-recognition) is then quantifiable through a transducer, which
generates a signal through one of many ways: electrochemical/piezoelectric/
chemiluminescence/bioluminescence/Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR)/fluorescence, and so on
(Borisov and Wolfbeis, 2008), (Roda et al., 2004), (Bunde et al., 1998), (Grieshaber et al., 2008), (Su
et al., 2011), (Giuliano and Taylor, 1998). In many biosensors, the analyte and/or the transducer
may be particulate. Examples of particulate analytes include macromolecules such as proteins or
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enzymes, or microorganisms such as viruses or bacteria (Lowe, 1985), and nanoparticles are very
increasingly commonly used to transduce the chemical signals.
Previous studies (Glaser, 1993), (Squires et al., 2008), (Sheehan and Whitman, 2005) have
examined numerically the evolution of the concentration of molecular analytes as a continuum,
whereas larger, microscale analytes have been experimentally reported by others (Yanik et al.,
2010). The sensitivity of the biosensor depends on the response generated by the interaction of the
analyte with the functionalized surface. In turn, in a fluid-based assay format this response depends
on the rate at which the analytes encounter the surface. Because typical analyte particles may not
be spherical in shape, there is a great need for understanding how the motion of nonspherical
particles modulates the rate at which they encounter the surface.
Here, we investigate through simulations how channel geometry and particle shape affects the
encounter of discrete, micro-scale particles with a surface in a pressure-driven microfluidic biosensor.
These simulations, which represent a simplified model of a fluidic biosensor, are inspired by our
recent experiments in which functionalized viral nanoparticles (Kim et al., 2015b) of varying shapes
(Kim et al., 2017) are employed as transducers in a lateral flow immunoassay. As a first step, we
model the system as bounded-domain, and low Re with finite-sized particles that affect the overall
flow fields, in the dilute limit. Following earlier studies (Dingman, 1992), (Sugihara-seki, 1993),
(Sugihara-Seki, 1996), we assume quasi-steady conditions. This approach allows us to model a
large parametric space of particle aspect ratios and particle-to-channel size ratios with a fast,
computationally inexpensive model.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2.3 describes our numerical model, parameter ranges
for the study, and validation of the framework. In section 2.4 systematically examines the particle
velocity maps, trajectories, and near-wall residence times; the motion in the frequency space, and
its dependence on release angle; and finally the interaction site distribution on surfaces for a swarm
of particles, illustrative of a lateral-flow assay biosensor. section 2.5 summarizes the key findings
and highlights potential avenues for future work. To validate the applicability of the quasi-steady
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assumptions to our parameter-space, we perform full Fluid Structure Interaction (FSI) simulations,
which is detailed in section 2.6.2.
2.3 Numerical Method
Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of the computational model. An ellipsoidal particle of major and
minor axes, D, and b, respectively, is flowed through a channel of height H. The position of the
ellipsoidal particle is (xp, yp) and its angle with respect to the x axis is θp.
The biosensor is modeled as a single ellipsoidal particle flowing through a channel, representing
respectively an analyte or reporter particle and a functionalized capture surface (FIG. 2.1). The
major and minor axes of the particle are, D, and, b, respectively, and the channel height is H.
These length scales give rise to two dimensionless parameters, particle aspect ratio, α = Db , and
confinement ratio, k= DH .
The non-dimensional governing equations for the system are given by:
∇ · u = 0
u ·∇u = −∇P + 1
Re
∇2u (2.1)
m
dV
dt
= F ,
where u = [u, v]T is the fluid velocity field, P is the fluid pressure-field, V = [up, vp, ωp]
T is the
velocity of the particle, F = [Fx, Fy, τz]
T is the force (and torque) acting on it, and m is its
mass/inertia tensor. The Navier-Stokes equations (2.1) are solved, in a quasi-steady approach,
alongside conditions of instantaneous particle equilibrium for flow-field and particle velocities. The
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Reynolds number (Re = UDν ) is based on D and the maximum velocity for the developed flow
profile, U , where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. The steady-state fluid equations are
solved at every sampling location using an in-house finite element method-based solver, such that
the particle is at equilibrium, for some combination of particle velocities. This is done through
an external coupling to an existing implementation of the Levenberg-Marquardt (Levenberg, 1944),
(Marquardt, 1963) algorithm for non-linear least squares fitting, to obtain that set of particle
velocities which yields zero forces and torque on the particle. After this pre-computing step, the
particle is then propagated in time using an adaptive scheme, the Runge-Kutta Dormand Prince
method (Dormand and Prince, 1986). In this setup, the particles are released at arbitrary locations
and the velocities at the current location are interpolated using the pre-computed velocities at
the nearest four bounding spatial locations, using a bilinear interpolation scheme. Following this
“look-up” of velocities at a given location, particles are propagated in time and their positions
obtained using (2.1) by setting F = 0. For particle tracking, we use a full-factorial sampling
strategy for particle aspect ratios, confinements, and spatial locations. Specifically, the particle
aspect-ratio (FIG. 2.1) assumes Nα = 6 values in the range 2 ≤ α ≤ 7 and the confinement ratio
takes Nk = 9 values in the range 0.06 ≤ k ≤ 0.3 (TABLE 2.1). A channel configuration, Ci, is
defined as any combination of (α,k), where 1 ≤ i ≤ NαNk, giving a total of 54 choices. Within each
configuration, we sample transverse and angular spatial locations uniformly as 0 ≤ yp,i ≤ H2 − 0.6,
0 ≤ θp,j < π, where 1 ≤ i ≤ Nyp and 1 ≤ j ≤ Nθp . We take Nyp = 30 and Nθp = 37. Validation
of the quasi-steady assumption (Feng and Joseph, 1995) and of this implementation are discussed
in section 2.6.1 and section 2.6.2, respectively. The compute intensive runs of the Navier-Stokes
simulations were performed on our local High Performance Computing (HPC) facility, Condo, on
normal compute-nodes, each of which houses two 2.6 GHz 8-Core Intel E5-2640 processors, with 8
CPU cores apiece. The current application was parallelized to distribute all of the 1110 (37× 30)
locations per configuration over 6 compute nodes.
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Table 2.1: Values of the dimensionless aspect ratio, α, and confinement ratio, k, parameters used
in this study.
Parameter Values Meaning
α 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 ratio of particle major-radius to minor-radius
k 0.06, 0.09, 0.12, 0.15, 0.18, 0.21, 0.24, 0.27, 0.30 ratio of particle major-radius to channel-width
2.4 Results and Discussion
2.4.1 Velocity maps
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Figure 2.2: Normalized velocity maps for extremities of the configuration space, indicated in the
subtitle for each panel, in the ( yD ,
θ
π ) plane. Left column: velocities (up, vp). Right column: veloci-
ties (up, ωp). The length of the arrow indicates magnitude of the normalized velocity-components.
Velocity maps were obtained across all configurations using as mentioned previously. The
characteristic length used for the particles was 1 µm, which is typical of an M13 bacteriophage
(Kim et al., 2015b,a). We first examine velocity maps in the ( yD ,
θ
π ) plane for the four extremities
of the configuration space, namely (α,k) = (2,0.06), (2,0.3), (7,0.06), and (7,0.3). The longitudinal,
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lateral, and, angular velocities of the particles change as a function of the particle’s lateral position
(
yp
D ) and its angular orientation with respect to the flow direction (
θp
π ) (FIG. 2.2). The lateral
velocity vp describes motion towards or away from the capture surface and the ‘tumbling’ angular
velocity ωp describes rotation of the particle by the flow.
Both bobbing and tumbling velocities exhibit a local maximum at approximately the same
angular location,
θp
π ≈ 0.6 – 0.7. This means that for particles at lateral locations closest to the
walls, there is maximally likelihood for binding at angles,
θp
π ≈ 0.6 – 0.7. The (
up
up,max
,
vp
vp,max
)
vectors reveals that the direction at which the particle approaches the wall changes considerably
between higher and lower confinement. Particles flowing in a narrower channel (large k) have the
possibility of interacting with surfaces with a “head-on” approach vector, whereas those in a wider
channel tend to have a “glancing” approach with the surfaces, owing to the relative magnitudes
between the longitudinal and lateral/rotational velocity components.
A closer examination of the velocity vectors, (
up
up,max
,
vp
vp,max
), reveals that particles flowing at
smaller angles close to walls,
θp
π ≈ 0.1 – 0.2, high aspect-ratio particles have a tendency to drift
towards the surfaces of highly confined channels (large k). The potential for these opposing ten-
dencies distinguishes two types of capturability: uniform, for a particle functionalized with capture
elements all over its surface; and non-uniform, with capture elements at select locations, such as on
the poles. Such anisotropic functionalization is useful in a practical setting for reducing non-specific
binding and hence false positives or negatives.
2.4.2 Trajectories and near-wall residence
The pre-computed velocity maps are integrated to propagate the particles in time. For all the
channel configurations considered, particles exhibit a motion with periodic bobbing (FIG. 2.3(a))
and monotonic tumbling (FIG. 2.3(b)), consistent with the type (i) motion reported by Sugihara-
Seki (Sugihara-seki, 1993). The particles do not display a focusing effect, and instead continue
to bob about their average initial release-heights over time. Hence, the interactions of finite-sized
analyte particles on bio-sensor chips cannot be considered continuous in space (Squires et al., 2008).
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Figure 2.3: Representative trajectories for a particle with α = 2, k = 0.3, and release angle
(relative to the x axis), θr = 0. (a) Lateral position
yp
D and (b) angular position
θp
π as a function
of normalized time tT , where T is the time period associated with tumbling. In (a), ∆1, and ∆2
denote the primary, and secondary bobbing amplitudes, respectively.
Instead, the particle-surface interactions are discrete and uniform, dictated by the maxima of the
bobbing waveforms.
Varying the particle aspect ratio and confinement ratio alters the amplitudes and frequencies
associated with this motion. For a fixed confinement, particles with the smallest aspect ratio
(α = 2, FIG. (2.4a)) exhibit more oscillations than the particles with the largest aspect ratio
(α = 7, FIG. (2.4b)), and the bobbing amplitudes for α = 2 are smaller than those for α = 7.
For a fixed aspect ratio, increasing the confinement (i.e. decreasing the channel width) increases
the complexity of the trajectories, indicative of stronger wall effects. To quantify the complexity
of the trajectories in FIG. (2.4a) and (2.4b), we examine these waveforms in the frequency domain
for the extreme confinements (k = 0.06 and 0.30). Indeed, for a given aspect ratio the complexity
of the frequency spectrum is compounded with an increase in the confinement ratio. For a given
confinement, the dominant frequency for the low aspect ratio particle (α = 2) is much higher than
that of the corresponding high-aspect-ratio (α = 7) particle. Independent of confinement, the
frequency spectra for low aspect-ratio particles contain discrete peaks, whereas that for the high
aspect-ratio particles contains broader, near-continuous bands of frequencies. Thus, high aspect
ratio particles and high confinements (wide channels) give rise to more complex waveforms than
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low aspect ratios or confinements. On the other hand, the angular position of the particles is seen
to increase over time (FIG. (2.4e), (2.4f)), as opposed to the periodic reversal of motion observed
in the bobbing trends. Low aspect ratio particles are seen to have a higher average rotation-
rate compared to the higher aspect ratio particles, and rotation-rate increases from lower (wide
channels) to higher confinements (narrow channels) for low aspect-ratio particles, with this increase
being large at lower confinements. Practically, these results suggest that the high-frequency, low-
amplitude bobbing and tumbling exhibited by the low-aspect-ratio particles is suited for higher
surface interaction rates. We define primary and secondary bobbing amplitudes as shown in FIG.
(2.3a). From FIGS. (2.4a) & (2.4b), we see that for any confinement, low aspect-ratio particles
have secondary amplitudes comparable to the primary amplitudes, whereas for high aspect-ratio
particles, secondary amplitudes are much smaller than primary amplitudes. Since high aspect-ratio
particles have large primary amplitudes, we see that they tend to have “doublets” of interactions per
approach to the wall, while low aspect-ratio particles have “singlets” due to primary and secondary
amplitudes being comparable.
Next, we analyze how the angle at which the particles are released affects their near-wall motion.
The release angle affects the near-wall position of particles released from the same location, as
shown in FIG. 2.6. Residence time of a particle is herein defined to be the total time spent by a
particle within a lateral distance from the wall-surface. The normalized residence-time is shown
as a function of the distance from the wall for wide (FIG. 2.5a) & narrow (FIG. 2.5b) channels,
for all particle aspect-ratios. Residence time values were similar across all release-angles so we
only show trends in FIG. 2.5 for a representative release-angle. For the high-confinement case,
except at distances very close to the wall (H−2y2D ≈ 0.7) not sampled in our numerical setup, the
lowest aspect-ratio particles exhibit maximum residence-time, followed by the higher aspect-ratio
particles.
This trend is also apparent for the most part for the low confinement case, except at distances
very close to the wall, where the amplitudes for certain aspect-ratios permits a finite residence-time,
which is greater than that for the lowest aspect-ratio. It is seen that increase in residence-time
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Figure 2.4: Representative particle trajectories for aspect ratios α = 2 ((a), (e)) and α = 7 ((b),
(f)) at confinement ratios k of 0.06, 012, 0.18, 0.24, and 0.30. ((a), (b)): Mean-value-corrected
lateral position,
yp
D −
yp
D , as a function of normalized time,
t
T . ((c), (d)): Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) of the bobbing trajectories in (a) and (b) as a function of frequency. ((e), (f)): Angular
position,
θp
π , as a function of
t
T . In each panel, T is the time period of bobbing for a confinement
k = 0.006 and is distinct for the two different aspect ratios, so that the trajectories are shown at
the same physical flow time.
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Figure 2.5: Normalized residence-time, τT , as a function of distance from the wall,
H−2y
2D , for (a)
weakly-confined (k = 0.06) or (c) strongly-confined (k = 0.3) particles. Gridded-surface interpolants
for residence-time across aspect-ratios and wall-distances, for (b) weakly-confined (k = 0.06) or (d)
strongly-confined (k = 0.3) particles. For each confinement, T is chosen to be the period of bobbing
for the lowest-aspect-ratio particle (α = 2).
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with increase of the distance is rapid and linear for the lower aspect-ratios, whereas it is nonlinear
for the higher aspect-ratio particles. We also see that for all of the aspect-ratios, beyond a critical
distance from the wall the residence-time reaches a constant value, and this is the distance which
envelops the bobbing trajectories completely. Naturally, since low-aspect ratio particles have lower
amplitudes, this critical distance is the least for them. In the right column of FIG. 2.5, we have
surface interpolated data for a more continuous representation of residence-times as a function of
particle aspect-ratio and distance-from-wall for the two extreme confinements. From FIGS. (2.5b)
& (2.5d), it can be seen that for a given distance from the wall, the lower aspect-ratio particles have
more residence-time than the higher aspect-ratio ones. Also for any confinement, every aspect-ratio
has a transition from high residence-time (blue region) to low residence-time (red-yellow region) as
distance from wall is increased. It is also interesting to note that this transition-point distance for
each aspect-ratio increases linearly as the aspect-ratio of the particle.
The foregoing discussion on trajectories illustrated particle behavior at a fixed release angle,
for a range of confinements at fixed aspect ratios. In an actual experiment, however, particles
may initially have random orientations before encountering the surface. To investigate the effect of
release angle on the trajectories, we examined trajectories for bobbing and tumbling for particles
of aspect ratio α= 2, 4, and 6, released at angles θr = 0, 90, and 120
◦ under weak confinement
k= 0.06. Particles released at the same transverse channel location at different angles adopt unique
trajectories (FIG. 2.6). Particles released at lower angles more closely approach the wall, although
the lateral offsets between these trajectories are small. Increasing the particle aspect ratio amplifies
the offsets between the trajectories.
The frequencies for bobbing and tumbling, however, remain essentially constant across different
release angles for the given configurations. This result is physically intuitive: the prolonged bobbing
and tumbling of particles is governed only by the initial lift and torque, which is unique to a
given release angle and remains constant over time due to absence of inertial forces. We confirm
that frequencies are indeed agnostic to the release-angles ideas by calculating the bobbing and
tumbling frequency spectra for 18 release angles from 0◦ to 170◦. Interestingly, we also find that
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specific configurations may exhibit competing peaks in tumbling spectra (FIG. (2.7c), (2.7d)). The
difference between the peak-heights, however, is small enough so that the difference in the actual
trajectories is negligible. Hence, the dominant frequencies for a given configuration are agnostic to
release angle overall.
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Figure 2.7: Dominant (a) bobbing and (b) tumbling frequencies for particles over the (α, k) pa-
rameter space. Frequency spectra of tumbling for (c) (α, k) = (6, 0.09), for θr = 50
◦, and 60◦, and,
(d) (α, k) = (7, 0.09), for θr = 10
◦, and 20◦. The selected angles in each panel ((c), (d)) denote a
crossover in the dominant frequency.
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Figure 2.6: Normalized trajectories of (a) lateral position
yp
D , and (b) angular position
θp
π as a
function of normalized time tT for particles with constant confinement ratio, k = 0.06, varying
aspect ratios of α of 2, 4, and 6, and varying release-angles of 0◦, 90◦, and 120◦. T is taken as the
time-period of bobbing for the lowest aspect-ratio of 2.
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2.4.3 Frequencies and amplitudes
We report trends in the dominant bobbing and tumbling frequencies and in primary bobbing
amplitudes as a function of k across the range of α values investigated (FIG. 2.8).
For all α, both the bobbing (FIG. 2.8a) and tumbling (FIG. 2.8b) frequencies initially increase
with k (i.e. as the particle becomes more confined). For the lowest aspect ratio investigated,
α = 2, both the bobbing (FIG. 2.8a) and tumbling (FIG. 2.8b) dominant frequencies monotoni-
cally increase with k over the studied range. For 3 ≤ α ≤ 5, the bobbing and tumbling dominant
frequencies plateau at the strongest confinements. Finally, at the two highest aspect ratios inves-
tigated (α = 6 and 7), the bobbing and tumbling dominant frequencies decrease at the highest k
values. For a fixed confinement (fixed k), both the bobbing and tumbling dominant frequencies
decrease as α is increased. The bobbing amplitudes increase as the square of k (FIG. 2.8c). We
performed regression for amplitudes versus confinement at each of the aspect ratios using linear and
quadratic predictors, and the latter yielded lowest root mean squared errors (RMSE) and maximum
coefficient of determination (R2) (≥ 0.99). We also found a significantly higher RMSE values with
linear models for intermediate aspect-ratio values. From these trends, we suggest that the low-α
particles are suitable for numerous short-lived interactions for a narrow band (in lateral separa-
tion) of particles close to the wall due to small amplitudes and small lateral offsets for different
release-angles (FIG. 2.6a), whereas high-α are suited for less-frequent interactions for a wider band
of particles close to the wall, owing to their large amplitude, and strong coupling to release-angle
(FIG. 2.6a).
Additionally, high-α particles tend to maintain a stable zero-inclination (FIG. 2.6b) for relatively
longer, which is convenient for longer interaction time on the periphery of the particle.
Interestingly, the ratio of bobbing-to-tumbling dominant frequencies for most configurations is
constant — 2 or 4 — with the latter being the case for the aspect-ratio of 2. The confinement
at which the dominant frequency-ratio changes from 2 to 4 is seen to be 0.12, and we found from
similar arguments as in FIG. (2.7c) & (2.7d), that competing peaks in the frequency spectrum yield
a dominant frequency-harmonic twice the otherwise dominant frequency. Aside for this anomaly,
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Figure 2.8: (a) Primary bobbing frequency fy, (b) primary tumbling frequency fθ, and (c) normal-
ized primary bobbing amplitude ∆1D as a function of the confinement ratio, k, for various particle
aspect ratios, α.
the ratio of dominant bobbing-to-tumbling frequencies is constant (= 2) for all other aspect-ratios.
This universality is reminiscent of the slender-body limit in Stokes flow, in which the ratio of the
velocity of a slender particle with major axis aligned with an external force to that with major
axis perpendicular to it is 2 (Batchelor, 1970). However, while he derived mobility coefficients,
Mij for the linear velocity (Ui)-force(Fj) relationship, Uj = MijFj , in terms of a slenderness-
parameter for particles, and expressed the internal relationship between different components of
the translational velocities, our study reads a relationship between a translational component and
an angular component of the velocities. Moreover, we observe that the current analysis assumes
zero forces on the particle, which was not the case for Batchelor’s findings. For the lowest α values
of 2 and 3, the bobbing and tumbling dominant frequencies depend on both α and k. As α is
increased, the dependence of these frequencies on α becomes much less pronounced. For much
higher α than considered here, we expect that all curves collapse onto a single frequency, which
would define the slender limit for the system under discussion. For a composite view of these
trends, we construct surface-fits for the frequencies as a function of aspect-ratio and confinement
(FIGS. (2.9a) and (2.9b)). As with bobbing amplitudes, we perform polynomial-regression for
varying orders, in this case 1-5 independently along both the dimensions. We see that among
various combinations, a bi-quartic regression yields the least RMSE which is significantly lower
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than other lower orders, and highest R2-measure. We do not test beyond a 4th degree to avoid
possibility of an over-fit which might make the predictor inaccurate beyond our domain-of-interest.
This “plateauing” trend suggests an exponential scaling of interaction rates with particle aspect-
ratios and channel confinements. The change in dominant frequencies as a function of aspect-ratio
is quite rapid for high confinements than at low confinements. Alternatively, it can be said that
the drop in frequencies from high to low confinements at lower aspect-ratios is far more than that
at higher aspect-ratios. The notion that the frequencies are tightly coupled to both aspect-ratio
and confinement at low aspect-ratio and high confinement seems plausible from these observations
since a perturbation in either variables leads to a steep drop in frequencies, although this drop is
more drastic along the aspect-ratio axis than the confinement axis.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.9: Fitted surfaces for the dominant (a) bobbing and (b) tumbling frequencies as a function
of particle aspect ratio α and confinement ratio k. The dots represent sampled locations; the surface
represents a quartic polynomial regression in both α and k .
2.4.4 Time delays and interaction-site distributions
The bobbing and tumbling frequencies are unaffected by the release angle, as shown in FIG. 2.6.
The trajectories are displaced in time and lateral position, however, leading to visible offsets that
depend on the release angles (c.f. FIG. (2.6a) – (2.6b)). This displacement is physically significant,
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as these offsets determine the distribution of sensor interaction sites downstream. We therefore
characterize the time delay of the trajectories across the configuration space. To quantify these
offsets we calculate the cross correlation between the trajectories, a typical approach in signal-
processing applications involving time-delay analysis. The time at which the cross-correlation
reaches a peak denotes the time at which the trajectories are maximally correlated, and defines the
time delay. Time delays for bobbing across the three-dimensional (α, k, θr) configuration space
are shown in FIG. 2.11, relative to the trajectory for a particle released at an angle of 10◦. It
is worth mentioning that for low aspect-ratio particles, the time-lag represents an offset which
gives a near-exact overlap between trajectories at different release-angles, whereas for the high
aspect-ratio particles, it denotes that offset at which that trajectories overlap the maximum, which
may not necessarily not be an exact overlap of the test-waveforms. Configurations pertaining to
high aspect-ratio particles are most susceptible to larger time delays. This susceptibility arises
because slender high aspect-ratio particles have lower velocity gradients across their surface when
they are aligned with the flow, which is not the case for the low aspect-ratio particles (FIG.
2.10). For a given confinement, the low aspect-ratio particles thus experience non-zero torques at
all angles; in sharp contrast, the high aspect-ratio particles experience maximum torque only at
angles where they are perpendicular to the flow, which tends to align them with the flow. Under
the quasi-steady treatment, this means that angular velocities are maximum when particles are
oriented perpendicular to the flow and minimum when aligned with the flow. Angular velocities
for zero-angles does not completely vanish for particles with a non-zero thickness owing to finite
velocity-gradients across the particle, albeit rather small, and this causes continued tumbling.
Because the overlaps of the trajectories at various release-angles with the 10◦-counterparts are
not uniform across all release angles, the time delays of the high aspect-ratio particles are less
uniform across the configuration space. As a consequence of these time-delays, the time that
particles have to spend in a near-zero orientation is largely subject to their initial orientation. This
is inferred from the time-delays in angular position; since the waveforms do not exactly overlap for
the calculated time-delay due to slightly different frequencies, variations in the actual time spent
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of non-dimensional particle angular velocity,
ωpD
U , as a function of particle
orientation,
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π , close to the walls for small and large aspect-ratios, k = 0.3.
in near-zero orientations are compounded over a larger flow-length (in contrast to just a few time-
periods). Additionally, this reasoning also explains why this effect is pronounced in the tumbling,
but not in bobbing time delays.
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Figure 2.11: Time delay, normalized with the time-period for (α,k)= (2, 0.3), for (a) bobbing and
(b) tumbling as a function of confinement ratio k, particle aspect ratio α, and release angle θr.
The results presented in FIGS. 2.9 and 2.11 suggest ways in which the properties of the trajec-
tories are likely to affect how the particles interact with a biosensor surface. To link features of the
particle trajectories to the distribution of interaction sites in a biosensor, we investigate a simplified
computational model of our biosensor experiment (Kim et al., 2015b) consisting of a collection of
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180 particles over a flow length of 4 cm. The particles are oriented at 18 angles from 0 to 170◦ and
are released at ten uniformly-spaced upstream locations within a span of 1 mm (corresponding to
an analyte sample volume of approximately 10 µL) (Kim et al., 2015b). From the simulation, we
determine the downstream locations where the bobbing trajectories of particles make nearest ap-
proach to the wall, shown for low (α = 2) and high aspect-ratio particles (α = 7) at a confinement,
k = 0.3 in FIG. (2.12a).
At every downstream (x) position in the channel, more low aspect-ratio particles than high
aspect-ratio particles encounter the surface. The increase in encounter rate is likely a consequence
of the high frequency of low aspect-ratio particles at this confinement (FIG. (2.11a)). High tumbling
and bobbing frequencies ensure that particles encounter the surface more frequently.
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Figure 2.12: Distribution of the number of downstream interaction sites N for particles of aspect
ratio, α = 2, and 7, at a confinement parameter k = 0.3.
Additionally, the distribution for low-aspect-ratio particles decays slowly over the length of the
channel, whereas that for the high aspect-ratio particles seems constant downstream. Since high
aspect-ratio particles are seen to have larger and non-uniform bobbing time-delays across different
release-angles (FIG. 2.11), they have very little overlap leading to a more continuous interaction
distribution. But for low aspect-ratio particles, since time-lags are small, we could expect to
see “pockets” of interaction-sites. However, the long-term decay is a manifestation of the minor
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variations in the frequencies at different release-angles, and these variations are large for the high
aspect-ratio particles, to begin with.
The current example is idealized and does not include interparticle forces; nonetheless, we
believe that this approach provides a route towards predicting the collection efficiency of a bio-
sensor over one or more sensor locations, or conversely, informing suitable placement of strips
for maximal collection efficiency. In our simulations the sampling location closest to the wall is
constrained by the major-diameter of the particles, which precludes us from releasing particles
too close to/beyond this maximum location due to extrapolation errors, but we expect to see
similar trends for particles released at other locations under the quasi-steady reasoning for particle
kinematics.
2.5 Conclusions
We explored the effects of analyte particle aspect ratio (2 ≤ α ≤ 7) and channel confinement
(0.06 ≤ k ≤ 0.30) on surface encounters in a model fluidic biosensor, using a quasi-steady ap-
proximation for the particle that is valid at low Reynolds number. In the event where Re → 0 is
realizable, the inertia of the fluid and particle vanish identically, which enables us to model the par-
ticle with zero forces spatially, and temporally, and a typical Re for the present system is ∼ 1e− 4.
Ellipsoidal particles do not focus to a transverse location, as would be typical of inertial flows. The
trajectories indicate that their motion is periodic in the direction perpendicular to the flow. The
closest approach to the channel surface varies with the shape of the particle and its size relative
to the channel. Hence, the interactions of finite-sized analyte particles with a surface cannot be
considered continuous in space, but is instead discrete. The directionality of approach differs across
confinements explored in this study, implying the use of channel width as a control parameter for
the direction at which particles bind, and this may be one route to reduce false positives or neg-
atives. Bobbing and tumbling frequencies depend strongly on the particle aspect ratio, in accord
with observations of Zöttl and Stark (Zöttl and Stark, 2013). The configuration space (α, k) is
demarcated into high-frequency, low-amplitude (for low aspect-ratio particles) and low-frequency,
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high-amplitude (for high aspect-ratio particles). These results suggest that particle shape can be
used to modulate the rate at which particles encounter a surface and thereby differentiate for po-
tential end-goal applications based on encounter-rate. For a given confinement, the residence time
of particles is tunable via the aspect-ratio, and low aspect-ratio particles are found to have the
highest residence-times irrespective of release-angles. Dominant frequencies remain invariant with
release angles. The ratio of the dominant bobbing-to-tumbling frequencies is constant — either 2
(in most cases) or 4. Bobbing primary amplitudes are found to vary as the square of the confine-
ment and increase with particle aspect ratio. Although the bobbing and tumbling frequencies are
invariant of release angle, the trajectories of particles released at different angles can be shifted in
time, leading to significant time delays at higher confinements. The number of interactions at a
given downstream position in a channel is greater for low- compared to high-aspect-ratio particles.
This result suggests that the particle shape could also be used to tune the likelihood of interaction
at different locations along a biosensor.
To our knowledge, this is the first time particle kinematics have been studied in the frequency
domain for bio-sensing applications. Our results, in particular the characteristic constant frequency-
ratios, warrant additional study from an analytical perspective. Along other lines, the inclusion of
additional spatial-points to model wall collisions could be a promising avenue to elucidate the me-
chanics of the interactions at the wall, and would complement the fluid-phase trajectories examined
in the present paper. Although the present understanding is qualitative, based on a 2D model, the
framework should be naturally extendable to study 3D ellipsoids and arbitrary shapes. This exten-
sion would allow specific particle trajectory properties to be tuned to deliver features desirable in
a given application. Finally, relaxing one or more assumptions regarding zero fluid/particle-inertia
would lend more fidelity to the current modelling. We envision a 4D model to account for unsteady
particle inertia as a first step to future work.
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2.6 Appendix
2.6.1 Validation for Quasi-Steady Trajectories
A configuration with particle aspect ratio, α = 2, and confinement parameter, k = 0.707, was
used to validate the quasi-steady implementation. Particle tracking was performed for micron-
sized particles for time steps of 10−4, 10−5, 10−6, and 10−7 seconds. A particle is released at
(yp, θp) = (0,
π
5 ) and stable, temporally-converged solutions are obtained for 10
−5 seconds, with
good agreement (FIG. (2.13a)-(2.13f)) for particle displacements and velocities with Sugihara-Seki’s
(Sugihara-seki, 1993) analysis, where they demonstrate a similar quasi-steady approach, but with
fewer particle-sizes and confinements.
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Figure 2.13: Validation for a configuration with particle aspect ratio α = 2, k = 0.707. Normalized
displacements as a function of normalized time, tT : (a) horizontal, (
xp
X
), (b) vertical, (
2yp
H ), and (c)
angular, (
θp
π ). Normalized velocities as a function of normalized time,
t
T : (d) horizontal, (
up
U ), (e)
vertical, (
vp
U ), and (f) angular (
ωpD
U ). T is one period of motion, and X is the distance traversed
by the particle in one period.
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2.6.2 Validation with Two-Way Fluid Structure Interaction (FSI)
We ran fully-coupled FSI simulations for the transient particle motion to gauge the applicability
of the quasi-steady (QS) assumptions, considering potential inertial effects due to nearby surfaces
as reported by Feng and Joseph (Feng and Joseph, 1995). As reported by them, highly-confined
geometries tend to induce unsteady inertia in the fluid and the particle and as a result, the particles
no longer exhibit periodic motion and follow temporally-unstable trajectories, which in certain
cases collapses to a steady motion at the centerline, away from walls. For our current simulations,
a configuration with particle aspect ratio α = 2 and confinement parameter k = 0.30 is chosen as a
representative case of the narrowest channel in the configuration space explored in this study. The
particle is released from rest close to the wall at locations given in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Release locations used in the fluid-structure interaction calculation, performed for a
particle aspect ratio, α = 2, and confinement parameter k = 0.30.
Release-location yr
D
θr
R2 1.111 π4
R3 1.111 π2
Since the quasi-steady method involves pre-computing velocities at discrete particle-locations
to calculate trajectories, we also obtain “snapshots” of the FSI runs at different time points. The
velocities of the particle are extracted at time steps ranging from 2000 to 34000, and compared
with quasi-steady predictions of particle velocities at identical locations. For all such snapshots
at different release locations, comparisons for the particle velocities, (up, ωp) are summarized in
Tables (2.3 – 2.4). The errors are quite small for these velocity components for all cases, and could
be an artefact of mesh quality due to deforming elements around the particle in case of the FSI
simulations. This could be improved by choosing a higher number of mesh-smoothing iterations per
remeshing every few time-steps, which would be a trade-off between accuracy and computation-
time. By contrast, all other cases with higher release angles require less time to approach the
fluid rotation rate about the particle center, as is seen here. Additionally, we compare the vertical
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component of the particle velocity, vp, as shown in FIG. (2.14), and the velocities align well from
the start.
Table 2.3: Comparison of (up, vp, ωp) between FSI and QS simulations for test case, R2.
time-step 2000 5000 10000 15000 24000
up,FSI (ms
−1) 0.00916 0.00991 0.00994 0.00995 0.00999
up,QS (ms
−1) 0.00992 0.00990 0.00986 0.00982 0.00974
error, |εup|(%) 8.2969 0.1009 0.8048 1.3065 2.5025
ωp,FSI (rads
−1) 0.07474 0.07949 0.08536 0.09148 0.10373
ωp,QS (rads
−1) 0.07526 0.07844 0.08443 0.09088 0.10348
error, |εωp|(%) 0.696 1.321 1.089 0.656 0.241
-
Table 2.4: Comparison of (up, vp, ωp) between FSI and QS simulations for test case, R3.
time-step 2000 5000 10000 15000 29000
up,FSI (ms
−1) 0.00906 0.00956 0.00947 0.00936 0.00907
up,QS (ms
−1) 0.00947 0.00945 0.00941 0.00933 0.00910
error, |εup|(%) 4.5254 1.1506 0.6336 0.3205 0.3307
ωp,FSI (rads
−1) 0.15154 0.15729 0.15288 0.14755 0.12668
ωp,QS (rads
−1) 0.15792 0.15729 0.15390 0.14854 0.12696
error, |εωp|(%) 4.210 < 1e-2 0.667 0.671 0.221
1 2
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Figure 2.14: Comparisons for particle vertical velocity from FSI and QS for release locations (a)
R2, and (b) R3.
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Furthermore, the flow fields at the sampled instantaneous times (FIGS. 2.15 – 2.16) show
good overall agreement between the FSI and QS methods. In essence, we see that the vertical
and angular velocities, which are the governing factors for the quasi-steady motion, are in good
agreement with the full two-way FSI simulations for various “snapshots” in time. Depending on the
release-location, a good match can be seen either from the very beginning or after a finite time-lapse.
This is suspected to be primarily due to the acceleration of the particle from rest which induces
unsteady inertia and after which the particle begins to re-adjust itself to the flow-field around it.
The seemingly-larger errors at certain time-points for a few release-locations are assumed to be an
artefact of the quality of the deforming elements adjoining the particle, and this can be reduced
further with advanced mesh-smoothing algorithms/overset meshes.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.15: Flow-fields for R2: (a) u and (b) v. Rows from the top to bottom correspond to time
steps 5000, 10000, and 15000, respectively. For each variable, the left-hand column shows contours
obtained from the FSI approach and the right-hand column contains contours obtained from the
QS model.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.16: Flow-fields for R3: (a) u and (b) v. Rows from the top to bottom correspond to time
steps 5000, 10000, and 15000, respectively. For each variable, the left-hand column shows contours
obtained from the FSI approach and the right-hand column contains contours obtained from the
QS model.
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CHAPTER 3. AUTOMATED PREDICTION OF FOCUSING PATTERNS
FOR INERTIAL MICROFLUIDICS
A paper in preparation for submission to Physics of Fluids
Aditya Kommajosula1, Jeong-ah Kim1, Wonhee Lee, and Baskar Ganapathysubramanian
3.1 Abstract
Identifying focusing patterns in arbitrarily cross-sectioned channels is an interesting, significant,
and, complex problem in applications involving microfluidic sorting, separation, and ordering. Cur-
rent computational approaches involve construction of cross-sectional “force-maps” followed by a
visual identification to confirm the presence of experimentally observed stable points [D. Di Carlo
et. al., “Particle segregation and dynamics in confined flows”, Physical review letters, 102, 094503
(2009)]. Such visual inspections are naturally prone to misinterpreting stable locations and fo-
cusing shifts in the case of non-trivial focusing patterns. We develop and deploy an approach for
automating the calculation of focusing patterns for a general channel geometry, and thereby reduce
the dependence on empirical/visual procedures to confirm the presence of stable locations. We uti-
lize concepts from interpolation theory (to represent continuous force-fields using discrete points),
and stability theory to identify “basins of attraction” and quantitatively identify stable equilibrium
points. These focusing patterns are validated using experimental results for a rectangular channel
with aH = 0.2 (particle-to-channel size ratio), and triangular channel with
a
H = 0.2 and an apex
angle of 90◦. The current algorithm is independent of channel cross-sections and curvature, which
could pave way to generating a library of focusing patterns as a function of channel geometry, and
Reynolds numbers (Re), to assist in design of novel devices for tailored particle streams.
1Authors contributed equally
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3.2 Introduction
Lateral focusing of spherical particles to off-centre locations in inertial flow is known as the
tubular pinch effect. The experimental discovery of this phenomenon (Segre and Silberberg, 1961)
has motivated rigorous study into understanding the dynamics of dilute suspensions in flow. This
behavior is particularly attractive in the field of inertial microfluidics (Amini et al., 2014) for
manipulation of finite-sized particles. Inertial microfluidics is a laminar regime of microfluidic-
physics characterized by finite Re, and hence, non-zero fluid inertia. The finite Re brings about an
interesting interplay between competing fluid forces on a free particle, and depending on particle-
size (or alternatively, aH for a fixed particle-size), Re (Yang et al., 2005) and release-location,
the particle reaches a steady lateral location. Dominant inertial forces at play are the, shear-
gradient lift : this is attributed to the curvature of the velocity profile in the channel, which directs
particles away from the channel centre, and, wall-induced lift : this force arises due to the interaction
between the particle and the adjacent wall and acts to drive particles away from the wall. This
inertial migration is unique for a given channel geometry, flow speed, and aH , and has been widely
employed for passive particle-manipulation in cell focusing, sorting, and ordering applications (Di
Carlo et al., 2007), (Di Carlo et al., 2009), (Gossett et al., 2010). Passive manipulation is a simple,
robust, and relatively high-throughput (compared to active manipulation) class of techniques which
depends solely on the hydrodynamic forces of interaction inherent to a given configuration or channel
geometry1. A subset of passive techniques involves the use of boundary-induced secondary flows
in addition to flow in a primary direction. The net effect of this secondary flow or vorticity serves
to alter final focusing locations. Novel developments in this regard include the use of channels
with a series of constrictions (Chung et al., 2013a), grooves or herringbones (Stroock et al., 2002),
1Aside for inertial migration, other common passive techniques (Zhang et al., 2016) rely on use of co-flow or
additional sheath-fluid to guide (Yamada et al., 2004), (Gossett et al., 2012)/confine (Huh et al., 2005), (Lee et al.,
2006)/encapsulate (Howell Jr et al., 2008) particle-samples. Active techniques on the other hand, involve the use
of external manipulation forces such as, dielectrophoresis (electric fields on dielectric particles), magnetophoresis
(magnetic fields on magnetic particles), acoustophoresis (sound radiation), and optical tweezers (dielectric particles
in a laser beam) (Çetin and Li, 2011), (Forbes and Forry, 2012), (Wang and Zhe, 2011), (Grier, 2003).
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micro-structures (Chung et al., 2013b), (Inglis et al., 2006), (Inglis, 2009), (Huang et al., 2004), and
channel curvatures (Gossett and Carlo, 2009), (Martel and Toner, 2012), (Russom et al., 2009).
Another subset of sheathless manipulation techniques relies on the channel geometry itself as
a controlling parameter (Mukherjee et al., 2019), (Lee et al., 2019), (Tang et al., 2019), (Kim
et al., 2016) and this forms the motivation for the current study. Current experimental studies
on particle-focusing so far have successfully reported the competing flow-physics pertaining to
observed trends and supplemented them with numerical simulations. The approach in these studies
(Di Carlo et al., 2009), (Liu et al., 2015), (Kim et al., 2016), (Amini et al., 2014) has been to
validate experimentally-observed stable equilibrium points by a mere “look-up” for their presence
in corresponding numerical force-maps. This approach lacks formalism in that it does not provide
sufficient information about presence of other equilibrium points, or lack thereof. This satisfies a
necessary condition but is not sufficient to describe the system in its entirety. Furthermore, the
ability to quantify the stability attributes of an equilibrium point for an arbitrary geometry and
Re is valuable and lends insight into preference of particular focusing positions. The current work
thus aims to address some of the following questions:
• establish a mathematical formulation for automated identification of equilibrium points and
focusing locations for a general scenario
• define quantitative measures that characterize individual equilibrium points
• exhaustively predict the set of stable locations for a given configuration
• rank order stable points in terms of their stability
Over the past decade, there has been a fairly exhaustive study into circular, square, and rect-
angular channels (Di Carlo et al., 2009), (Amini et al., 2014), (Gossett et al., 2012). Interestingly,
recent results have also demonstrated the capability to fabricate unconventional channel cross-
sections to control the number and locations of focusing points (Kim et al., 2016). Additionally,
it has also been shown that channels of varying geometries can be attached end-to-end to produce
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a stage-wise effect for focusing particles (Zhou et al., 2013), (Kim et al., 2016). In light of the
state-of-art for fabricating such geometries, we are faced with the possibility of enhancing this ex-
isting design-space of particle-focusing trends known to the community and enabling exploration of
newer geometries, hitherto uncharted, using automated computing tools. This motivates need for a
high-throughput computational study across varied geometries, Re’s, and aH ’s, in order to generate
a library of focusing locations/patterns that delineate trends, and scaling principles involved for an
arbitrarily chosen geometry and flow conditions. Moreover, this library would be directly utilizable
to create so-called transition-maps which connect particle release-locations to their final stable lo-
cations or basins of attraction. This can be subsequently utilized to design an array of channels
of varying geometries based on individual transition maps to create novel channel-programs. A
similar idea was reported by previous researchers in the context of deforming fluid streams in the
presence of obstacles (Amini et al., 2013), (Stoecklein et al., 2014), (Nunes et al., 2014), (Paulsen
et al., 2015), (Paulsen and Chung, 2016). We lay the ground for such work by detailing a strategy
for exhaustively identifying and quantifying the stability of equilibrium points in channels with
arbitrary cross-sections.
3.3 Equilibrium locations and stability estimates
We briefly outline the strategy for identifying all equilibrium points and the associated stability
assessment below. Each step below is further detailed in subsequent sections.
• Step 1 – Quasi-dynamic (Q-D) method to generate cross-sectional force-maps: this step
consists of calculating the lateral forces acting on a particle at different locations within the
channel cross-section. This is the standard step used in evaluating force-maps (Di Carlo
et al., 2009), (Kim et al., 2016), (Gossett et al., 2012), (Liu et al., 2015). This results in
a discrete force-map. Following this step, we construct a linear interpolant of the forces on
a triangulation of the particle locations, which can be used to check for equilibirium points
within any given element.
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Figure 3.1: The computational model : A spherical particle of diameter, a, traverses through a
channel of hydraulic diameter, H. The average velocity of the fluid is U (view into the Y-Z
cross-sectional plane). To calculate the lift-forces on the particle at any location (ỹ, z̃) in the
cross-sectional plane, we fix the lateral velocities (vp, wp) to zero, and solve for (up, ωpx, ωpy, ωpz)
to ensure that the streamwise drag, Fx, and torque, τx, τy, τz, go to zero. Once these equations
are self-consistently solved, the lateral drag forces at the location i are computed as (Fy,i, Fz,i).
This process is repeated at several locations in the cross-sectional plane, and a final force-map is
constructed as shown.
• Step 2 – Evaluate stability of each equilibrium locations: we utilize the continuous force-
map to write the lateral motion of the particle as a first-order system. We then invoke
stability theory of first-order systems to quantitatively determine (in)stability of each of the
equilibrium points.
3.3.1 Generating force-maps
We consider a single particle in an arbitrary cross-section channel with particle-diameter (a),
channel hydraulic-diameter (H), and average fluid velocity, U , as defined in FIG. 3.1. We define
a confinement ratio parameter as the ratio of the particle diameter-to-channel hydraulic diameter
(= aH ). The Reynolds number, Re, is based on the average fluid velocity and the channel hydraulic
diameter (Re= ρUHµ ). The governing equations (non-dimensionalized) are given as:
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∇ · u = 0 (3.1)
u · ∇u = −∇p+ 1
Re
∇2u
m
dvp
dt
= F = 2
[ ∮
Γp
{
− pI + 1
Re
(∇u+∇Tu)
}
· n̂ dΓ
]
(3.2)
d(Iωp)
dt
= τ =
[ ∮
Γp
r ×
{
− pI + 1
Re
(∇u+∇Tu)
}
· n̂ dΓ
]
where, u = [u, v, w]T is the fluid velocity, p is the fluid pressure, m is the particle mass, and I is
the inertial tensor. The fluid affects the particle by imposing forces and torques on the particle.
We denote the net forces and torque vectors as F = [Fx, Fy, Fz]
T , and τ = [τx, τy, τz]
T . resp. The
particle position and velocity is affected by F . We denote the linear and angular velocity of the
particles as vp = [up, vp, wp]
T , and ωp = [ωpx, ωpy, ωpz]
T , resp. The particle in turn affects the fluid
via the imposition of no-slip conditions at the particle surface.
The steady-state Navier-Stokes equations (3.1) are solved using a finite element based in-house
framework in a translating frame of reference attached to the particle such that the channel walls
move at a velocity, −up. This is to model a particle which has equilibriated and moves with constant
streamwise velocity. No-slip conditions (accounting for particle angular velocity) are imposed on
the particle surface. The inlet and outlet boundary conditions are chosen to have fully-developed
velocity-profiles where the particle is placed sufficiently far off from the inlet and outlet. The
fully-developed velocity-profiles are obtained by solving for flow in a channel without the particle,
and interpolated onto the mesh containing the particle. Equations (3.1) and (3.2) are solved by
using constant or zero particle velocities. Although the RHS of (3.2) is used to compute the drag,
cross-sectional lifts, and torques, the LHS goes to zero, because we consider a fixed particle in a
moving frame.
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3.3.2 Stability calculation
Given the force maps2, we construct a triangulation over the particle locations and an inter-
polant for the forces inside each triangle, as given in section 3.7.1. This enables us to check for
zeros of the forces within any given element. If an equilibrium point is found, we proceed to check
stability.
3.3.2.1 Linearization and stability
The force-maps, (Fy, Fz), represent a dynamical system and the set of zeros, (y
∗, z∗), represent
the equilibrium points. Viewed from this context, we can invoke formal and rigorous notions
of stability from dynamical systems theory. The Hartman-Grobmann theorem (Grobman, 1959),
(Hartman, 1960), (Grobman, 1962) states that a non-linear dynamical system, given by
dX
dt
= f(X), (3.3)
is linearizable around an equilibrium point for deriving qualitative stability inferences around that
point. This linearization (also called the state-space form) has the general form
dX
dt
= AX (3.4)
where,
A =
(
∂f
∂X
)
X0
(3.5)
here A is the Jacobian of the linearized system (refer section 3.7.2 for details). Stability is quantified
in terms of the (real parts of) eigenvalues, λi, of A. The equilibrium location is stable if all real-parts
are negative, since the perturbations decay exponentially as the eigenvalues. For our fluid-particle
system, the equations of motion for the particle in the lateral direction can be approximated as,
m
d2z
dt2
= Fz(z, y)− 3πµa
dz
dt
(3.6)
m
d2y
dt2
= Fy(z, y)− 3πµa
dy
dt
,
2The force-maps were generated on our campus High-Performance Computing (HPC) facility, Condo, which con-
tains two 2.6 GHz 8-Core Intel E5-2640 processors per compute-node, with 8 CPU cores per processor.
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where m is the mass of the particle. We include the Stokes’ drag terms for the following reasons:
• the resistive drag serves to eliminate unrealistic numerical oscillations (solution to equations
(3.6) without the drag terms); use of these drag forces has been done previously in the
context of calculating channel lengths for achieving migration (Di Carlo, 2009) owing to slow
migration in lateral directions
• the dynamical system - now in a decoupled form - includes all velocity-components of the
particle as in an actual scenario, i.e., streamwise-translation (from the Q-D model), spin-
velocities (from the Q-D model), and lateral translation (Stokes’ drag)
The above coupled system of two second-order equations is converted to four first-order equations
with the following variables,
(
z, dzdt , y,
dy
dt
)
, and the Jacobian, A, is evaluated from equations (3.5)
and (3.6) as:
A =

0 1 0 0
1
m
∂Fz(z,y)
∂z −
3πµa
m
1
m
∂Fz(z,y)
∂y 0
0 0 0 1
1
m
∂Fy(z,y)
∂z 0
1
m
∂Fy(z,y)
∂y −
3πµa
m

X0
(3.7)
This representation (equations (3.4) and (3.7)) is a generalization to higher dimensions of the 1D-
case of circular particle focusing in a straight 2D channel (Yang et al., 2005), where stability is
interpreted in terms of the slope of the lift-versus-transverse coordinate curve at equilibrium loca-
tions. The ∂Fi(z,y)∂xj terms are represented by 4
th-order centred finite-differences on the triangulation
generated in step 1 of section section 3.3 as,
(
∂Fi(z, y)
∂xj
)
X0
=
(
Fi,−2 − Fi,2
12∆xj
)
+ 2
(
Fi,1 − Fi,−1
3∆xj
)
(3.8)
where, Fi,1 denotes force in the i
th direction for a perturbation of ∆xj in the j
th direction, Fi,2
denotes force in the ith direction for a perturbation of 2∆xj in the j
th direction, and so on. Once
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the Jacobian is constructed for an equilibrium point, the stability is calculated using the real-parts
of its eigenvalues, λi (1 ≤ i ≤ 4):
• if <(λi) < 0 (1 ≤ i ≤ 4) - the given equilibrium point is stable, otherwise
• the given equilibrium point is unstable
Along with the focusing patterns, we also compute basins of attraction (ω−limit sets) (Strogatz,
2018) for each stable point. Basins of attraction are characteristic of each stable point and denote
the state of a system of particles after a sufficiently long time from release. They are essentially
“guiding zones” in that particles focus to that stable point whose basin contains their release-
location. This feature has been exploited previously to great effect in order to create unique,
ordered streams of particles (Kim et al., 2016).
3.4 Validation
The approach is validated using cases of inertial focusing that have been extensively studied
in literature. The first case deals with a rectangular-channel (aspect-ratio 1:4)(Hur et al., 2010)
for k = 0.2, and Re = 10, and the second case deals with focusing in an isosceles right-triangular
channel reported in a recent study (Kim et al., 2018) for k = 0.2, and Re = 100. We examine the
possible set of equilibrium points in each of the cases, the stable locations, basins of attraction,
and normalized-eigenvalues. Owing to symmetry, we sampled one-fourth of the square-channel
cross-section (FIG. 3.2) and one-half for the isosceles right-triangular channel (FIG. 3.3).
It is seen that the predicted focusing patterns (FIGS. (3.2a), (3.3a)) match well with those reported
in literature (Hur et al., 2010), (Kim et al., 2018). For the rectangular-channel, two face-centred
stable positions are seen along the longer faces which is in accordance with previous experimental
reports, in addition to numerous unstable points. In addition, for the triangular channel we see
that our prediction of an inverted triangular pattern matches the observed patterns in experiments
for low-k (= 0.25), and, high-Re (Kim et al., 2018) (= 60). The effect of refining the force-map-
sampling gives rise to crucial observations and is deferred until section 3.5.2. While considering
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.2: Validation: 1:4 rectangular-channel (quarter section shown) with k = 0.2, and
Re = 10 (a) predicted focusing-pattern (the blue region represents the sampled particle-
locations/triangulation, magenta-asterisks represent all equilibrium locations, and red-circles repre-
sent the particle (to scale)) | (b) color-coded basins of attraction for each attractor point in sampled
region (black dots)
Table 3.1: Validation: normalized eigenvalues (real-parts) for all equilibrium points for rectangular-
channel (origin taken at the centre of the channel; stable locations are shown in bold-font; we do
not list all unstable points here for the sake of brevity)
No.
[y
a ,
z
a
]
λnorm
1 [0.000, 0.000] [-0.002, 0.002, -1.798, -1.802]
2 [0.589, 0.573] [-0.004, -0.004, -1.796, -1.796]
3 [1.217, 0.000] [0.002, 0.003, -1.802, -1.803]
4 [2.729, 0.000] [0.002, -0.003, -1.797, -1.802]
5 [0.168, 0.000] [0.004, 0.004, -1.803, -1.804]
6 [0.000, 0.563] [0.004, -0.008, -1.792, -1.804]
7 [0.079, 0.624] [-0.004, -0.004, -1.796, -1.796]
8 [0.531, 0.573] [0.002, -0.006, -1.794, -1.802]
9 [0.391, 0.580] [-0.001, -0.008, -1.792, -1.800]
10 [2.726, 0.000] [0.003, 0.003, -1.803, -1.803]
Table 3.2: Validation: normalized eigenvalues (real-parts) for all equilibrium points for isosceles
right triangular-channel (origin taken at the centroid of the channel; stable locations are shown in
bold-font)
No.
[y
a ,
z
a
]
λnorm
1 [0.000, 1.996] [0.025, -0.056, -1.744, -1.825]
2 [0.000, -0.800] [-0.023, -0.257, -1.543, -1.777]
3 [1.000, 1.278] [-0.011, -0.296, -1.504, -1.789]
4 [0.000, 0.349] [0.047, 0.088, -1.847, -1.889]
5 [3.197, -0.818] [-0.029, 0.032, -1.771, -1.832]
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: Validation: isosceles right triangular-channel (half-section shown) with k = 0.2, and
Re = 100 (a) predicted focusing-pattern (the blue vectors represent lift-forces, magenta-asterisks
represent all equilibrium locations, red-circles represent the particle, and black lines represent the
half-channel boundary (sliced top-down, to scale)) | (b) color-coded basins of attraction for each
attractor point in sampled region (black dots)
the individual stabilities of various focusing locations in terms of eigenvalues, we note that the
maximum of the real parts of eigenvalues needs to be taken into account. This is due to the fact
that the more-negative components correspond to perturbations which decay more rapidly, and
hence, the long-term behavior of the perturbations is governed by the slower decay components.
In this context, we see that for the rectangular-channel stable-locations (TAB. 3.1), the maximum
absolute real-parts are all similar in value, whereas for the minimum components, eigenvalues for
stable points 2 and 7, are the highest. Additionally, the basins of attraction (FIG. 3.2b) indicate
that all particles released at the inlet should focus to the face-centred locations in the dilute-limit
(barring particle-particle interactions). For the triangular channel (FIG. 3.3b), we see that the
basins are about the same size, which gives rise to an overall inverted-triangular focusing pattern.
The eigenvalues (TAB. 3.2) indicate that the centre bottom-focusing position, 2, should be more
stable to perturbations in contrast to the top off-centre focusing position.
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3.5 Results and Discussion
3.5.1 Test cases: aH = 0.4, 90
◦-channel, Re = 20− 250
The previous section demonstrated that the approach is able to satisfactorily predict the focusing
pattern for a channel-configuration at a certain Re. We now test predictions over an entire range of
Re as such trends are often of practical interest in identifying critical values where there is a marked-
difference in observable quantities, e.g., alteration of a four-centred focusing pattern to a two-centred
pattern in rectangular micro-channels with increase in channel aspect-ratio Hur et al. (2010). In this
context, it was recently reported Kim et al. (2018) that larger particles with size-ratios, aH = 0.4,
in a 90◦-channel, display an interesting pattern of focusing beyond Re ≈ 80, where they focus to 3
positions (2 top off-centre, and 1 bottom-centre), similar to that seen earlier (FIG. 3.3a), and below
which they focus to 2 positions (top and bottom) on the symmetry plane. We test to see if we can
predict such a trend consistently, across Re = 20, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 120, 130, 140, 150, 200, &250.
Specifically, we attempt to explain the following observations:
1. bifurcation of top-centre stable focusing point (two-point focusing overall) to two off-centre
stable locations (three-point focusing overall) near Re ≈ 80
2. downward shifting of top focusing positions parallel to side-walls after bifurcation (Re ≥ 80)
3.5.1.1 Stable-point bifurcation
We start with an initial tessellation (i.e., mesh-density) consisting of 210 points. It is customary
to check spatial convergence in numerical studies, but we will specifically address this aspect later
to highlight its importance in the present context.
From FIG. 3.4, it is seen that stable points are observed at the top-centre, bottom-centre, and right-
corner with Re < 120 (except 60) (FIG. 3.4a-3.4f). Furthermore, the stable focusing location at
the right-corner is newly revealed by the algorithm, which has not been observed in experiments.
For Re = 60, the focusing pattern comprises the top and bottom mid-plane focusing positions,
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
(j) (k) (l)
Figure 3.4: Focusing patterns: for aH= 0.4 in a 90
◦-channel at Re = (a) 20 | (b) 60 | (c) 70 | (d) 80 |
(e) 90 | (f) 100 | (g) 120 | (h) 130 | (i) 140 | (j) 150 | (k) 200 | (l) 250 (violet arrows represent force-
maps, magenta-asterisks represent all equilibrium locations, and red-circles represent the particle
(to scale))
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Table 3.3: Normalized eigenvalues: for stable points for isosceles right triangular-channel with
a
H= 0.4 (origin taken at the centroid of the channel)
Re No. y
a
z
a
λ1,norm λ2,norm λ3,norm λ4,norm
20
1 0.0000 -0.3380 -0.0324 -0.9000 + i0.3058 -0.9000 - i0.3058 -1.7676
2 0.0000 0.8338 -0.0679 -0.3680 -1.4320 -1.7321
3 0.9244 0.0102 -0.0321 -0.1391 -1.6609 -1.7679
60
1 0.0000 -0.3328 -0.6330 -1.1670 -0.9000 + i1.5952 -0.9000 - i1.5952
2 0.0000 0.8367 -0.6544 -1.1456 -0.9000 + i2.4799 -0.9000 - i2.4799
70
1 0.0000 -0.3328 -0.9000 + i0.4969 -0.9000 - i0.4969 -0.9000 + i2.9222 -0.9000 - i2.9222
2 0.0000 0.8384 -0.9000 + i0.3031 -0.9000 - i0.3031 -0.9000 + i1.8577 -0.9000 - i1.8577
3 1.1749 -0.2773 -0.2764 + i0.2373 -0.2764 - i0.2373 -1.5236 + i0.2373 -1.5236 - i0.2373
80
1 0.0000 -0.3328 -0.9000 + i0.7760 -0.9000 - i0.7760 -0.9000 + i3.3699 -0.9000 - i3.3699
2 0.0000 0.8400 -0.9000 + i0.4786 -0.9000 - i0.4786 -0.9000 + i2.0975 -0.9000 - i2.0975
3 1.2925 -0.298 -0.0653 -0.5510 -1.2490 -1.7347
90
1 0.0000 -0.3329 -0.9000 + i1.0009 -0.9000 - i1.0009 -0.9000 + i3.8176 -0.9000 - i3.8176
2 0.0000 0.8415 -0.9000 + i0.5661 -0.9000 - i0.5661 -0.9000 + i2.3215 -0.9000 - i2.3215
3 1.3763 -0.3267 -0.9000 + i0.3501 -0.9000 - i0.3501 -0.9000 + i1.3437 -0.9000 - i1.3437
100
1 0.0000 -0.3329 -0.9000 + i1.2022 -0.9000 - i1.2022 -0.9000 + i2.5333 -0.9000 - i2.5333
2 0.0000 0.8427 -0.9000 + i0.5978 -0.9000 - i0.5978 -0.9000 + i2.5333 -0.9000 - i2.5333
3 1.4207 -0.3402 -0.9000 + i1.2489 -0.9000 - i1.2489 -0.9000 + i1.8060 -0.9000 - i1.8060
120
1 0.0000 -0.3333 -0.9000 + i1.5746 -0.9000 - i1.5746 -0.9000 + i2.9334 -0.9000 - i2.9334
2 0.0000 0.8440 -0.9000 + i0.4706 -0.9000 - i0.4706 -0.9000 + i2.9334 -0.9000 - i2.9334
3 0.2494 0.7384 -0.9000 + i0.5405 -0.9000 - i0.5405 -0.9000 + i3.5364 -0.9000 - i3.5364
4 1.4707 -0.3621 -0.9000 + i1.4770 -0.9000 - i1.4770 -0.9000 + i2.1845 -0.9000 - i2.1845
130
1 0.0000 -0.3334 -0.9000 + i1.7496 -0.9000 -i1.7496 -0.9000 + i5.6338 -0.9000 - i5.6338
2 0.0000 0.8441 -0.9000 + i0.1653 -0.9000 - i0.1653 -0.9000 + i3.1244 -0.9000 - i3.1244
3 0.2803 0.7088 -0.9000 + i0.7720 -0.9000 - i0.7720 -0.9000 + i3.7920 -0.9000 - i3.7920
4 1.5075 -0.3806 -0.9000 + i1.0459 -0.9000 - i1.0459 -0.9000 + i2.4369i -0.9000 - i2.4369
140
1 0.0000 -0.3335 -0.9000 + i1.9212 -0.9000 - i1.9212 -0.9000 + i6.1019 -0.9000 - i6.1019
2 0.0000 0.8436 -0.3822 -1.4178 -0.9000 + i3.3130 -0.9000 - i3.3130
3 0.3407 0.6689 -0.6411 -1.1589 -0.9000 + i5.2319 -0.9000 - i5.2319
150
1 0.0000 -0.3336 -0.9000 + i2.0947 -0.9000 - i2.0947 -0.9000 + i6.5793 -0.9000 - i6.5793
2 0.0000 0.8425 -0.0775 -1.7725 -0.9000 + i3.4995 -0.9000 - i3.4995
3 0.3775 0.6400 -0.9000 + i0.8474 -0.9000 - i0.8474 -0.9000 + i5.0415 -0.9000 - i5.0415
200
1 0.0000 -0.3330 -0.9000 + i2.9914 -0.9000 - i2.9914 -0.9000 + i9.1508 -0.9000 - i9.1508
2 0.4831 0.5840 -0.9000 + i1.7910 -0.9000 - i1.7910 -0.9000 + i6.4721 -0.9000 + i6.4721
250
1 0.0000 -0.3314 -0.0900 + i0.4179i -0.0900 - i0.4179i -0.0900 + i1.2064i -0.0900 - i1.2064i
2 0.4524 0.5430 -0.0900 + i0.4126i -0.0900 - i0.4126i -0.0900 + i0.6936i -0.0900 - i0.6936i
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which is an exact match with experiments. For Re ≥ 120, in addition to all of the above stable
points, we see that there is an off-centre stable location at the top. Thus, Re = 120 is inferred to
be the bifurcation-Re for the present case. Additionally, the right-corner focusing location at lower
Re completely vanishes at higher flow-speeds (FIG. 3.4i-3.4j), and the bifurcated focusing pattern
agrees with experiments for Re ≥ 150 (FIG. 3.4k-3.4l). Hence it is confirmed that the predictions
follow the general trend of focusing patterns, i.e., 2-point centreline focusing (top, bottom) for
lower Re, while higher Re exhibits 3-point focusing (top off-centre, and bottom-centre). TAB. 3.3
gives eigenvalues for the attractor points at various Re’s. It is interesting to note the nature of
these stable points, as is evident from variations with Re. Locations with purely real eigenvalues
would exhibit an exponential decay in perturbations whereas those with an imaginary component
would possess oscillatory components in velocity and displacements. It is also seen that for region
away from the bifurcation-Re, the focusing locations tend to have purely real components whereas
the oscillatory components have a strong presence in the near-vicinity of bifurcation. Additionally,
different stable points in a focusing pattern may have different types of stable eigenvalues (purely
real/complex). Physically, this implies that particles would have unique ways of focusing to these
locations and different responses to impulsive perturbations in flow (eg. pressure-jumps, variable
cross-section etc.).
We next address the following issues:
• A: Re-matching for onset of bifurcation with experiments (at Re = 80) and,
• B: accounting for the presence of miscellaneous stable points which are not observed in
experiments (for eg. the right-corner positions)
We first examine issue B by consulting the basins of attraction for the cases under consideration,
as shown in FIG 3.5. For all the cases (wherever applicable), it is seen that the basin of attraction
for the right-corner point is significantly smaller compared to the top-centre, top off-centre, and
bottom-centre focusing points. In addition, the basin of attraction for the corner focusing-location
is confined to a narrow sliver in the bulk-region of the flow, and a wider zone towards the corner.
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Since the likelihood of releasing particles in either of these two regions for the corner-basin is low,
we conclude that the corner focusing location is not realized in experiments. The black-regions
for FIG. 3.5i, 3.5j, 3.5k, and 3.5l represent possible basins for a stable point which lies outside the
sampled region. This can be seen from the fact that the corner stable point moves closer to the
corner with increasing Re (from FIG. 3.5c-3.5h). For low- to moderate- Re (< 120), the focusing
pattern comprises mainly of the top-centre and bottom-centre positions. By applying a similar
argument to the higher Re (≥ 120), we eliminate the contribution of the corner location to the
focusing patterns. Additionally, we are also able to eliminate the presence of the top-centre focusing
location due to a negligible basin of attraction, and thus, the final focusing pattern is a 3-centred
pattern with 1 location at the bottom-centre, and the other 2 being the off-centre top locations.
Thus, the final focusing patterns are seen to be a 2-centred pattern for moderate Re (< 120), or a 3-
centred pattern for higher Re (≥ 120). Even though one stable point might have a faster decay-rate
and more stable than another location, the basins of attraction are the primary “guiding” factors
in governing the focusing pattern before focusing has been achieved as these are global measures of
the force-field whereas the eigenvalues of each stable point are pertinent only up to a neighborhood
around the particle, and are useful measures that govern stability to perturbation after particles
are focused. This transition agrees with experiments on a broad level, although the precise Re for
matching bifurcation in simulations (Re = 120) needs further investigation, which is deferred until
section 3.5.2.
3.5.1.2 Explaining the bifurcation
Force-maps for the particle at various Re’s are shown in FIG. 3.6a. While the trends remain similar
in the bulk of the channel, it is interesting to note the change in forces around the top and side
corners. Firstly, the bottom-centre focusing position appears to be unconditionally stable owing to
the forces creating a “sink” for solution trajectories at that location. Secondly, we see that at the
top focusing position, at low-Re, the forces similarly create a stable node. At high-Re, however,
the forces along the z-axis tend to introduce a saddle-point. This destabilizing effect is thought
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
(j) (k) (l)
Figure 3.5: Basins of attraction: for aH= 0.4 in a 90
◦-channel at Re = (a) 20 | (b) 60 | (c) 70 | (d) 80
| (e) 90 | (f) 100 | (g) 120 | (h) 130 | (i) 140 | (j) 150 | (k) 200 | (l) 250 (basins demarcated by color;
the black dots represent stable locations; note that the basins shown here span ONLY the sampled
region, which is smaller than the half-channel cross-sectional area, and black lines represent the
half-channel boundary (sliced top-down, to scale))
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(a)
(b)
Stronger lift
forces
(c)
Figure 3.6: Force-maps: for aH= 0.4 in a 90
◦-channel (a) overlayed for sampled-region (with insets
for top and corner focusing locations, and black lines represent the half-channel boundary (sliced
top-down, to scale)) | Magnitude of lift-forces: at Re = (b) 20 | (c) 150
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to be the primary cause of the bifurcation, akin to the that seen in high aspect-ratio rectangular
channels, where a decrease in Re destabilizes the focusing locations along the short-faces. Lastly,
the reversal of forces at the right-corner point can be seen at high-Re, which is again testament
to the increased inertial lifts. However, the destabilizing-forces at the top focusing location are
counter-acted by a corresponding net-force along the side-walls at the off-centre locations, and this
leads to stabilization of the off-centre locations (FIG. 3.6c), which is not seen for low-Re.
3.5.1.3 Shifting of focusing position after bifurcation
(a)
Stronger lift forces
Re = 150 Re = 200 Re = 250
(b)
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Figure 3.7: Off-centre shifting : (a) Y and Z coordinates of the bifurcated top off-centre location
as function of Re, after bifurcation (the red curve represents the z-coordinate, and the blue curve
represents the y-coordinate) | (b) Map of the magnitude of net lift-forces with varying Re (black
lines represent the half-channel boundary (sliced top-down, to scale))
Upon bifurcation into a 3-centred focusing pattern, particles have been experimentally observed
to move downwards and away from the symmetry-plane with an increase in Re, and was counter-
intuitive to standard results from rectangular/circular channels Amini et al. (2014), where an
increase in Re shifted particles closer to top-walls. Firstly, we validate this observation (FIG. 3.7a)
by noting that the stable off-centre location moves downward along the side-wall of the channel.
As seen in the previous section, an increase in Re destabilizes the top-centre focusing position due
to the combined effect of shear-gradient and wall-lift forces. As seen in FIG. 3.6c and 3.7b, the
lift-magnitude is prominent in regions where the particles actually focus, and this implies a balance
between the competing forces. Shifting of particles towards top-walls was primarily due to increase
in shear-gradient force being larger than wall-lift forces in rectangular channels. Applying the same
argument, wall-lift force increases more than the shear-gradient lift as Re increased in the current
case. With increase in Re, stronger wall-lifts are achieved further down the side-walls, while the
shear-gradient lift does not change significantly along the side wall, which results in the downward
shifting of the off-centre focusing location. However, thus far we have only qualitatively dealt with
the bifurcation trends in the focusing pattern, and focusing shifts thereafter. We now discuss our
approach to identify the exact bifurcation point in our simulations.
3.5.2 Convergence of focusing patterns: aH = 0.4, 60
◦-channel, Re = 20
We revisit issue A from section 3.5.1.1 to confirm the onset of bifurcation around Re = 80.
The prediction of the algorithm depends on the input force-maps, and for this reason, we explore
convergence in the force-map refinement by monitoring the convergence in the focusing pattern
predicted. To do so, we choose an over-sampled region for a 60◦-triangular channel, for a particle-
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(a) (b) (c)
"Cloud" 
of 
stable points
(d)
Figure 3.8: Force-map convergence: Focusing patterns for a 60◦-channel, aH = 0.4, Re = 20 with
(a) 200 particle-locations (coarse) | (b) 500 particle-locations (medium) | (c) 1000 particle-locations
(fine) | (d) 1700 particle-locations (finest) (the blue region represents the sampled half-channel
particle-locations and triangulation, green-triangles represent elements containing stable points,
the solid red line represents a mirror-plane, and black lines represent the half-channel boundary
(sliced top-down, to scale))
channel size-ratio of, aH = 0.4, and Re = 20. We refer to the sampling as over-sampled because
for an equilateral triangular-configuration, a unique sampling would entail only 13
rd
(both mirror
and rotational) of the domain whereas we choose a 12 -domain here (mirror only). The motivation
to do so lies in the fact that the algorithm should ideally produce a focusing pattern which obeys
the symmetry in the underlying geometry. Thus by oversampling, we are able to identify that
refinement which gives a focusing pattern that satisfies the symmetry of the system. We pick force-
map refinements of 200 (coarse), 500 (medium), 1000 (fine), and 1700 (finest) particle-locations,
the corresponding focusing patterns for which are shown in FIG. 3.8.
For the coarse refinement (FIG. 3.8a), we find that the top and the right-corner position have
symmetric consistency, whereas the bottom and the off-centre side focusing position do not respect
symmetry with reference to each other since to respect symmetry, either the bottom focusing posi-
tion would have to lie off-centre, or the off-centre side position should lie on the mirror symmetry
plane (solid red line). For the medium-refinement (FIG. 3.8b), the top and right-corner positions
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satisfy symmetry-requirements, whereas the bottom focusing position has shifted off-centre. How-
ever, the off-centre side position previously present has completely vanished, and this instantly
violates the underlying symmetry. This also suggests the need for additional refinement to arrive
at a converged focusing pattern. With further refinement (FIG. 3.8c) the off-centre side focusing
position now re-appears in the pattern along with the bottom off-centre position, the top-centre
position, and the right-corner position, the latter two of which maintain symmetry. However, one
peculiar feature with the fine map is that the off-centre side focusing position has split into two
closely-spaced stable points, instead of being present as just one point. While this point-pair is
present on the same side of the symmetry-plane (marked in red) as the bottom off-centre point, there
is rotational symmetry among these points. However, the presence of the side focusing locations
on one side of the symmetry-plane requires that they also on the other side of the symmetry-plane
(marked in red), and since that is not observed here, we discard this refinement as well. Finally,
one more level of refinement (FIG. 3.8d) produces a focusing pattern which is consistent with itself
symmetrically. The top-centre and the right-corner locations maintain their symmetry as with the
other refinements. This time, the off-centre side focusing position has split into additional points,
which lie on either side of the symmetry-plane (marked in red). This “cloud of stable points” now
agrees with the bottom off-centre location in terms of rotational symmetry, and with itself in terms
of mirror-symmetry.
This example serves to demonstrate that although mirror and rotational-symmetry may not be
present in every configuration, we still need to maintain a certain level of refinement in order to
resolve all stable points/point-clouds. We obtain a reliable prediction for this example using 1700
particle-locations, which is easily 10-20 times that used in previous studies (Di Carlo et al., 2009),
(Liu et al., 2015), (Kim et al., 2016), (Amini et al., 2014). This implies the possibility that the
force-maps used thus far in literature may not have been entirely accurate except for use in visual
interpretation of trends. It is also worth pointing out that particle-scatter plots from conventional
confocal microscopy techniques (Kim et al., 2016) for experiments usually produces clusters of
particles. It is often thought that the broadening of the focusing position is due to the limitations
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by non-ideal experimental conditions including particle size-variation, defective channel or flow
conditions, and limited channel length (for particles to reach equilibrium position). However, the
finding of the “cloud” of stable focusing positions suggests that there is an area (or a line) where the
sum of lift forces is vanishingly small and multiple equilibrium positions exist within. Such an area
would be observed as the broadening of focusing position in actual experiments. FIG. 3.9 shows
experimental findings for this configuration, which support those observed numerically. Focusing
positions appear at each corner and the centre of walls in the equilateral triangular channel because
of 120◦ rotational symmetry. We found five peaks from the top view and three peaks from the side
view. Particle-images with various locations corresponding to each peak and focusing positions in
different focal planes can be easily distinguished by the color of particles. Although the bottom
corner and bottom face focusing positions are different in the y-axis, they appear as one broad
peak in particle distribution from the side view due to close distance in the z-axis, and the “clouds”
observed numerically are evidenced by distributions about corresponding peaks for the side-face
focusing positions (blue dots). In addition to refinement, we see that features such as “clouds” of
stable points could possibly explain the early bifurcation in experimental focusing patterns for the
90◦-channel cases considered in section 3.5.1. So we increase the refinement in our test-cases to
check our hypothesis of the presence of a similar feature there, and this will conclude if the early
bifurcation is actually indeed a “cloud” of stable points around the top-centre position.
FIG. 3.10 shows a second campaign of focusing pattern-predictions for the 90◦-channel, for aH =
0.4, and Re = 20, 90, and 100, with refinement commensurate to the 60◦-channel-case employed for
testing convergence, with aH = 0.4, and Re = 20. For the refined force-maps, we see the onset of
bifurcation at Re = 90 (FIG. 3.10b-3.10c), which is drastically different than the bifurcation-point
of Re = 120 from the coarse-maps. This observation is substantially closer to the bifurcation-point
seen in experiments. Although it is not apparent from the basins of attraction for Re = 90 (FIG.
3.10c), it can be seen for Re = 100 that the off-centre top focusing location has the largest basin
(FIG. 3.10e).
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Figure 3.9: Experimental focusing patterns: Statistics of particle positions in the equilateral trian-
gular channel ( aH = 0.43) and high-speed capture images indicating each peak position at Re = 20
from the top view, and side view (scale bar = 50µm). The schematic represents reconstructed fo-
cusing positions in the cross-section. The representative images of the particles at different focusing
positions are shown at the top of the statistics. The particles located at different focal depths can
be distinguished from the images.
Our hypothesis that the early bifurcation could be explained by a “cloud” of stable points thus
stands confirmed, and further refinement might reveal bifurcation at a much lower Re and/or a
wider spread within the “cloud”, but the idea was to establish the need for a certain level of
refinement to observe and explain crucial and intricate effects such as bifurcation with reasonable
accuracy. This novel feature of “clouds” of stable points in conjunction with basins of attraction
serves to tune numerical predictions with a higher degree of confidence for real-world experiments.
For Re = 20 (FIG. 3.10a), however, we see that the focusing pattern is similar to that obtained with
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a coarse-sampling (FIG. 3.4a). This also suggests that the off-centre focusing position so obtained is
not a numerical artefact but a consequence of the underlying physics. Additionally, we observe that
the focusing pattern-prediction seems to directly depend on the regime of focusing (near-bifurcation
vs. far) - for cases like the 90◦-channel with aH = 0.4, at Re ≤ 80, and Re ≥ 120, the focusing
pattern is well-converged using coarse refinements. But for Re close to bifurcation (= 90, 100),
higher refinements are necessary to capture the focusing trends well, so, for any general case, a
convergence analysis is recommended.
(a)
(b) (c)
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(d) (e)
Figure 3.10: Revised bifurcation with refined force-maps: for aH= 0.4 in a 90
◦-channel Re = (a)
20 (focusing pattern) | (b) 90 (focusing pattern) | (c) 90 (basins of attraction) (d) 100 (focusing
pattern) | (e) 100 (basins of attraction) (green arrows represent force-maps, the blue region rep-
resents the sampled half-channel particle-locations/triangulation, magenta-asterisks represent all
equilibrium locations, green-triangles represent elements containing stable points, red circles rep-
resent the particle, and black lines represent the half-channel boundary (sliced top-down, to scale);
basins demarcated by color - the black dots represent stable locations; note that the basins shown
here span ONLY the sampled region, which is smaller than the half-channel cross-sectional area)
In this regard, the proposed stability algorithm for generating focusing patterns provides a valuable
measure of convergence for the force-map sampling as there are no such metrics available till date.
On another note, we hypothesize that bifurcation does not occur abruptly at a Re but that it
takes place gradually in two stages: the first stage (90 ≤ Re < 120), where the top focusing-point
splits up into a localized “cloud” of stable locations, and the second stage (Re ≥ 120), where
the off-centre focusing location has a well-bifurcated, distinct identity on the coarse-level (which
may further have a “stable” cloud of its own). Finally, we note that the suggested algorithm
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is capable of comprehensively finding all possible equilibrium points which gives us possibility of
manipulating flow parameters to stabilize unstable points as in a high-aspect rectangular channel,
where increasing Re stabilizes the equilibrium points towards the short-faces.
3.6 Conclusions
We have formulated an automated, geometry-and-Re-independent computational framework
based on linear-stability analysis for predictions of hydrodynamic particle-focusing patterns. We
validate our code against known experimental results of focusing in rectangular channels, and
relatively recent findings on 90◦-triangular channels. From a numerical standpoint, eigenvalues give
us a local measure of the stability of a particular focusing location, but the final pattern is governed
by the basins of attraction, which is a global measure. The general trends of the bifurcation are well-
matched with experiments including basins of attraction, using standard force-map refinements. We
also think that a field-based approach for the lift-forces enables us to analyze the migration-effect
better, since we can better quantify the directionality of forces, basins of attraction, which might
be non-trivial for an intuitive analysis of non-rectangular geometries, where the channel walls are
non-orthogonal. From a computational standpoint, the proposed algorithm utilizes fairly popular
subroutines, and the work-flow discussed in this paper is straightforward for implementation by the
interested reader for additional study. Additionally, we hope that our current attempt at a stand-
alone tool is a first-step for calculation of focusing patterns in a large phase-space of cross-sectional
geometries, particle-channel size-ratios, Re’s, and so on, to create a library of focusing patterns.
These should pave way for creating so-called transition-maps (governed by the basins of attraction
for corresponding configurations), ultimately serving to design novel devices for generating tailored
particle-streams. Lastly, we see the possibility of adopting global exploration-based metamodelling
strategies, to reduce computational effort in case of high force-map refinements.
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3.7 Appendix
3.7.1 Triangulation and interpolation
For each element in the force-map triangulation, linear basis functions, Ni, can be used to inter-
polate forces within the element using pre-computed nodal forces, {(Fz1 , Fy1), (Fz2 , Fy2), (Fz3 , Fy3)},
at the vertices, {(z1, y1), (z2, y2), (z3, y3)}, resp., as,
z(ξ, η) =
3∑
i=1
ziNi(ξ, η) = z1η + z2(1− ξ − η) + z3ξ,
y(ξ, η) =
3∑
i=1
yiNi(ξ, η) = y1η + y2(1− ξ − η) + y3ξ,
Fz(ξ, η) =
3∑
i=1
FziNi(ξ, η) = Fz1η + Fz2(1− ξ − η) + Fz3ξ,
Fy(ξ, η) =
3∑
i=1
FyiNi(ξ, η) = Fy1η + Fy2(1− ξ − η) + Fy3ξ (3.9)
where, the independent variables are represented in the isoparametric space rather than in the
global space.
3.7.2 Linearization around an equilibrium point
The linearization for perturbation, ∆X, about an equilibrium point, X0, can be arrived at by
expanding Taylor series to first order as follows:
f(X0 + ∆X) = f(X0) +
(
∂f
∂X
)
X0
∆X + O(∆X2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
higher-order terms
dX0
dt
+
d(∆X)
dt
≈ f(X0) +
(
∂f
∂X
)
X0
∆X
Thus,
d(∆X)
dt
≈
(
∂f
∂X
)
X0
∆X
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We can always centre the origin at the equilibrium point without altering its stability, in which
case the above system assumes the following form,
∆X ≡X
dX
dt
=
(
∂f
∂X
)
X0
X (3.10)
Comparing equations (3.4) and (3.10), we see that the Jacobian matrix, A, around any equilibrium
point, X0, is given by:
A =
(
∂f
∂X
)
X0
(3.11)
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CHAPTER 4. INERTIAL FOCUSING IN TRIANGULAR
MICROCHANNELS WITH VARIOUS APEX ANGLES
A paper submitted to Journal of Fluid Mechanics
Jeong-ah Kim1, Aditya Kommajosula1, Yo-han Choi, Je-Ryung Lee, Eun-chae Jeon, Baskar
Ganapathysubramanian, and Wonhee Lee
4.1 Abstract
The number and the location of inertial focusing positions in triangular channels can change
with varying aH , and Re. These interesting changes are believed to be the consequence of the
unique balancing between the shear gradient lift force and wall-effect lift force in the triangular cross
section. Therefore, adjusting the angles of the triangular cross section is expected to lead to a better
understanding of the nature of the inertial lift forces. We fabricated triangular microchannels with
various apex angles using channel molds that were shaped by planing process, which provides precise
apex angles and sharp corners. The focusing position shift was found to be affected by the channel
cross section, as expected. It was determined that the direction of the focusing position shift can
be reversed depending on whether the vertex is acute or obtuse. More interestingly, corner focusing
modes and splitting of the corner focusing were observed with increasing Re, which could explain the
origin of the inertial focusing position changes in triangular channels. We conducted fluid dynamics
simulations to create force maps under various conditions. These force maps were analyzed to
identify the basins of attraction of various attractors and pinpoint focusing locations using linear
stability analysis. Calculating the relative sizes of the basins of attractions, and exhaustively
identifying the focusing positions, which are very difficult to investigate experimentally, provided
us a better understanding of the focusing mechanism.
1Authors contributed equally
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4.2 Introduction
Studies of inertial microfluidics have received growing attention in the past decade as the impor-
tance of fluid inertia in fully understanding the physics of microfluidics has been recognized (Amini
et al., 2014; Di Carlo, 2009; Martel and Toner, 2014; Zhang et al., 2016; Stoecklein and Di Carlo,
2018). Many interesting inertial effects have been discovered with microfluidic flows at Reynolds
number of ∼ 1 < Re <∼ 100. Within such flows, particles are observed to migrate and focus into
distinct equilibrium positions; this is called inertial focusing. Numerous studies have revealed the
underlying physical mechanism of inertial focusing since its original discovery in 1961 (Segre and
Silberberg, 1961). Our current understanding is that it is based on the balance of two major inertial
lift forces: the shear gradient lift force and wall-effect lift force (Asmolov, 1999).Particularly for
microfluidic channels, the magnitude of the shear gradient and the size of the particles relative to
the channel dimension can be so large that the inertial lift forces become highly efficient, capable
of manipulating microparticles and cells. This behavior can be exploited for applications in diverse
areas (Gossett et al., 2010; Sajeesh and Sen, 2014; Piyasena and Graves, 2014).
The locations of the inertial focusing position, or the positions where the lift forces equilibrate,
depend on various parameters, including Re, particle size, particle shape, and the cross sectional
shape of the channel (Hur et al., 2011a; Di Carlo et al., 2009; Hur et al., 2011b; Kim et al., 2016).
Inertial focusing within microchannels with a rectangular cross section has been extensively studied
(Di Carlo et al., 2009; Gossett et al., 2012). In rectangular channels, the changes in inertial focusing
positions induced by the afore-mentioned parameters are relatively small. One exceptional case is
the change with channel aspect ratio; four focusing positions in square channels change to two
focusing positions in rectangular channels with high aspect ratio (Gossett et al., 2012; Prohm and
Stark, 2014; Liu et al., 2015).
Using these dramatic changes in focusing positions, it was shown that highly efficient particle
separation (Zhou et al., 2013) and fluid exchange were feasible (Gossett et al., 2012; Tan et al.,
2014). As these examples illustrate, altering the focusing positions allows novel and efficient meth-
ods such as single cell analysis and cell separation for various applications. Various methods to
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manipulate focusing positions have been developed to realize these. In particular, the use of sec-
ondary flows to shift inertial focusing positions has been extensively studied. For example, spiral
[ref], serpentine [ref], and expansion-contraction channels [ref] can be used for highly efficient cell
separations because the differences in inertial focusing positions for different sized particles can
be amplified in these systems. The use of additional forces, including viscoelastic, acoustic, and
magnetic forces, are among the approaches suitable for altering inertial focusing positions (Yuan
et al., 2018a; Adams and Soh, 2010; Munaz et al., 2018).
The shape of the channel cross section has also been recently recognized as a convenient pa-
rameter for altering inertial focusing positions. Studies of inertial focusing in microchannels with
non-rectangular cross sections have suggested that varying the channel cross sectional shape allows
control of the magnitudes and directions of the inertial lift forces, thereby providing powerful ways
to alter the inertial focusing positions.
For example, the sloped side walls and asymmetric velocity gradient of a triangular channel
leads to variations in the direction and the strength of the inertial lift forces. As a result, many
interesting variations of the inertial focusing positions have been found in triangular channels (Kim
et al., 2016, 2018). Inertial focusing in channels with an equilateral right triangular cross section
have been thoroughly investigated, with varying Re and particle size. Normally in triangular
channels, particles are focused at the top and bottom focusing positions. However, the top focusing
position(s), which are influenced by the wall-effect lift forces of the two adjacent side walls, have
shown large variations depending on Re and particle size. While relatively small particles are
focused at the two face focusing positions near the faces of the side walls, relatively large particles
are focused at a single corner focusing position near the apex. The top corner focusing position for
relatively larger particles may also split into two side focusing positions, and shift away from the
apex along the side walls, with increasing Re. The onset Re of the splitting is strongly dependent
on the particle size, which can lead to highly efficient size-based microparticle separation.
The splitting and shifting of the top focusing positions are believed to be determined by the
balance of the shear gradient lift force and the wall-effect lift forces from the side walls. It is
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expected that the directions and magnitude of the inertial lift forces can be readily controlled by
the angles of the triangular channels.
In this study, we numerically and experimentally investigated inertial focusing in triangular
channels with various apex angles (45◦, 60◦, 90◦, 120◦). The alteration of basins of attraction and
changes in the corresponding focusing positions with varying Re and particle size were observed,
revealing the inertial focusing positions are strongly dependent on the apex angles.
4.3 Experimental
4.3.1 Fabrication of triangular channels
Figure 4.1: The cross sectional images of PDMS channels replicated from metallic molds that were
machined by planing process (scale bar 50 µm).
A planing process was used to fabricate the channel molds from a bulk metal piece. Workpieces
made of brass were scraped with diamond cutting tools with a V-shaped edge and specific angle.
The angles of the triangular grooves on the workpiece were determined by the diamond cutting tools.
The size, or depth, of the grooves could be easily controlled by adjusting the cutting depth. We
fabricated triangular channels with isosceles right triangle cross sections, using the planning process
described in a previous study (Kim et al., 2018). In that research we showed that microchannels
could be produced not only with exact angles but also with clean surfaces and sharp corners, and
superior to the channels fabricated by other methods (Darvishi et al., 2012; Mukherjee et al., 2019;
Liu et al., 2017).
In the present research, we fabricated triangular channels with 45◦, 60◦, and 120◦ apex angles
and various depths (FIG. 4.1). After the brass master molds were made with the planing processes,
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PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane) replica molds were fabricated by conventional soft lithography tech-
niques and used to make the PDMS channels.
4.3.2 Experimental setup and measurement
Although the difference in density between the particle and fluid is known to have little effect
on inertial focusing, the density of the fluid and microparticles were matched as a precaution, to
observe the motion of neutrally buoyant particles. NaCl was added to the particle suspension to
match the fluid density to 1.03 g
cc3
, which is the density of the polystyrene particles (Micromer)
provided by the company. In addition, Tween 20 (1%vv , Sigma-Aldrich) was added to prevent
particle aggregation.
The particle suspension was injected while controlling the volumetric flow rate with a syringe
pump (Harvard Apparatus, PHD ULTRA CP syringe pump). By adjusting the volumetric flow
rate, we changed Re from 20 to 140 at 20 intervals. Re was defined as Re = ρUHµ , where a is the
particle diameter, H is the hydraulic diameter, ρ and µ are the density and dynamic viscosity of
the fluid, and U is the average velocity of the fluid. We observed particle dynamics from top and
side views of the channel near the outlet (the total length of the channels was 3.5 cm) using an
optical microscope (Nikon Eclipse Ti-U) equipped with a high-speed camera (Phantom v7.3).
We defined the coordinate system as follows: x-axis in the flow direction, y-axis in the width
(w) direction, and z-axis in the height (h) direction. We confirmed that the nondimensionalized
size k (= aH ) resulted in the same nondimensional focusing positions in the cross section (
y
w ,
z
h) in
a previous study [ref]. Again, to confirm that k would be a fairly good representative parameter
for inertial focusing in triangular channels, various k values were tested with various combinations
of particle sizes and microchannel dimensions. No significant differences in focusing positions were
found for the same k conditions.
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4.3.3 Numerical simulation
We used an in-house finite-element method based code to solve the 3D incompressible Navier-
Stokes equations for flow-fields in the presence of a particle, in a translating frame of reference
attached to the particle (moving at streamwise velocity, up). The walls were set to translate
backwards (at a velocity −up), and fully-developed velocity (minus up) was imposed at the inlet
and outlet (the inlet and outlet are sufficiently separated from the particle). The particle was
allowed to rotate at a velocity, ωp. For any given channel shape, Re, and k, we sampled the cross
section for various particle locations.
At each particle location, we solved the Navier-Stokes equations by additionally requiring that
the streamwise drag and torque on the particle should vanish, by solving for up and ωp. The
remaining force components, namely the cross sectional lifts, were computed at these particle
velocities, and indicated the tendency of the particle to equilibrate. This process was repeated for
all of the sampled locations, and the net forces on the particles at these locations were collectively
obtained as a force map. As detailed in our previous work (Kommajosula et al., 2019a), we
checked for the equilibrium points (zeros) of these forces. Once an equilibrium point was found, we
represented the particle motion around that point as a 4x4 linearized dynamical system in terms
of the net lifts in both directions (y, and z). The nature of the equilibrium point was found by
inspecting the eigenvalues of the stability matrix of this system. All negative real-parts indicated
it was a stable point, while even one positive real part meant that it was an unstable point, and
hence, not a focusing location.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Inertial focusing in equilateral triangular channels
First, we investigated inertial focusing in equilateral triangular channels. Equilateral triangular
channels have the highest degree of symmetry among all triangular channels. For each channel
face, the adjacent channel walls were symmetric and the wall-effect lift forces arising from them
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 4.2: 60◦ channels with varying Re at k = 0.27 and 0.43. (a), (b) statistics of particle positions
(n = 1000) measured from top and side views. (c), (d) change in peak/focusing positions with
varyingRe obtained from (a) and (b); high-speed images show the particles located at corresponding
peak positions. (e) numerical simulation of the lift forces in half of the cross section for conditions
of (k = 0.27, Re = 20) and (k = 0.43, Re = 20, 40, 60, 80, 100). (red circles represent the particle
at the focusing positions, the individual basin of attraction that leads to each focusing position is
shown in different colors on the right.)
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were balanced at the center of each channel face. Therefore, it was expected that there would be
no shift in focusing position along the channel faces in the equilateral triangular channels.
We experimentally and numerically investigated changes in the inertial focusing positions with
k = 0.27 (FIG. 4.2a and 4.2c) and 0.43 (FIG. 4.2b and 4.2d). The specific experimental conditions
were as follows: for k = 0.27, (a, w, h) = (10 µm, 65 µm, 56 µm) and for k = 0.43, (a, w, h) = (15
µm, 60 µm, 52 µm). The particle positions from the top view and the side view of the channel were
measured 3.5 cm downstream from the inlet. FIG. 4.2a and 4.2b show the normalized statistical
distributions of the measured particle positions. The particle count, n was 1000 and bin size was 1
µm. P represents the normalized count.
Multiple peaks were prominently observed in the statistics, representing the inertial focusing
positions. The peak positions are plotted as a function of Re in FIG. 4.2c and 4.2d. The error
bars represent the standard deviations of the particle positions within each peak. Representative
high-speed capture images of the particles are shown for each focusing position. For k = 0.27 (FIG.
4.2a and 4.2c), the distribution of particle positions shows three peaks in the top view and two
peaks in the side view over the entire Re conditions. This indicates three inertial focusing positions
near the center of each side wall. Moreover, all of the peaks locations are almost identical for all
Re conditions. This result confirms that the inertial focusing positions do not shift along the side
walls in the equilateral triangular channel.
For k = 0.43, the particle position data look similar to the case of k = 0.27 except when Re
= 20 (FIG. 4.2b and 4.2d). At Re = 20, two additional peaks near yw = ±0.18 were observed in
the top view, and another peak near zh = 0.58 was observed in the side view. In the high-speed
capture images, particles are shown at different focusing positions. The images of the particles
look different when they are at different z-height. Interestingly, two different groups of images were
observed for the particles focused near yw = 0. Side view images also suggest that there were more
than one focusing positions along the bottom wall.
These observations suggest that there are stable focusing positions at each channel face and
corner. We designated the focusing positions near the vertices of the triangle “corner focusing” and
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focusing positions near the center of the faces of the triangle “face focusing”. At Re = 20 for large
k, the peaks in the statistics of the particle position suggested three corner focusing positions near
every vertex in addition to the three face focusing positions. The corner focusing peaks disappeared
and only the peaks for face focusing could be observed when Re > 40. Furthermore, no shift in
peaks was observed.
The experimental results were confirmed by numerical simulations (FIG. 4.2e). The force map
allows us to divide the cross section into several basins of attraction which contain one focusing
position. The area of basins of attraction is closely related to the probability that particles will
be found at the corresponding focusing position. In fact, some of the stable equilibrium positions
in the force map did not appear as focusing positions in the experimental results. A numerical
simulation was conducted for 1/3 of the entire cross section (FIG. 4.2e) due to 120◦ rotational
symmetry.
For k = 0.27, only three face focusing positions were found in the simulation results, regardless
of Re, which agreed with the experimental results. The force map for Re = 20 and k = 0.27 is shown
in FIG. 4.2e. In contrast, the transition from dominant corner focusing to dominant face focusing
was observed for k = 0.43 across Re = 20-100. Stable equilibrium positions were found at the
locations that corresponded to all three corner focusing positions and three face focusing positions.
In the meanwhile, the area of the basins of attraction changed with Re. The basins of attraction
corresponding to corner focusing became narrower with increasing Re, while the basins of attraction
for face focusing became larger (FIG. 4.2e). For instance, corner focusing was still observed at Re
= 100 for k = 0.43 even though the corresponding basins of attraction were negligibly small. Note
that the possibility of finding particles at a focusing position is also dependent on the volumetric
flow rate in the corresponding basin of attraction. In other words, a basin of attraction occupying
the area near a corner would attract relatively less particles to the corresponding focusing position,
which could explain why the corner focusing was only observed at Re = 20 in the experimental
results.
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Interestingly, the face focusing positions appeared as clouds of focusing positions at relatively
low Re (Re = 20 and 40). Considering that the distances between the individual focusing positions
are fairly small compared to the particle size, the cloud of focusing positions may be seen as a single
broad peak in the experiment. However, the side-view peak for the face focusing at Re = 40 was
as sharp as the peaks at Re > 40, suggesting the simulation results and experimental results were
not exactly matching. With increasing Re, the cloud of focusing positions became a single focusing
position with a larger basin of attraction. In the experiment, the merging of the face focusing
position seemed to occur at a lower Re than in the simulation.
4.4.2 Inertial focusing in acute triangular channels
The conventional KOH etching technique can produce triangular channels with apex angles of
70.6◦ and 90◦. A planing process enabled us to fabricate triangular channels with sharp corners
even for an apex angle of 45◦ (FIG. 4.1). We experimentally and numerically investigated inertial
focusing with k = 0.24 and 0.45 while varying Re. The specific experimental conditions were as
follows: for k = 0.24, (a, w, h) = (10 µm, 61 µm, 74 µm) and for k = 0.45, (a, w, h) = (15 µm, 50
µm, 61 µm).
For k = 0.24, the statistics of the particle positions showed three peaks in the top view and two
peaks in the side view over the entire Re range, which indicated three face focusing positions (FIG.
4.3a). The peak positions are plotted as a function of Re in FIG. 4.3c. At Re = 20, the peak for
the bottom focusing position is hardly distinguishable in the top view, while it is relatively sharp
in the side view. We have identified the broad peaks with red color to distinguish them from other
peaks that could be identified clearly (P = 0.01 ∼ 0.03 red, P > 0.03 blue). The peak positions
in the top view barely changed with Re, however, the peak positions corresponding to the top face
focusing shifted slightly towards the apex in the side view with increasing Re.
For k = 0.45 (FIG. 4.3b), only two side peaks can be observed in the top view and one peak
can be observed in the side view at relatively low Re. The middle peak in the top view becomes
identifiable with Re ≥ 80. These results indicate that two face focusing positions near side walls
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(e)
Figure 4.3: 45◦ channels with varying Re with k = 0.24 and 0.45. (a), (b) The statistics of the
particle positions (n = 1000) measured from the top view and side view. (c), (d) The changes
in inertial focusing positions with varying Re obtained from (a) and (b), and high-speed capture
images of the corresponding peak positions. (e) The numerical simulations of the lift forces in half
of the channel cross section for the condition k = 0.45 with varying Re.
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are stable while the unstable bottom focusing positions become stable at high Re. A similar trend
is known for high-aspect-ratio rectangular channels (Amini et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015). The
peak shift for the top focusing position is larger than k = 0.24, and its direction is towards the
apex with increasing Re (FIG. 4.3d).
In the side-view data for Re = 20 with k = 0.45, an extra peak was found at an unexpected
position, zh ∼ 0.42. We analyzed the data further in detail from individual capture images. Inter-
estingly, the particles found at this point only appear as pairs, with particles focused at the top face
focusing position on opposite sides (Fig. 4.7a). We checked the location of these additional peaks
in the cross section (Fig. 4.7c). The positions did not match with any focusing positions observed
in the other conditions. Inter-particle interactions and the wall-particle interaction are known to
cause the self-assembly of inertially focused particles [ref, pnas self-assembly]. We believe the addi-
tional inertial focusing positions were stabilized by pairwise inter-particle interaction, which would
be an interesting topic to study in the future.
A numerical simulation of the lift force was conducted for half of the whole cross section (FIG.
4.3e) considering the mirror symmetry of an isosceles triangle. First, we checked the Re dependency
when k = 0.45. The simulation results and the experimental results showed a slight discrepancy.
First of all, top corner focusing was found in the simulation results. The basin of attraction
corresponding to this position was relatively small and becomes narrower as Re increases. This
focusing position was not observed in the experiments, presumably due to how small the basins of
attraction are. In addition, the top corner focusing position disappeared when Re ≥ 150.
Second, the bottom face focusing position appeared when Re ≥ 150, which was a smaller Re
than was observed in the experimental results. The bottom face focusing position first appeared
as cloud of focusing positions, then merged into a single stable focusing position. The area of the
basin of attraction increased with increasing Re, indicating the possibility of finding a particle was
larger at this focusing position.
Lastly, for the shift in the top face focusing, the simulation results suggest it started first with
a transition from bottom corner focusing to top face focusing. The focusing position near the
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bottom corner continuously shifts up until it nearly reaches the center of the side wall face. This
trend is very similar to the splitting and shift of the top focusing position that is found in obtuse
triangular channels. Here the symmetry is broken for the bottom corner, and the shift of the
focusing position is along the long side wall only. The shift of the focusing position along the
bottom wall is suppressed, therefore no apparent splitting is observed. The basin of attraction
associated with the focusing position barely changes while the focusing position is shifting. In the
experimental results, the focusing position from the side view shifted from zh = 0.27-0.34. The
focusing position in the simulation changed in the range of zh = 0.20-0.34. Again, the results are
not exactly matching but the general trend agrees.
The inertial focusing positions of the two different k values showed large differences at small
Re. We investigated the details of the transition from small k to large k when Re = 20 (FIG.
4.4). Three face focusing positions (two top and one bottom) were observed in the experimental
data when Re ≤ 0.3 (FIG. 4.4a). The peaks corresponding to the bottom face focusing position
( yw ∼ 0) were very broad in the top view, however, they can be clearly observed in the side view.
These results agree with the simulation results. With small k the bottom face focusing positions
appear as a cloud of focusing positions along the bottom face. In the simulation results the basin of
attraction for the bottom face focusing became smaller with increasing Re and disappeared when
k = 0.35. In the experimental results, the peak for the bottom focusing became noticeably smaller
at k = 0.38, and disappeared at k = 0.45 in the side view. The Re at which the bottom face
focusing position disappears does not exactly match in the experimental results and the simulation
results. However, both results clearly show that the bottom face focusing position is stable at small
k and becomes destabilized with increasing k. For the top focusing positions, only the face focusing
position was observed in the experiments with large k. In the simulation results, top corner focusing
appeared when k ≥ 0.4. Again, we think the small size of the corresponding basin of attraction
makes it difficult to observe in the experiments. The top face focusing position shift observed in
the experimental results was not only associated with changes in Re but also with changes in k.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: 45◦ channels with varying k at fixed Re (= 20). (a) The statistics of the particle
positions (n = 1000) measured from the top view and side view. (b) The numerical simulations of
the lift forces in half of the channel cross section.
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With increasing k, the top face focusing position shifted towards the bottom corner. With k ≥ 0.4,
the focusing position lay near the bottom corner.
4.4.3 Inertial focusing in obtuse triangular channels
Inertial focusing was studied previously in a right triangular channel (Kim et al., 2016, 2018).
Here, we investigated inertial focusing in an obtuse triangular channel with a wider apex angle of
120◦. The trends of the inertial focusing position changes, such as top focusing position shifting
and splitting, were almost identical to the trend found in 90◦ triangular channels. However, we
found additional bottom focusing splitting in a 120◦ triangular channel when the k was small and
Re was high.
Figure 5 shows the experimental and simulation data of inertial focusing with k = 0.18 and (a,
w, h) = (15 µm, 304 µm, 88 µm). Experimental data for the top focusing positions and bottom
focusing positions were analyzed separately (FIG. 4.5a and 4.5b). The particle distributions are
broad compared to other triangular channel cases and the bin size was chosen to be 5 µm. The
locations of the particles on the different z-axis could be easily distinguished by contrast in the high-
speed images of the particles (FIG. 4.5b)). We intentionally adjusted the focus of the microscope
near the top focusing positions, and the particles near the bottom of the channel went out-of-focus,
resulting in blurry and darker images.
For the distributions of particles near the top focusing positions (FIG. 4.5a and 4.5b, left), two
peaks were observed. The distance between the peaks became larger with increasing Re. This
focusing position shift is the same as the one observed in the 90◦ triangular channels. Interestingly,
we observed further splitting of the bottom focusing position (FIG. 4.5a and 4.5b, right); the single
peak became three peaks at Re = 80. The distance between the peaks became larger with increasing
Re, showing a focusing position shift. Overall, the number of focusing positions increased from three
to five with increasing Re at k = 0.18. The focusing positions in the cross section were confirmed
from confocal microscopy images (FIG. 4.5c). Three focusing positions at Re = 36 become five
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Figure 4.5: 120◦ channel with varying Re at k = 0.18. (a) The statistics of the particle positions
measured from the top view. Particle positions near the top and bottom focusing positions were
collected separately (n = 300). (b) The changes in inertial focusing positions with varying Re
obtained from (a) and high-speed capture images of the corresponding peak positions. (c) Confocal
microscopy images at Re = 36 (left) and Re = 107 (right). (d) The numerical simulations of the
lift forces and inertial focusing positions in half of the channel cross section with varying Re.
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positions at Re = 107, and the distance between the top focusing positions became larger at higher
Re.
The focusing positions appeared as clouds of stable focusing positions in simulations and were
included in several basins of attraction at Re = 200 (FIG. 4.5d). A cloud of stable points makes
sense because the particle distribution is quite broad, even though the bin size was 5 µm in the
statistical distribution. Although additional clouds of focusing positions at the bottom corner were
not observed in the experimental data, this could be explained by the small basins of attraction for
the bottom corner focusing positions.
4.5 Discussion
Figure 4.6: The changes in the inertial focusing positions with k and Re in triangular channels
with various apex angles. The black arrows indicate the direction of focusing position shift with
increasing Re. For a large k value (blue dotted circle), corner focusing was observed for large Re
range.
The numerical and experimental results show that the triangular channels exhibited interesting
dependence on k, Re and the apex angle, which can allow precise control of the inertial focusing
positions. FIG. 4.6 summarizes the results of the changes in inertial focusing positions when k
and Re were varied in 44◦, 60◦, 90◦, and 120◦ triangular channels. We observed that the inertial
focusing positions shifted as Re increased at fixed k, and the focusing configuration dramatically
changed with different k. These focusing position shifts and focusing configurations changes were
found to be strongly dependent on apex angles, as expected.
Except for the equilateral triangular channels, the top focusing positions shifted as Re increased
with fixed k. In the acute triangular channel, the top focusing positions shifted with increasing
Re, and the bottom focusing position stabilized and became observable experimentally at large
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Re (> 100). The shifting direction was perpendicular to and away from the bottom wall. In the
obtuse triangular channel, the top corner focusing position split, and the resulting points shifted
with increasing Re. The shifting direction was opposite to the acute triangular channels; the
focusing position shifted along the side walls and away from the apex.
The shifting of focusing positions along the channel face is a unique feature of inertial focusing
in the triangular channels. Generally, inertial focusing of particles into equilibrium positions occurs
in two stages: 1) fast migration towards channel faces due to the strong shear-gradient lift force,
2) slow migration towards the center of the channel faces by the wall effect lift forces parallel to
the channel faces.
As an example, in a low-aspect ratio rectangular channel, the wall effect lift forces arising from
the vertical side walls are symmetric and equilibrate at the centers of the horizontal channel faces.
Therefore, the change of focusing positions with varying Re is limited to a small amount in the
direction of shear gradient, or towards the channel face, due to the different scaling of the shear
gradient lift force and wall-effect lift force to Re. However, the symmetry of the wall-effect lift force
towards the center of the channel faces is broken for top focusing positions in triangular channels.
Along the side walls, the wall effect lift force from the other side wall and bottom wall are the
dominant forces that determine the location of the focusing position.
As we explained in the previous study [ref], the scaling of the wall-effect lift force with Re is
a function of the distance from the channel wall; the wall-effect lift force increases faster in the
vicinity of the channel walls. Therefore, the direction of the focusing position shift is reversed in
the acute triangular channel, compared to the obtuse triangular channel.
In 120◦ triangular channels, an additional splitting and shifting of the bottom focusing position
was observed. A similar phenomenon was observed in a rectangular channel; at Re > 100, the
focusing positions near the centers of the long channel faces can split and shift towards the short
channel face. This can be attributed to splitting by the forces arising from the induced pressure
difference, known as the Bernoulli-like effect. The bottom focusing position of the 120◦ triangular
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channels can be explained in the same way, because the flow velocity profile has a large similarity
to the focusing positions in a low aspect ratio rectangular channel.
In addition, the focusing configuration is different depending on k. Relatively large particles
are focused at the corner focusing positions when the vertex angle is larger than, or equal to,
60◦. The corner focusing position is an unusual focusing position in Newtonian fluid that is rarely
observed in inertial microfluidics. The possible existence of corner focusing was only suggested by
numerical data in square channels within a small range of conditions (large k and low Re). Like the
square channel case, corner focusing positions were observed as stable equilibrium near all vertices,
in addition to side focusing positions when k was large and Re was low. With decreasing k or
increasing Re, the basins of attraction corresponding to corner focusing became narrow, and face
focusing positions became dominant. We concluded that corner focusing can be formed near a
vertex that is larger than or equal to 60◦, and the range of conditions for corner focusing becomes
wider as the angle increases. Accordingly, the corner focusing position can be observed near the
apex in obtuse triangular channels, and is maintained within the specific range depending on the
angle.
The acute triangular channel showed an inertial focusing tendency similar to that of the high-
aspect-ratio rectangular channel. Particles were focused at two focusing positions near each side
wall, and an additional bottom face focusing position was stabilized with increasing Re at fixed
k, or decreasing k with fixed Re. This was also observed in the rectangular channel; unstable
focusing positions near the short channel walls became stabilized as Re increased or k decreased.
This occurs because the increase in shear gradient lift force is relatively larger than the increase in
wall effect lift forces along the centerline of the cross section.
4.6 Conclusion
We investigated inertial focusing in triangular channels with various vertex angles (45◦, 90◦, 60◦,
120◦). We mainly observed the shifting of focusing positions with increasing Re at fixed k. The
differences in focusing configuration were dependent on k. When the apex angle was larger than
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or equal to 60◦, corner focusing in particular was observed, both experimentally and numerically.
Equilateral triangular channels did not exhibit large changes except for a small range of conditions.
When k was large and Re was low, additional corner focusing positions were formed near all corners.
In an obtuse triangular channel, the top focusing position split and shifted along the side walls with
increasing Re. The onset Re which split the top focusing position was higher for a larger k. In
addition, a 120◦ triangular channel showed splitting and shifting of the bottom focusing positions
towards the vertices on each side.
In the acute triangular channel, two side focusing positions became three face focusing positions
with focusing positions near the bottom wall (short face). The trend was similar to that of a
high-aspect-ratio rectangular channel. In addition, the top focusing positions shifted towards the
apex, which was the opposite direction of the obtuse triangular channels. The changes in focusing
configuration and focusing position shift was found to depend on the angles. Therefore, adjusting
the angles was determined to be a method for controlling the direction and strength of lift forces.
This suggests that the roles of shear gradient lift force and wall-effect lift force can be separately
understood. In addition, the various focusing configurations provide new guidelines for device
designs for various applications. As new fabrication methods for additional abnormal cross sectional
shapes are suggested, studies on inertial focusing in various channels will become important.
4.7 Appendix: pairing in 45◦ channel
At k = 0.45, basins of attraction corresponding to the corner focusing position exhibit until Re
= 300. The statistics of particle distribution show additional peaks only at Re = 20 (FIG. 4.7a
and 4.7b, orange graphs). However, particles corresponding to these peaks only exist with nearby
particles as shown in high-speed capture images (FIG. 4.7c). We matched peak positions into the
cross-section of the acute triangular channel. The schematic confirmed that the peak positions are
not the corner focusing positions but positions due to inter-particle interaction. After eliminating
paired particles, the additional peaks disappear in statistics of particle distribution (FIG. 4.7a and
4.7b, blue graphs).
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.7: The comparison of original data (orange) and particle eliminated data (blue) measured
from (a) top view and (b) side view at k = 0.45 and Re = 20 in 45◦ triangular channel. (c) captured
images and reconstructed focusing positions in the cross-section.
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CHAPTER 5. SHAPE DESIGN FOR STABILIZING MICROPARTICLES
IN INERTIAL MICROFLUIDIC FLOWS
A paper provisionally accepted for publication in Journal of Fluid Mechanics
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5.1 Abstract
Design of isolated microparticles which stabilize at the centerline of a channel flow is examined
numerically, for moderate Reynolds numbers (10 ≤ Re ≤ 80). This problem is motivated by the
need for the design of shaped particle carriers for use in next generation microfluidic cell analysis
devices. Stability metrics for particles with arbitrary shapes are formulated based on linear stability
theory. Particle shape is parametrized by a compact, Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS)-
based representation. Shape design is posed as an optimization problem and solved using adaptive
Bayesian optimization. We focus on designing particles for stability at the channel centerline
robust to perturbations. Our results indicate that centerline focusing particles are families of
characteristic “fish”/“bottle”/“dumbbell”-like shapes, exhibiting fore-aft asymmetry. A parametric
exploration is then performed to identify stable particle-designs at different k’s (particle chord-to-
channel width ratio) and Re’s (0.1 ≤ k ≤ 0.4, 10 ≤ Re ≤ 80). Particles at high k’s and Re’s
are highly stabilized when compared to those at low k’s and Re’s. We validate the performance of
designed particles to perturbations in flow using Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) over different k’s
and Re’s. We identify a basin of attraction around the centerline, within which any arbitrary release
results in rotationally stable centerline focusing. We find that this basin spans larger release angle
ranges and lateral locations (tending to the channel width) for narrower channels. This effectively
standardizes the notion of global focusing using the current stability paradigm in narrow channels,
which eliminates the need for an independent design for global focusing in such configurations.
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The framework detailed in this work is illustrated for 2D cases and is generalizable to stability in
3D flow fields. The current formulation is agnostic to Re and particle/channel geometry which
indicates substantial potential for integration with imaging flow cytometry tools and microfluidic
biosensing assays.
5.2 Introduction
A particle released in flow undergoes a time-evolution of position and velocity as governed
by the net forces and torques acting on it, and its long-term behavior is a strong function of its
shape. It is widely known that for Stokes number (Stk, the ratio of the characteristic time of
the particle to that of the flow)  1, particles flow with negligible inertia along fluid stream-
lines (Crowe et al., 1988). However, for larger values of Stk, particle inertia becomes prominent,
introducing a variety of nonlinear behavior in flow which can critically affect multiphase-flow appli-
cations across scales, e.g., massive oil drills with slurry transport, or lab-on-a-chip devices dealing
with hemodynamics, red-blood cell Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) (Fedosov et al., 2010), and
micro/nano-biosensors (Prakash et al., 2012). A few other sources of nonlinearity in a system may
be attributed to deformability of elastic particles/capsules (Tam and Hyman, 1973; Kilimnik et al.,
2011), particle-particle interactions (Lee et al., 2010), and nonlinear behavior from the fluid itself,
due to non-constant viscosity for instance (non-Newtonian fluids). In the context of fluid inertia,
early studies of the passive manipulation of non-inertial particles date to the mid-twentieth century
when randomly-dispersed, rigid, spherical particles released in laminar pipe flow were observed to
concentrate to annuli at ≈ 0.6R, where R is the pipe radius (Segre and Silberberg, 1961; Segré
and Silberberg, 1962). Spheroids, bodies-of-revolution, ellipsoids at low-Re in uniform, linear-
shear, or unbounded paraboloidal flow, resp., were examined analytically by Oberbeck (1876b);
Bretherton (1962); Chwang (1975). Subsequent studies extended these results for bounded flows
with finite fluid inertia numerically for focusing of arbitrary shapes Feng et al. (1995); de Tullio
et al. (2012); Coclite et al. (2016). Experiments by Hur et al. (2011a) using disks, cylinders, and
h-shapes further generalized the focusing characteristics of arbitrary particles. More recent studies
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have advanced insight into the low-Re dynamics of irregular particles. Thaokar et al. (2007) re-
ported on the dynamics of torus-shaped particles modelled to represent polymers. They obtained
a closed-form solution to the translation velocity of a rotating, force-free torus particle as a func-
tion of its slenderness ratio and angular velocity, and numerically studied its translation along a
cylindrical rail. Singh et al. (2014) studied the motion of thin axisymmetric particles placed in
a low-Re linear shear flow, where they calculate power-laws for effective aspect-ratios for families
of shapes to control tumbling orbits, and explore shape-tunability. Einarsson et al. (2016) exper-
imentally studied trajectories of micron-scale glass rods in a microfluidic channel. They examine
the deviation from traditional Jeffery orbits based on the degree to which axisymmetry is broken.
Steady, and non-tumbling motion of particles is crucial to the performance of high-throughput
optical scanning devices such as imaging flow cytometers which make use of flow through channels
to center particles for optical readout. Controlled cross-sectional location and motion also leads
to uniform downstream velocities which leads to well controlled timing for sorting decisions that
require longer computational analysis times, such as for image-activated cell sorters Nitta et al.
(2018). The accuracy in determining the morphological characteristics of the investigated cells is
also a direct consequence of their spatial orientation and uniformity at the detection-region (Dupire
et al., 2012). These studies represent a “forward problem” of the fully-coupled fluid-particle system
in that they detail the motion characteristics of predefined shaped particles in flow, for a given
channel/flow-rate. However, as our capabilities to manufacture complex 3D shaped objects has
advanced (Wu et al., 2015), it is also of interest to study the “inverse problem”, which would then
become an interesting engineering question of identifying particle geometries that satisfy certain
desirable motion characteristics long after release.
Singh et al. (2013) identified ring-shaped particles which do not tumble in shear flow, in con-
trast to the tumbling behavior of axisymmetric particles reported by numerous earlier works; the
particle shapes were derived as perturbations to a circular shape to obtain zero torques on the
particle. Recent advances (Uspal and Doyle, 2014) have established self-aligning and centreline-
focusing characteristics of asymmetric particles in Hele-Shaw flow - specifically, “dumbbell” and
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“trumbbell” shapes. Furthermore, modern fabrication techniques (Paulsen, 2017; Shaw et al., 2018;
Yuan et al., 2018b) allow for scalable fabrication of arbitrary-shaped microparticles, presenting an
abundant landscape for the design of customized application-specific microparticles. Understanding
and leveraging the behavior of arbitrarily-shaped rigid particles in flow is an increasingly relevant
area of study, but the current state-of-the-art is confined to the pursuit of two different thrusts:
the forward problem, which seeks to understand the time-evolution of trajectories and potential
focusing locations; and the design of particles under assumptions of zero inertia and unbounded-
flows for desirable characteristics such as rotational stability, and centerline-focusing. While much
of the previously described work is useful in limited context, there are no generalized methodologies
that can be utilized for particle design in more complex scenarios, such as flows with finite fluid
inertia. Here, nonlinear behavior in the fluid-structure interaction gives rise to competing forces
such as shear-gradient and wall-lifts, making design difficult for different flow fields and channel
geometries. This motivates the work undertaken in this paper, where we formulate a framework for
shape design over arbitrary flow speeds, channel and particle geometries. We introduce an approach
for design of stabilizing particles in confined flows at the channel-centerline. The two main appli-
cations which form the basis for the current work are flow cytometry using hydrodynamic focusing
with sheath flows (Golden et al., 2009), and raft-particles which act as stable microcarriers for
biological cell-specimens (Wu et al., 2018) for imaging flow cytometry. Sheath flow techniques use
co-flowing streams to focus sample fluid to a narrow region, usually around the channel centerline
for optical interrogation. However, it is well-known that the centerline and its neighborhood is an
unstable region (Yang et al., 2005; Dupire et al., 2012) for spherical- and disk-shaped particles;
such particles also tumble at the off-centre stable points. We propose to improve these systems by
designing dynamically-stable particles that focus to the centerline for such applications following
the guidance of particles to neighborhoods around the centerline using co-flows upstream of the
scanning region. The inherent particle stability could reduce the sheath-flow volumes required to
constrict conventional particles to the channel centerline, and allow for longer maintenance of sta-
bility, after the sheath flow has been established, which is useful if longer sort decision times are
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needed for image-based analysis. We illustrate a methodology for particle designs in 2D channel-
flows, for centerline-focusing to perturbations about the centerline. The proposed methods are
easily generalizable to 3D flow-fields.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 5.3 details the numerical methods em-
ployed for the optimization problem, section 5.4 details the design for centerline-stability with
corresponding validation using FSI, and parametric design across a range of k’s and Re’s with
relative comparison of performance of designed particles using full fluid-structure interaction sim-
ulations for centerline-stability. We conclude in section 5.5 by framing several open questions and
subsequent avenues of work. The appendices contain mathematical details of several steps in the
framework: section 5.6.1 provides validation cases for the quasi-dynamic approach; section 5.6.2
details the damping-coefficient calculation for an arbitrary particle; section 5.6.3 describes test-cases
for the optimization problem for convergence in total number of required iterations; section 5.6.4
details the convergence studies of the shape-parametrization employed; and section 5.6.5 provides
setup details and validation of the FSI simulation framework.
5.3 Methods
Figure 5.1: Computational model: sample geometry with 8 control-points (nv = 6) and mesh for
an arbitrary shaped particle (the numbered red dots represent NURBS control-points and blue
dashed-lines represent the hull; confinement, k = aH , Re =
ρUH
µ ).
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5.3.1 Evaluating stability of an arbitrary particle
We seek a particle design P that is stable at the channel centerline (yp = 0), with its longitudinal
axis aligned with the flow direction, θp = 0 (see FIG. 5.1 for a schematic). The two parameters that
define a configuration in this study are confinement, k = aH , and Reynolds number, Re =
ρUH
µ .
The particle should satisfy the following two requirements:
(A) Equilibrium: The nominal configuration (yp = 0, θp = 0) should be a force free (and torque
free) configuration. Furthermore, we expect no lateral particle velocity (vp = 0) as well as
zero angular velocity (ωp = 0) at this configuration. This will ensure that the particle will
remain in this orientation.
(B) Stable equilibrium: The nominal configuration (yp = 0, θp = 0) should be stable to δy, δθ
perturbations. This will ensure that the particle restores back to its nominal configuration
after any perturbation.
We evaluate requirement (A) using a quasi-dynamic approach (Di Carlo, 2009; Kommajosula
et al., 2019a), where the steady-state Navier-Stokes equations are solved in a translating reference
frame moving at up, the particle streamwise velocity. The approach assumes that the particle
instantaneously achieves a streamwise velocity, up, that results in the net axial force, Fx becoming
zero. This assumption has been previously validated for spherical particles in inertial flow (Di Carlo,
2009; Kommajosula et al., 2019a). This force-free condition is satisfied by iteratively solving for
up. A schematic of the approach is shown in Fig. 5.2. The ‘update up’ step uses a standard
Levenberg-Marquardt approach to compute the next up using a finite difference approximation of
the Jacobian. In this scheme, a particle with no lateral and angular velocity will also have no
linear and angular velocity in the moving reference frame. The Navier-Stokes equations around the
particle are solved to compute the fluid flow field u, pressure field p, and the unknown streamwise
velocity up:
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∇ · u = 0 ∼ incompressibility (5.1)
u · ∇u = −∇p+ 1
Re
∇2u ∼ momentum conservation
Fx = 2
[ ∮
Γp
{
− pI + 1
Re
(∇u+∇Tu)
}
· n̂ dΓ
]
· î = 0 ∼ zero drag
u(x ∈ walls) = −up ∼ no slip on channel wall
u(x ∈ Γp) = 0, v(x ∈ Γp) = 0 ∼ no slip on particle surface
where Γp is the surface of the particle, P . The inlet and outlet boundary conditions are chosen
to have fully developed parabolic velocity profiles. The particle is far enough away from inlet and
outlet for the local disturbance around the particle to not affect the boundary velocity profiles -
this lets us use parabolic velocity profiles at the boundaries equivalent to a particle flowing in a
long channel (where the current domain is a “section” of that channel such that fully-developed
profiles can be imposed with reasonable confidence; typically the channel length is ≥ 30 times
the characteristic length of the particle). We use an in-house finite element method framework
to solve the Navier-Stokes equations with prescribed boundary conditions. Once the steady state
Navier-Stokes equations are solved, we compute the lateral force and torque acting on the particle:
Fy(yp = 0, θp = 0) = 2
[ ∮
Γp
{
− pI + 1
Re
(∇u+∇Tu)
}
· n̂ dΓ
]
· ĵ (5.2)
τz(yp = 0, θp = 0) = 2
∮
Γp
x×
{
− pI + 1
Re
(∇u+∇Tu)
}
· n̂ dΓ (5.3)
For the first requirement (equilibrium) to be satisfied, the lift Fy and torque τz must vanish. This
is a quantitative measure to ensure that the centerline position (yp = 0, θp = 0) is an equilibrium
location for a given particle shape. This requirement is trivially satisfied for (top-down) symmetric
particles located at the centerline, and we note that no flow computations are performed to check
this condition at the centerline.
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Figure 5.2: Quasi-dynamic (QD) method: for perturbed locations of the particle, identify stream-
wise particle-velocity to yield zero drag, and compute resultant lifts and torques
After assessment of requirement (A), we next quantify stability in terms of restoring forces
and torques when the particle is perturbed from its stable location, (yp = 0, θp = 0). We again
utilize the assumption of the quasi-dynamic approach, i.e. the particle instantaneously achieves
a streamwise velocity, up, that results in the streamwise force Fx becoming zero. A common
simplification employed for creeping flows is that of the force-free particle. A scaling analysis
on the equation of motion reveals that the forces vanish in the limit of Re → 0, which implies
instantaneous equilibrium of the particle in all directions every point along its trajectory. In the
case of inertial flows, however, this assumption is valid only in the stream-wise direction along
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which the particle exhibits relatively faster responses to the underlying flow-field, especially for
localized perturbations around the centerline. Typical channel-lengths reported in literature for
inertial migration (Di Carlo, 2009) indicate smaller time-scales for stream-wise motion than lateral
motion. This assumption has been often used, and well validated for spherical particles (Di Carlo,
2009; Kommajosula et al., 2019a). We also emphasize that the quasi-dynamic approach is not an
assumption, but rather a design requirement in this work that enables a tractable solution. That
is, we consider a symmetric particle that is moving at steady state along the centerline. This is
representative of particles reaching an equilibrium position in a long channel. Note that, due to
symmetry, the particle is in equilibrium at the centerline. We consider instantaneous perturbations
about this location and calculate the restoring forces. We utilize these instantaneous restoring
forces as a measure of stability, and thus circumvent the need to consider the time derivative and
unsteady forces.
We also assume that when the particle is released at its perturbed location, its non-streamwise
linear (vp) and angular velocity (ωp) components are zero. This assumption rests on the idea that
the particle is perturbed impulsively from the centerline and has yet to respond to forces arising
from the the now-asymmetric flow field. Due to this, the particle can be assumed to have zero lateral
and angular velocities when perturbed. The classic example of a simple pendulum is motivation
for this assumption. Whether we manually draw the bob to a certain angle away from the mean
and then release it from rest, or we give it a slight push from its mean, the bob will tend back to
the mean position, thus indicating that trends in force (and torque) about the mean position play
a more prominent role than the initial conditions. We do not consider any time dependent effects,
computing only the restoring force Fy and torque τz after an impulsive perturbation
1. We solve
the set of equations defined in Eqn. 5.1 for a perturbed particle configuration (yp = δy, θp = δθ),
and compute the resulting lift force Fy(yp = δy, θp = δθ) and torque τz(yp = δy, θp = δθ)
1This is a rather strong assumption, but provides a consistent estimate of the instantaneous response after an
impulsive perturbation. Alternatively, the time-dependant response can be computed after an impulsive perturbation.
This turns out to be extremely compute intensive, requiring full scale FSI simulations.
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A simplistic approach to gauging stability is to consider only the sign of the resulting lift and
torque responses to perturbations. As long as the responses ensure a restoring motion towards the
nominal configuration – i.e., Fy < 0 if δy > 0, and τz < 0 if δθ > 0 – the nominal configuration can be
considered a stable equilibrium. The magnitude of the restorative response can be a quantitative
measure of the stability, and can be used to rank order various particle shapes. However, this
approach has two disadvantages: (1) it does not consider the coupled effects of a restoring torque
and force on linear/angular velocities or particle displacement (i.e., it is non-intuitive whether Fy
should be > 0 or < 0 for δθ > 0, and similarly whether τz should be > 0 or < 0 for δy > 0); and (2)
it does not account for over-damped scenarios where the particle could oscillate about the nominal
configuration.
We instead define simplified equations of motion for the particle based on Fy and τz, which will
be used to analyze stability in response to small perturbations:
m
d2yp
dt2
= Fy(yp, θp)− α
dyp
dt
(α > 0) (5.4)
I
d2θp
dt2
= τz(yp, θp),
where α is the damping coefficient for the particle in the y-direction, m is the mass of the particle,
and I its moment of inertia about the z-axis. The damping-coefficient for a general shape is
approximated using restoring-lifts on a circular particle in plane-Poiseuille flow at the same (k,Re)
(see TAB. 5.5). The damping coefficient is arrived at by first computing an approximate damping-
coefficient for a hydrodynamically equivalent circular particle assuming an under-damped motion,
and then adjusting this value using a dynamic-shape factor (Leith, 1987). This calculation is
detailed in section 5.6.22. The damping coefficient ensures that there is a term in the dynamics
that accounts for velocity of the particle. We emphasize that the presence of the damping coefficient
2Although it is not known apriori whether a hydrodynamically-focussed circular particle exhibits rapid decay (critical
damping), we assume the worst-case scenario of under-damped motion to allow for oscillations, which is the slowest compared
to critical/over-damped decay, and thus design for the same. Another important note in this regard is that we assume the
damping coefficient is independent of the particle-location in the channel, drawing from the Stokes drag-analogy due to low
transverse-speed. This is again evident from the typical microfluidic channel-lengths it takes for spherical beads to focus
(Di Carlo, 2009).
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does not alter the quality of stability of the system (i.e., it will not make a stable particle become
unstable), but it does provide a quantitative approach to rank-ordering shapes identified as stable.
We choose the simplest possible such term, which is a physically valid strategy used by previous
researchers in inertial migration (Di Carlo, 2009). This choice is validated by performing long-time
FSI simulations of the stable particles in subsequent sections.
The above system of second-order equations (5.4) is converted into four first-order equations,
in terms of
(
yp,
dyp
dt , θp,
dθp
dt
)
:
dyp
dt
= vp ≡ f1(yp, vp, θp, ωp) (5.5)
dvp
dt
=
Fy(yp, θp)
m
− αvp
m
≡ f2(yp, vp, θp, ωp)
dθp
dt
= ωp ≡ f3(yp, vp, θp, ωp)
dωp
dt
=
τz(yp, θp)
m
≡ f4(yp, vp, θp, ωp),
This represents a first order dynamical system, which we use established stability theory to
rigorously quantify stability (Strogatz, 2018). Specifically, given a first order equation, dXdt = f(X),
we can evaluate the stability of the system about a (hyperbolic) equilibrium point X0 by linearizing
the system about X0. The linearized system about the equilibrium point is given by
dX
dt = AX,
where A is the Jacobian of the system expressed as:
A =
(
∂f
∂X
)
X0
(5.6)
Stability is quantified in terms of the eigenvalues of A. If the real parts of all eigenvalues λi
of A are negative, the equilibrium point is considered stable. Increasingly negative eigenvalues
indicate faster transit to the equilibrium after perturbations (Strogatz, 2018). This is in line with
similar analysis used to assess the stability of settling dumbbells in prescribed flow-fields (Piva and
Gabbanelli, 2003; Piva and Martino, 2008).
Comparing equations (5.6) and (5.5), with X = [yp, vp, θp, ωp]
T the resulting Jacobian is:
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A =

∂f1
∂yp
∂f1
∂vp
∂f1
∂θp
∂f1
∂ωp
∂f2
∂yp
∂f2
∂vp
∂f2
∂θp
∂f2
∂ωp
∂f3
∂yp
∂f3
∂vp
∂f3
∂θp
∂f3
∂ωp
∂f4
∂yp
∂f4
∂vp
∂f4
∂θp
∂f4
∂ωp

X0
=

0 1 0 0
1
m
∂Fy(yp,θp)
∂yp
− αm
1
m
∂Fy(yp,θp)
∂θp
0
0 0 0 1
1
I
∂τz(yp,θp)
∂yp
0 1I
∂τz(yp,θp)
∂θp
0

X0
(5.7)
This representation (equations (5.7)) is a generalization to higher dimensions of the 1D-case of a
circular particle focusing within a straight 2D channel, where stability is interpreted in terms of the
slope of the lift-versus-transverse coordinate curve at equilibrium locations (Yang et al., 2006). For
fully-3D flow fields, the Jacobian, A, would be of size 10×10, in contrast to the 2D case where A is
a 4× 4 matrix. The additional 6 rows (and columns) appear due to the remaining three directions;
one linear (z), and two rotational (about the x, and y axis, based on Fig. 5.1). However, for
highly-confined geometries depth-wise (along Z-direction) in 3D, a quasi-2D approximation would
permit us to formulate stability of the particle using a 4 × 4 system (equations (5.7)), while still
maintaining fully-3D flow-fields. We construct the Jacobian using finite-difference based gradients,
and assess particle stability using the real-parts of its eigenvalues, λi (1 ≤ i ≤ 4):
• if Real(λi) < 0 (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) - the given equilibrium point is stable, otherwise
• the given equilibrium point is unstable
Thus, we quantitatively evaluate the stability of an arbitrarily-shaped particle, without the
aforementioned pitfalls regarding dynamic force couplings and overdamping behavior. We next
turn to a compact parametrization of particle shape.
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5.3.2 Shape-parametrization
The shape of the particle is represented using Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS) curves
with B-spline basis functions, (Bingol, 2016). This compact representation enables generation of a
variety of smooth shapes, with local control on curve-shape using control-point weights. Any point
on the curve, P = P (ξ), is given as a function of the parameter, ξ (0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1), as in (Hughes et al.,
2005):
P (ξ) =
∑n
i=0wiPiNi,m(ξ)∑n
i=0wiNi,m(ξ)
(5.8)
where, Pi = (Xi, Yi) are the control-points, wi are the control-points weights, and Ni,m(ξ) are the
piecewise polynomial B-spline basis functions of order, m (= 4), given by:
Ni,m(ξ) =
ξ − ti
ti+m−1 − ti
Ni,m−1(ξ) +
ti+m − ξ
ti+m − ti+1
Ni+1,m−1(ξ) (5.9)
Ni,1(ξ) =

1, ξ ∈ [ti, ti+1)
0, ξ /∈ [ti, ti+1)
T = {t0 = t1 = · · · = tm−1 < tm ≤ tm+1 ≤ · · · ≤ tn < tn+1 = · · · = tn+m} (5.10)
where T defines the knot vector and knot-spans that govern the continuity of the curve and its
derivatives. We use a uniform knot-vector, equal weights (wi = 1) and constrain a given number of
control points at predefined X-locations so that they are free to move only along the Y-direction for
the design problem. The NURBS-curve defines the top-half of the particle, which is mirrored about
the XZ plane to complete the shape. For any given shape, the Xi’s denote the interior, equally-
spaced X-coordinates of the variable control-points for the shape which have the same values for
all shapes, and Yi’s denote the interior Y -coordinates. The two ends are fixed on the X-axis, so
that Xnv+1 −X0 = 1 (non-dimensional), Y0 = H2 , and Ynv+1 =
H
2 . So, the shape is parametrized
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as P (ξ; {Y0, Y1...Ynv+2}), for a given set of Yi’s such that 0.1 + H2 ≤ Yi ≤ 0.5 +
H
2 (1 ≤ i ≤ nv).
Additionally, before any perturbations, we place the shape such that its centroid coincides with the
center of the channel, in both X and Y directions.
5.3.3 Design problem
We are interested in designing particles that exhibit stability to perturbations. We have quan-
tified stability in terms of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the associated dynamical system. We
frame the design problem as an optimization problem, i.e, find parameters {Y1, Y2, ..., Ynv} that
define a particle, P , that minimizes a cost functional. We choose the cost functional to be the
maximum (real) eigenvalue of the system. The eigenvalues represent decay-rates of the solution
trajectories of the system. For the current system, each shape would have 4 such eigenvalues. Thus
for finding stable shapes, we require that all real-parts of eigenvalues be negative. We identify
the least-negative eigenvalue, and desire this eigenvalue to be as negative as possible. This auto-
matically minimizes all other eigenvalues to improve overall restoration-rates. Thus formally the
optimization is:
argmin
Y≡Y1,Y2,...,Ynv
max(Real(λi(P ))) + Regularization (5.11)
Regularization terms are added to ensure that wiggly shapes with large curvature changes are
penalized (the two types of regularization terms used are detailed in section 5.6.4). The compu-
tational effort in solving the Navier-Stokes equations and the subsequent eigenvalue problem leads
to a costly objective function. Therefore, we use a Bayesian strategy to optimize particle shape
(the Bayesian frame work is described in detail in section 5.6.3). Convergence with respect to
the number of control-points for shape-representation is analyzed first, because it is of interest to
weigh significant improvements (if any) in the stability of the particle against the complexity in
resolving the actual fabrication process. Specifically fabrication processess like 3D printing (Pham
and Gault, 1998), stop-flow lithography (Dendukuri et al., 2007), optofluidic fabrication (Paulsen
et al., 2015), continuous-flow lithography (Shaw et al., 2018) may not be able to capture fine fea-
tures in the particle shape (wiggles/nooks) introduced by a larger number of control-points, since
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effects such as the diffusion of a crosslinking photoinitiator might act to smoothen the shape. We
discuss the regularization and convergence aspects in section 5.6.4. Furthermore, the number of
original cost-function evaluations required for a reasonable approximation of the response surface
is typically far lesser compared to that required with traditional optimization techniques, such as
evolutionary algorithms. In the present context, as opposed to the usual approach of optimizing
one infill-criterion per update of the Radial-Basis surrogate, we perform asynchronous optimiza-
tion using multiple infill-criteria by giving a range of weights for exploration (high-variance) vs.
exploitation (high-mean), which updates the response surface at multiple points after each itera-
tion. This enables efficient utilization of High-Performance Computing (HPC) resources, a useful
method for accelerating convergence in computationally difficulty problems (the reader is directed
to (Pokuri et al., 2018) for additional details).
5.4 Results
5.4.1 Centerline design: k = 0.3, Re = 20
Particles are designed for local stability around the centerline at zero orientation. This means
that once particles have been guided close to the centerline upstream of the test-section using
existing techniques such as pinched-flow fractionation (Yamada et al., 2004), they will locally fo-
cus and remain rotationally stable at the centerline. Families of fish-like shapes were gathered
from the optimization run for the case of k = 0.3, Re = 20 using 8 control-points (nv = 6) as
shown in FIG. 5.3. While the best shapes (FIG. 5.3a) for this configuration singularly appear to
be variants of fishes, the entire range of stable shapes appears to be more varied in terms of the
local curvature, area, aspect-ratio, etc., with the fore-aft asymmetry for some designs not being as
prominent as with the set of best shapes. This allows some leeway in the fabrication process while
retaining essential self-stabilizing characteristics. The pressure fields around stable particles from
QD-snapshots at perturbed locations (FIG. 5.3b) indicate prominent transverse gradients across
the length of the particle, especially at the extremities (sections A-A’, B-B’). Moreover, the asym-
metry in these gradients in the fore- compared to the aft-segments acts to stabilize such particles
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so that a yp-perturbation leads to a negative-lift, and positive torque, but a θp-perturbation gives
rise to a positive lift, but negative torque3. It is also interesting to note the presence of features
such as an intermediate-“lobe” at the mid-section of stable particles.
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.3: Designed particle-shapes: for k = 0.3, Re = 20: (a) “fish”-like and non-“fish” like shapes
| (b) pressure contours from QD approach to perturbations in y and θ
3It should be noted that an examination consisting of lift-vs.-‘y′ or torque-vs.-‘θ′ trends alone would be misleading due to
the inherent coupling of lift and torque as functions of ‘y′ and ‘θ′.
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5.4.2 Global stability
The stability metric discussed previously is constructed using perturbations local to the channel
centerline. However, it is also of interest to study a global notion of the particle’s tendency to focus
to any stable locations in the yp − θp space, much like the cross-sectional force-maps and “basins”
used to study particle focusing in inertial migration (Di Carlo et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2016). For a
given (k, Re) configuration, a particle is placed at different lateral and angular locations throughout
the channel, and at each location, that streamwise velocity is solved which yields zero net force
(see FIG. 5.2). For the current configuration (k = 0.3, Re = 20), we pick three shapes: highly-
stable, and weakly-stable, and unstable, and construct force-torque maps and corresponding ω-limit
sets (Strogatz, 2018) as shown in FIG. 5.4. For any two stable particles, one is called more stable
if the largest real-part of its eigenvalues is more negative than that of the other. For the strongly-
and weakly-stable shapes, we see that there are finite basins of attraction at (yp, θp) = (0, 0), which
is at the channel centerline with zero inclination; for the unstable particle, however, there is no
such basin. The basins of attraction for the centerline for both the stable shapes are approximately
spanned by 0 ≤ ypa ≤ 0.5, and −0.3 ≤
θp
π ≤ 0.15. Practically, these basins serve as a guiding
estimate of the feasible release-locations of particles that lead to their focusing to the centerline.
Although the current work is formulated for maximal stability of particles to perturbations after
they have been focused to the centerline, the basins of attraction provide design-bounds for release-
locations before focusing. We make a distinction here between the competing importance of having
negative real eigenvalues with large magnitude but a small basin of attraction, vs. eigenvalues
of a modest magnitude with a large basin. While eigenvalue magnitude quantifies the speed of
restoration to perturbations, the size of the basins quantifies (asymptotic) reachability from large
excursions in reference to the equilibrium position. The utility of these measures would depend
on specific applications, e.g., where a large basin would be needed to ensure global focusing of
particles. We speculate that these two measures are generally uncorrelated, such that a weakly
stable particle might have a basin size comparable to that of a strongly stable particle (see FIG.
5.4). We do not explore this distinction further in the current work..
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Figure 5.4: Phase-portraits: in the yp−θp space for different initial release-locations at k = 0.3, Re =
20 - top to bottom: highly-stable, weakly-stable, and unstable particles, resp. (quivers indicate
vectors: (torque, lift), basins enclosed within green-dashed lines)
We demonstrate the behavior of the three types of shapes in transient, full-coupled FSI simula-
tions for a release-location of (yp, θp) = (0,−10◦) (simulation details in section 5.6.5). The visuals
for these simulations are shown in FIG. 5.5 and trajectories in FIG. 5.6. We see that there is a
conclusive demarcation between the time-evolution of lateral and angular positions for the stable
and unstable particles. Specifically, the unstable particle tends to rapidly destabilize and tumble
over time, drifting away from the centerline monotonically. The stable particles on the other hand,
display strongly contained and restorative trajectories, with a displacement from the centerline that
is only a fraction of the height reached by the unstable particle. More importantly, it is seen that
the angular displacements asymptotically reach 0◦ without oscillations, confirming validity of the
damping-coefficient estimation in relation to the rank-ordering of shapes in terms of their individual
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stabilities. Additionally, from the lateral trajectories for the stable particles, we notice that the
stability metrics are reflected well in the full-physics simulations. The highly-stable particle has
the smallest initial overshoot from to the angular perturbation, whereas the weakly-stable particle
overshoots to twice as much height. However, these overshoots tend to gradually decay over time
as shown in FIG. 5.6c. In FIG. 5.5, the unstable particle was inspected with the QD-method first
to check that it is unstable for both 0◦ and 180◦ orientations, to ensure its suitability for validating
the designed stable shapes against. We picked this particular unstable shape among many others
to illustrate the fact that although the stable and unstable shapes in this case both look visually
similar (as “fish” shapes), stability cannot be guaranteed on qualitative arguments alone.
The erratic nature of the unstable particle in both headfirst and tailfirst orientations is well-
captured in the FSI-trajectories, where the particle shows no tendency to stabilize in either orien-
tation, and the rate of tumbling builds over time. Lastly, although we provide an initial angular
perturbation, the difference between the stabilizing behavior of the highly-stable vs. weakly-stable
particles is reflected in the lateral positions over time, but not the angular alignment. This is
illustrative of the fact that the motion in the yp and θp directions is fundamentally coupled and
cannot be decoupled by examining the gradients in lift or torque alone. The eigenvalues of the
stability matrix essentially achieve this by giving information about the stability of the particle,
and this is consequently reflected in the trajectories which can be expressed in terms of e−λit.
Additionally, due to the inertial nature of the flow, time-reversability of stabilization is broken.
However, for a stabilized particle if the flow is instantaneously reversed, the particle is flipped from
its design/operating orientation. If the basins of attraction are large enough to contain the point,
( θπ ,
y
a) = (1, 0) it is likely that any small perturbation might flip the particle back to the stable
orientation.
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t* = 0.0           
t* = 3.6           
t* = 7.2           
t* = 10.8           
t* = 16.2           
t* = 19.8           
t* = 23.4           
Stable Stable Unstable
Figure 5.5: Validation with FSI: designed/randomly-shaped particles are perturbed by −10◦ at
the centerline and flowed computationally to observe their linear/angular positions over time for
k = 0.3, Re = 20 - on the left and the middle, a highly-stable and weakly-stable; on the right,
a randomly-shaped, unstable particle (colored by fluid-velocity contours, t∗ = tUH , denotes non-
dimensional time)
5.4.3 Centerline design: k = 0.1− 0.4, Re = 10− 80
We next design families of stable shapes (FIG. 5.7, 5.8) for a parametric range of the flow
parameters, 0.1 ≤ k ≤ 0.4, and 10 ≤ Re ≤ 80. These families indicate that the most-stable
particles are classes of “fishes”/“bottles”/“dumbbells”. It is observed that reduced confinement
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and Re tend to result in high aspect ratio rod-like shapes, whereas increased confinement and Re
tend to favor low-to-moderate aspect ratio shapes (TAB. 5.1).
0.05
(a)
50
(b)
(c)
Figure 5.6: Validation of designed particles with transient FSI: trajectories for highly-stable, weakly-
stable, and unstable shapes (k = 0.3, Re = 20) in: (a) yp−trajectories | (b) θp−trajectories | (c)
yp−trajectories for highly vs. weakly-stable particles (released at the channel-centerline, yp = 0,
for an angular perturbation of θp = −10◦)
The asymmetric make-up of the rod-like particles would seem to be a consequence of smaller
velocity-gradients across the particle, which the lobe and longer “lever-arm” of the particle would
leverage to realign the particle after being perturbed. The trends indicate that in general, there is
a good amount of variability between all possible stable shapes for any given (k, Re) configuration
(see FIG. 5.8), suggesting multiple local minima in the global landscape of the chosen cost-function.
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Table 5.1: Mean aspect-ratios of best shapes from FIG. 5.7.
k = 0.1 k = 0.2 k = 0.3 k = 0.4
Re = 10 1.475 1.369 1.161 1.418
Re = 20 1.408 1.236 1.138 1.089
Re = 40 1.421 1.317 1.116 1.104
Re = 60 1.263 1.166 1.104 1.093
Re = 80 1.376 1.128 1.143 1.204
However, among optimally stable shapes, a large variance is only seen in families designed for low
confinements (see FIG. 5.7). Additionally, it is seen that shapes which are optimal in the orientation
reported here (θp = 0
◦) are highly unstable in the θp = 180
◦ orientation, which suggests uniqueness
of the preferred stable orientation in flow. We note that in FIG. 5.7, very little variation is visibly
apparent among certain configurations such as (k,Re) = (0.3, 60), (0.4, 60), but this trend is not
preserved for configurations in Re = 80. This can be attributed to the spread in the stability
values among the top 10 shapes (and consequently, the shapes themselves) at each configuration,
which is specific to the landscape of the cost-functional. For the former configurations, this spread
is quite small, while the separation is large for the latter. We verified this by running multiple
optimizations for (k,Re) = (0.4, 60) with different initial sampling, and infill criterion. Either
way, we can conclude for each configuration, there exists a diverse family of shapes that exhibit
centerline stability (FIG. 5.8), while the variation may or may not be large purely within the top
designs (FIG. 5.7).
It is interesting to note that stability of particles increases with an increase in either confinement
or Re. However, confinement seems to have a stronger effect on stability (40 − 70× between k =
0.1 − 0.4) than Re (5 − 8× between Re = 10 − 80). It is widely known that the effect of walls
on particles is to retard their motion as well as exert a lateral force away from the walls (Zhang
et al., 2016). Thus, in narrow channels it is expected that the combined effect from both walls
might act to significantly slow down the particle as well as constrain it to the centerline, whereas
the effect of the farther wall may be comparatively insignificant in wider channels. Classically, lift
forces on spherical particles have been analytically derived in cases of slip-velocity (unbounded)
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and presence of walls in linear shear flows (Saffman, 1965; McLaughlin, 1993), in Poiseuille flows
for small/large particles (Asmolov, 1999; Di Carlo et al., 2009), and so on. These studies exhibit
a sequence of increasingly complex physics for migration arising due to presence of shear, shear-
gradients, slip-shear, wall-effects, fluid inertia, and finite particle sizes for spherical particles, and
the designs shown here build upon these in the context of non-circular particles. Additionally,
we see that there exist shapes which are stable across multiple (k, Re) configurations. In this
context, we note that a number of flow configurations contain what may be termed “modified-
dumbbells” as optimal designs for local focusing, which we regard as improvements to the 3D
asymmetric dumbbell shapes (rod-disk model) proposed by (Uspal and Doyle, 2014) in Hele-Shaw
flow, although the current work is based in 2D. In order to test the performance of the designed
shape with the ones reported earlier by (Uspal and Doyle, 2014), we choose the configuration of
k = 0.3, and Re = 60. The conventional dumbbell shape was reconstructed using values reported
by (William et al., 2013) (s̃ = 3.3 in their work). The QD cost-function on this particle revealed
that it is unstable in both orientations, 0◦, and 180◦, in 2D as well as 3D. When the modified and
conventional dumbbell particles were simulated using full-FSI (FIG. 5.10), it was found that the
proposed designs performed better in comparison. Specifically, the lateral and angular trajectories
reveal that the initial phase seems qualitatively similar, where both particles tend to restore to
the centerline after the initial overshoot from the centerline. Over time, however, the unstable
particle rapidly destabilizes away from the centerline, in contrast to the stable design. This suggests
that there is much scope yet for improvement to centerline-focusing shapes (either local criteria
for near-centerline release as in sheath-flow cytometry, or for global criteria for arbitrary release-
locations in the channel as a passive manipulation technique) that have been previously reported
for assumptions such as low-Re, unbounded flows, and so on.
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most stable least stable
Figure 5.7: Families of stable shapes for centerline alignment: 0.1 ≤ k ≤ 0.4, 10 ≤ Re ≤ 80. The
10 most-stable shapes per configuration are shown (shapes to-scale).
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most stable least stable
Figure 5.8: Families of stable shapes for centerline alignment: 0.1 ≤ k ≤ 0.4, 10 ≤ Re ≤ 80. 10
shapes are shown for each (k, Re), ranging between the most-stable to least-stable per configuration
(shapes to-scale).
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5.4.4 Stability under high confinement
We designed particles for k = 0.5 and Re = 10 to examine basins of attraction (FIG. 5.9).
From the basins for the wider channel cases (i.e., smaller k, see FIG. 5.4), we see that the basin
for (yp, θp) = (0, 0) for the present configuration includes nearly the entire lateral range of release-
locations, and −0.35 ≤ θpπ ≤ 0.1 for release-angles. This is a significant coverage compared to the
wider channels, where the lateral range was restricted to a notably smaller span. This suggests ap-
plicability of the design optimization approach in this work toward global focusing, with a significant
range of particle release-angles and locations in narrower channels. Such basins of attraction would
be even more significant for confinement ratios (≈ 0.72) akin to those used in recent works (Wu
et al., 2018). Furthermore, we also evaluated the stabilities of designs and basins for perturbations
in Re, and k (upto ±3% change), and in every case we confirmed that they are not sensitive to
small changes about the design configurations. From the parametric sweep for centerline-stable
particles (FIG. 5.7), we also test the performance of flowing particles for additional configurations
(using FSI), varying in k, or Re, or both. Specifically, we test for response to angular pertur-
bations - (k,Re) = (0.4, 20), (0.4, 80) - as well as transverse perturbations - (k,Re) = (0.7, 20),
and trajectories are shown in FIGS. 5.11, 5.12, 5.13, respectively, along with candidate shapes. It
is apparent that particles restore monotonically in the direction of the initial perturbation, while
the displacement in the other direction is non-monotonic, tending to shift the particle away from
equilibrium at first, until stabilizing stresses begin to re-position it to the mean location. As with
earlier cases, particles deemed to be unstable by our cost-function drift away significantly from the
centerline, accompanied by a tumbling motion.
0.0
0.4
0.00 0.32 0.64 0.96 1.28 1.60 1.92
Figure 5.9: Phase-portraits: in the yp−θp space for different initial release-locations at k = 0.5, Re =
10 (quivers indicate vectors: (torque, lift), basins enclosed within green lines)
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.10: Validation with FSI: for k = 0.3, Re = 60 (a) modified-dumbbell from current work
| (b) the “rod-disk” model | (c) yp−trajectories | (d) θp−trajectories (released at the channel-
centerline, yp = 0, for an angular perturbation of θp = −10◦)
(a) (b)
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Figure 5.11: Validation with FSI: for k = 0.4, Re = 20 (a) stable shape | (b) unstable shape |
(c) yp−trajectories | (d) θp−trajectories (released at the channel-centerline, yp = 0, for an angular
perturbation of θp = −10◦)
(a) (b)
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Figure 5.12: Validation with FSI: for k = 0.4, Re = 80 (a) stable shape | (b) unstable shape |
(c) yp−trajectories | (d) θp−trajectories (released at the channel-centerline, yp = 0, for an angular
perturbation of θp = −20◦ for the stable particle, and, θp = −10◦ for the unstable particle)
(a) (b)
(c)
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Figure 5.13: Validation with FSI: for k = 0.7, Re = 20 (a) stable shape-1 | (b) stable shape-2 |
(c) unstable shape | (d) yp−trajectories | (e) θp−trajectories (released at yp = 0.1a, for an angular
perturbation of θp = 0
◦)
5.5 Conclusion
We have demonstrated a computational framework for designing self-stabilizing particles in
2D inertial laminar flow, geared towards microfluidic cell-scanning devices such as imaging flow
cytometers. Stable particle designs group into families of “fish”/“bottles”/“dumbbells” shapes
depending on channel confinement and flow conditions, suggesting the existence of multiple op-
timal designs per configuration. It is seen that particles stabilize more rapidly with increase in
k (40 − 70× for k = 0.1 − 0.4) compared to increase in Re (5 − 8× for Re = 10 − 80). Designed
particles have been conclusively shown to exhibit stability to perturbations in contrast to parti-
cles deemed unstable, as verified computationally using two-way coupled FSI simulations. The
basins of attraction for wide channels (low k) reveal a finite region of release-locations around
the centerline for local focusing (particle release near the channel centerline, where 0 ≤ ypa ≤ 0.5,
and −0.3 ≤ θpπ ≤ 0.15), whereas those for narrow channels tend to cover all lateral locations in
the channel (−0.35 ≤ θpπ ≤ 0.1), suggesting a higher possibility of global focusing (far-release) to
the centerline. The design methodology in the present work has been demonstrated for purely
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2D scenarios, but is easily extensible to 3D channels which introduce blunted flow-profiles. Ad-
ditionally, the approach can naturally be extended to non-centerline focusing. But the loss of
symmetry requires greater computational effort due to increased parametrization of the shape.
While this is not a major issue, the requirement of particle-equilibrium at non-centerline locations
is non-trivial to satisfy. Consequently, we defer this analysis to a subsequent paper. The methods
discussed herein are envisioned to lay a basis for future work including design for global stability
and robustness in system parameters, which will eventually result in optimized designs of particles
for high-throughput performance – conceivably with non-Newtonian, complex bio-fluids. In addi-
tion, we also see scope for exploring modified shape-descriptors, including non-monotonic shapes,
Bezier-PARSEC parameterization, and Elliptic Fourier Descriptors, which may yet reveal a richer
phase-space of stable designs. Finally, more in-depth sensitivity analysis on the control-points and
the use of low-dimensional models could aid in computational efficiency, and make the framework
more readily applied to unconventional channel geometries.
5.6 Appendix
5.6.1 Validation
5.6.1.1 Circular particle in plane Poiseuille flow
The quasi-dynamic (QD) framework is validated by simulating the Segre-Silberberg effect (Segre
and Silberberg, 1961) in 2D (Yang et al., 2006). 15 particle-locations are chosen in the radial
direction, and particle Reynolds numbers of 1.67, 15, and 37.5 are used, where k = 0.15. The
results are shown in FIG. 5.14, and are in excellent agreement with previous reports, including
particle equilibrium location, and velocities (TAB. 5.2).
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Figure 5.14: Validation for QD: lift-variation in half-channel for k = 0.15 at Rep = (a) 1.667 | (b)
15 | (c) 37.5
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Table 5.3: Eigenvalues for elliptical particle in channel flow at centerline for two (XZ) symmetric
orientations (bold values correspond to unstable orientations)
θ λi
0◦ 142.06,−58.36± 128.79j,−520.39
90◦ 77.03± 292.99j,−324.56± 72.17j
Table 5.2: Equilibrium values for Rep = 15 (req, up, uf , ωp,
du
dy denote, resp., stable location, particle
linear-velocity, undisturbed fluid velocity at centroid-height of particle, angular-velocity of particle,
and velocity-gradient at particle-centroid)
Yang et. al. (2006) Present Error (%)
Equilibrium Location,
2req
H
0.454 0.446 1.652
Linear Velocity,
up
uf
0.963 0.973 1.038
Angular Velocity,
ωp
(1
2
du
dy
)
0.9289 0.9418 1.389
5.6.1.2 Elliptical particle in channel flow/sedimentation
The ability of the approach to identify stable/unstable behavior of non-circular particles is
illustrated here. Specifically, we check for stability of elliptical particles in channel flow and find
that there are no stable locations, which matches the behavior observed with full FSI (tumbling
+ lateral bobbing) (Wen et al., 2016). We pick k = 0.3, Re = 15 for this configuration with a 1:2
ellipse aspect ratio. The eigenvalues for equilibrium at centerline (TAB. 5.3) indicate instability,
which agrees with literature. Additionally, we validate against another case of a 1:2 elliptical
particle settling under gravity for Re > 1. The density difference (α) is controlled so that Re at
equilibrium does not exceed the limit beyond which fluttering occurs. The eigenvalues for this
particle (TAB. 5.4) at two orientations indicate stability with the major-axis perpendicular to the
settling direction, which agrees with the behavior reported by Feng et al. (1994).
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Table 5.4: Eigenvalues for sedimenting elliptical particle at centerline for two (XY) symmetric
orientations (flow direction along Y; values in bold indicate unstable orientations)
α θ(◦) Re λi
1.00001 0 1.979 ±0.089i,±0.0343i
1.00001 90 2.889 ±0.108,±0.0398i
1.00005 0 7.805 ±0.279i,±0.1047i
1.00005 90 11.359 ±0.402,±0.0767i
1.0001 0 12.864 ±0.4279i,±0.1303i
1.0001 90 19.164 ±0.652,±0.0898i
5.6.2 Damping-coefficient calculation
If αc is the damping-coefficient, Lc is the restoring lift at the stable location, and mc is the mass
of the circular cylinder, then the equation of motion in the y-direction is:
mc
d2y
dt2
= Lc(y)− αc
dy
dt
(αc > 0) (5.12)
Assuming a linear variation of the position-dependent lift close to the stable-point, Lc(y) =
dLc
dy y,
and drawing from the traditional spring-mass-damper system, the condition for under-damped
motion for equation (5.12) becomes,
( αc
mc
)2
+
4
mc
dL
dy
< 0
dL
dy
< 0 =⇒ −2
√
mc
∣∣∣dL
dy
∣∣∣ < αc < 2
√
mc
∣∣∣dL
dy
∣∣∣
αc > 0 =⇒ 0 < αc < 2
√
mc
∣∣∣dL
dy
∣∣∣
Since we would like to use the damping coefficient as an estimate in the order-of-magnitude sense,
any value in the above range should appropriately capture variations in damping with varying
particle-shapes and sizes, true to a given configuration and flow parameters. The damping coeffi-
cient of any arbitrary shape, α, is then computed as:
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α =
Ksdv,s
Kcdv,c
αc (5.13)
where, αc =
√
mc
∣∣∣dL
dy
∣∣∣
The ′s′ subscripts in equation (5.13) refer to the non-circular particle, and the ′c′ refers to quan-
tities pertinent to the circular particle. K, and dv stand for the dynamic shape-factor, and
volume-equivalent diameter, as defined in (Leith, 1987). The dLdy term is computed using the
non-dimensional counterparts from TAB. 5.5.
Table 5.5: Non-dimensional lift-gradients, dL
∗
dy∗ , evaluated for a circular particle at the stable equi-
librium point, at select confinements, k, and Reynolds numbers, Re (the negative sign indicates
a restoring lift) - used for computing damping coefficients of non-circular shapes by means of a
dynamic shape-factor
Re = 10 Re = 20 Re = 40 Re = 60 Re = 80
k = 0.1 -0.0246 -0.0237 -0.0201 -0.0159 -0.0103
k = 0.2 -0.1522 -0.1444 -0.1297 -0.1041 -0.0731
k = 0.3 -0.2597 -0.2561 -0.2523 -0.2378 -0.2156
k = 0.4 -0.3068 -0.3831 -0.4325 -0.4490 -0.4478
k = 0.5 -0.4660 -0.3917 -0.3810 -0.4881 -0.5064
5.6.3 Optimization
We formulate the minimization as a fixed-budget problem as limited by the computational
resources available. For each optimization run, we add as many infills (locations where the true
function is evaluated each iteration as deemed “optimal” according to the infill-criterion) as it takes
to arrive at a converged minimum (informed by previous optimizations performed on the original
cost function using evolutionary algorithms). The first test is performed on a two-variable problem,
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where every candidate shape is defined by 8 control points in total, with all but two of the control
points are fixed. Specifically, the variables y4, and y7 from FIG. 5.1 are chosen to vary. FIG. 5.15
illustrates the original function-surface which is created using a 20×20 mesh-grid of the variables. It
is seen that the reconstructions, which required a total of 60 function evaluations, are remarkably
similar to the original function surface, which required 400 points. The metamodel is able to
demarcate the stable and unstable regions of the original function reasonably well. Additionally,
the infill-criterion appears well-calibrated as indicated by clustering of infill-locations towards the
minima regions of the function, and a sparse set farther away. Moreover, this resolution of the
optimal regions is conducive to the design problem, where we are interested in fully resolving the
optima. Additionally, we use the 2:1 infill-to-initial sampling, and 10 initial-points-per-dimension
(thumb-rules (Forrester et al., 2008) for this test), which seems reasonable from findings. Our
second test comprises a higher-dimensional optimization (nv = 6). Contrary to the two-variable
case, we run infill-to-initial ratios of 2, 5, and 10, and examine the range of fitness for the stable
shapes. We find that higher stability is only achieved for infill-to-initial ratio of 10, which closely
matches our benchmarks from the genetic algorithm. Although the absolute difference in the best-
fitness values between ratios of 5 and 10 is about 16%, we choose a ratio of 10 for all further runs
due to the scope of improvement seen here.
Additionally, we use the 2:1 infill-to-initial sampling, and 10 initial-points-per-dimension (thumb-
rules (Forrester et al., 2008) for this test), which seems reasonable from findings. Our second test
comprises a higher-dimensional optimization (nv = 6). Contrary to the two-variable case, we run
infill-to-initial ratios of 2, 5, and 10, and examine the range of fitness for the stable shapes. We find
that higher stability is only achieved for infill-to-initial ratio of about 10, which closely matches
our benchmarks from the genetic algorithm. Although the absolute difference in the best-fitness
values between ratios of 5 and 10 is about 16%, we choose a ratio of 10 for all further runs due to
the scope of improvement seen here.
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campaign 1 (initial)campaign 2
campaign 3 (optima)
Figure 5.15: 2-variable optimization: optimization of y4 & y7. Each dot represents a function
evaluation using adaptive sampling via Bayesian optimization (60 function evaluations), while the
underlying contour represents the original cost function surface (400 uniformly distributed function
evaluations). Particle shapes corresponding to selected sampling locations are shown (color-coded).
5.6.4 Convergence in control-points: k = 0.2, Re = 20
We run design-optimization for the following tests:
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• with 4, 6, 10, and, 14 variable-parametrization - without curvature-penalty regularization
• with 6 (without regularization) and, 10 variable-parametrization (with scaled curvature-
penalty
• with 6, and, 10 variable-parametrization - both with log-curvature penalty
For the first case (FIG. 5.16), it is seen that the best stability values increase with the number
of control points due to the fact that the shape representation now allows for introduction of
crucial features which enhance particle stabilization. However, it is seen that the average trend
of the shapes remains similar - fore-aft asymmetry characterized by a major aft-segment with one
or more smaller fore-segments. But for ′nv′ = 10, 14 (FIG. 5.16c, 5.16d), the shapes contain a
significant number of small-scale features/bends which is undesirable. For the second case (FIG.
5.17), the cost-function (C∗) for a candidate-shape is evaluated using the stability (C) and a scaled
curvature-integral (regularization) over the shape:
C∗ = C + α
∫
S
κ2ds (5.14)
where, κ is the curvature at a segment of length, ds, on the shape; α = 0.1 (configuration-dependent)
is chosen to offset the large variations in curvature with moderate changes in shapes, so as to not
discard potentially-stable shapes. The penalized-shapes have fitness values which are quite similar
to the shapes with the unregularized cost-function, and also similar profiles to a certain extent. This
essentially suggests that we can do away with the higher-‘nv′ parametrization with regularization
by using ‘nv′ = 6, without the added dimensionality. However, it appears that the regularization
used for the second case penalizes candidate-shapes drastically, due to which we also investigate a
log-curvature-integral regularization to reduce the effect of the penalty:
C∗ = C + log10
(∫
S
κ2ds
)
(5.15)
For the third case, we again see that although both ‘nv′s produce different profiles, the stability
values are close which confirms that lower ‘nv′ without penalty would produce shapes of stabil-
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Figure 5.16: Best shapes without regularization: with ‘nv′ = (a) 4 | (b) 6 | (c) 10 | (d) 14 (the
legend indicates normalized max. of eigenvalue-realparts (λmaxkRe ) - larger absolute values mean
higher stability)
ity similar to those of a higher ‘nv′ with regularization. Thus, ‘nv′ = 6 is used for all further
optimization runs.
5.6.5 Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) problem setup
The transient simulations for designed particles are performed using ANSYS Fluent 18.1. The
Dynamic-Mesh feature is utilized to account for changing particle-boundary (Γp) location every
time-step, using a boundary-fitted mesh. The fluid-flow equations are solved dimensionally using
a finite-volume approach, and the particle positions and velocities are computed using the 6-DOF
rigid body solver, and updated using a multi-step predictor-corrector scheme. The particle chord-
length (′a′) is always taken to be 0.1m, and the fluid density, and viscosity are taken to be, 1000 kg
m3
,
and 25Pa − s. We use no-slip walls (zero-velocity), fully-developed inlet and zero-pressure outlet
boundary conditions. The initial conditions are set to be fully-developed velocity and pressure fields
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Figure 5.17: Best shapes with scaled-curvature penalty: (a) ‘nv′ = 6 without regularization | (b)
‘nv′ = 10 with regularization (the legend indicates normalized max. of eigenvalue-realparts (λmaxkRe )
- larger absolute values mean higher stability)
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Figure 5.18: Best shapes with log-curvature penalty: (a) ‘nv′ = 6 | (b) ‘nv′ = 10 (the legend indicates
normalized max. of eigenvalue-realparts (λmaxkRe ) - larger absolute values mean higher stability)
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throughout the channel, and the particle is released at rest, at a prescribed perturbation. The mesh
close to the particle-surface is refined sufficiently to preserve the particle-shape as it deforms. Fluent
uses a dynamic meshing method to account for the moving particle boundary with a boundary-
fitted mesh that is updated according as the particle displacements - spring-based smoothing is
performed as the mesh is updated; beyond a certain distortion, local cell remeshing is performed
and flow-fields are interpolated from the old mesh to the new mesh. The time-step ∆t is limited
as, ∆t ≤ ∆xmin2Umax , where xmin is the refined mesh-size on the particle, and Umax is the maximum
fluid velocity. This condition ensures that the particle does not “crash” into the mesh within one
time-step and invalidate it (negative volumes). Furthermore, an implicit mesh-update during each
time-step is employed for additional stability. The particle is taken to be neutrally-buoyant and
the mass and moment properties are externally supplied through a User-Defined Function (UDF),
which is invoked by the solver concurrently during runtime. A neighborhood around the deforming
zone is locally remeshed every few time-steps to ensure a minimum quality of elements based on
skewness, for accurate interpolation of flow-fields from previous time-steps.
We perform validation using three cases as detailed below.
5.6.5.1 Circular particle focusing in a straight channel
A circular particle focusing in planar Poiseuille flow is simulated. A circular particle is released
in the bottom half of the channel with zero initial velocity, and initial condition for fluid is fully-
developed. The particles are neutrally buoyant. Far downstream, particles are expected to migrate
to a constant lateral location. Channel width-to-length is 1:50, particle diameter-to-channel width
= 4, and Re = 40, referred to channel width and maximum fluid velocity. Spatial and temporal
convergence are deferred to e) below, and trajectory for the converged case is shown in Fig. 5.19.
The trajectories show an excellent comparison to literature with difference in focusing positions
< 1% relative to channel height.
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error in focusing position < 1% (w.r.t channel height) 
                                           < 4% (w.r.t reference)
Figure 5.19: Particle trajectories (Fluent with 147k elements and reference)
5.6.5.2 Circular particle flowing around pillar in a straight channel
This application is of interest in the microfluidics community and has been previously reported
by (Xu et al., 2019). An in-house finite element based framework employing (moving) immersed
boundary method (validated with sedimenting ball experiments) was used to simulate and compare
with Fluent, and the results were in close agreement with each other. For the sake of brevity, the
authors do not reproduce the details here and would like to refer the reader to the above reference
for trajectories, velocities, setup etc. This is a case of complex geometries that Fluent is able to
predict well.
5.6.5.3 Elliptical particle flowing in a straight channel
We simulate an elliptical particle of aspect-ratio 1:2 released in a channel of aspect-ratio 1:20,
at Re = 15, based off of the channel width, and mean velocity. The particles are neutrally buoyant,
and display similar behavior as circular particles except that they bob and tumble about a constant
mean lateral location far downstream. The setup for this simulation is referenced from (Wen et al.,
2016), and mesh density and time step are again taken from converged case from e). To address the
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tumbling aspect of the reviewer comment, the evolution of the particle’s angle from the horizontal
is plotted with time in Fig. 5.20.
It can be clearly seen from Fig. 5.20b that the particle tumbles as expected, and is close in
comparison with literature. Furthermore, the particle starts to bob laterally and descend overall
as expected. However, two factors must be pointed out here: this comparison is only for 2 periods
(1:20 channel) whereas full focusing trajectory seems to be 80-90 periods (1:900 channel) from the
reference which is not possible to simulate in fluent (no possibility of periodic FSI in fluent and
computationally prohibitive otherwise); the differences in the tumbling trajectory can be explained
by the fact that we present here the tumbling predicted by Fluent is shown for before the particle
has focused whereas the reference reports it after the particle has reached constant mean lateral
location. More importantly, though, the period which is strongly dependent on particle shape
roughly matches for each of the trajectories.
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Figure 5.20: (a) Lateral location with time (b) orientation with time (Fluent and reference; ‘T’
refers to one time-period of rotation)
In conclusion, the dynamic mesh method in Fluent is general and applicable to complex/non-
circular particles as the particle geometry is accounted for in the unstructured remeshing algorithm
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itself, and the mass properties are supplied to the solver externally so the algorithm is not tailored
for circular boundaries only - we suggest this reference for further details (ANSYS Fluent. Theory
guide release 16.1. Ansys Inc, 2015.)
5.6.5.4 Mesh and temporal convergence
A circular particle focusing in straight channel flow is utilized to check spatial and temporal
convergence in the FSI setup; the parameters are the same as in section 5.6.5.1 above. Mesh
sizes of 41000, 84000, 147000, and 288000 elements were employed for the spatial convergence for
time-step 0.3 s (Fig. 5.21a). Although all trajectories are close to the reference, the trajectories
start converging at 147000 elements. The same is used for the time-step convergence (Fig. 5.21b),
where it is seen that the trajectories are similar (< 1% difference) for ∆t = 0.3s, 0.1s,& 0.05s, and
∆tmax =
∆xmin
2Umax
, as mentioned in section 5.6.5 above. These parameters are used for FSI simulations
in the design validations.
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Figure 5.21: (a) Spatial convergence (b) temporal convergence (147000 elements)
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CHAPTER 6. SHAPE DESIGN FOR STABLE 3D MICROCARRIERS IN
INERTIAL FLOWS
A paper in preparation for submission to Lab on a Chip
Aditya Kommajosula, Kumar Saurabh, Daniel Stoecklein, Dino Di Carlo, and Baskar
Ganapathysubramanian
6.1 Abstract
Shape design for stabilizing microparticles is extended numerically to 3D for inertial laminar
flows. Preliminary results indicate existence of families of fore-aft asymmetric extruded designs for
narrow and wide channels in the quasi-2 Degree-of-Freedom (q-2DOF) sense. Reversed dumbbell
designs were observed, which qualitatively agree with shapes reported in literature, as an effect of
strong confinement and 3D effects it is suspected. Fabrication and flow experiments on particles
revealed sensitivity of designs to geometric parameters such as confinements, aspect-rations, and
shape-defects. The current work is envisioned to provide thumbrules for design work incorporating
robustness in particle designs in terms of the above parameters for applications as microcarriers for
cell analysis and imaging flow cytometry.
6.2 Introduction
Shaped microparticles have been gaining popularity steadily over the past decade or so, owing
to their applicability for diverse scenarios in cell culture, manipulation, single-cell analysis, and
bioassays, and more so due to unique dynamics in flow. For example, octopus-shaped particles
have been used for preferential cell-capture (Chen et al., 2016), self-assembling particles containing
cells have been shown to create unique 3D assemblies for applications in tissue engineering (Du
et al., 2008), bar-coded particles have been synthesized for the capture and quantification of protein
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targets (Appleyard et al., 2011), and microparticles fabricated by flow lithography have been used
for encoding strategies towards protein detection (Lee et al., 2014). Recent studies have proposed
shaped 3D microcarriers for particle-based cell culture and analysis (Wu et al., 2018) based off of
self-aligning particles in Hele-Shaw flow (Uspal and Doyle, 2014) as improvements over conventional
spherical microcarriers (Abeille et al., 2014). In this context we note that these shapes were
originally designed for Stokes flow, and are not guaranteed to retain their self-aligning properties
for changes in flow parameters, thereby restricting the scaling-up of these systems. It is here that
we recognize the need for a systematic and rigorous methodology for identifying particle geometries
that retain these self-alignment characteristics under inertial flow to leverage increased throughput,
and attempt to address it in this ongoing work.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 6.3 describes the formulation of the stability
metric in 3D and shape parametrizations, section 6.4 details preliminary designs for extruded
particles, and subsequent experimental fabrication and flow-tests. We conclude in section 6.5
by summarizing and noting current open questions to be addressed. The appendix (section 6.6)
contains mathematical details of the stability matrix derivation.
6.3 Methods
A typical channel-particle system is shown in FIG. 6.1. The parameters for a typical config-
uration are defined as, width-confinement (k1 =
L
DH
), depth-confinement (k2 =
L
H ), height-ratio
(hr =
D
H ), and Reynolds number Re =
UaveDH
ν , where Uave is the fluid average velocity, DH is the
hydraulic diameter of the channel, and ν is the fluid kinematic viscosity.
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6.3.1 Stability calculation
Figure 6.1: Computational domain: a representative 3D particle in a channel
The incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (6.1) in 3D, and the force-free condition for the
particle in the streamwise direction, are solved in a coupled fashion in a moving reference frame,
to yield flow-fields and frame velocity:
∇ · u = 0 (6.1)
u · ∇u = −∇p+ 1
Re
∇2u
Fx = 2
[ ∮
Γp
{
− pI + 1
Re
(∇u+∇Tu)
}
· n̂ dΓ
]
· î = 0
u(x ∈ walls) = −up
u(x ∈ Γp) = 0, v(x ∈ Γp) = 0
This allows us to extract a set of resultant forces in the other directions for every perturbation,
and examine the stability of the particle (detailed below). This quasi-dynamic (QD) approach is
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outlined in our previous work and the reader is directed to the same for further details (Komma-
josula et al., 2019b). Furthermore, the equations of motion for the particle are given as:
[M ]

u̇Y
u̇Z
ω̇z
ω̇x
ω̇y

+
 0
ω × [I]ω
 =

FY
FZ
τz
τx
τy

(6.2)

ξ̇1
ξ̇2
ė1
ė2
ė3

=
 [I] 0
0 [B]


uY
uZ
ωz
ωx
ωy

(6.3)
where the mass and inertia properties are given by,
[M ] =

m 0 0
0 m 0
0 0 [I]
 (6.4)
[I] =

Izz 0 0
0 Ixx 0
0 0 Iyy
 (6.5)
Linearizing the system (6.2), (6.3) (details outlined in section 6.6) around the centerline yields
the following stability matrix with 5-DOF perturbations:
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[A] =

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1
m
∂FY
∂ξ1
−αYm
1
m
∂FY
∂ξ2
0 1m
∂FY
∂e1
0 1m
∂FY
∂e2
0 1m
∂FY
∂e3
0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1
m
∂FZ
∂ξ1
0 1m
∂FZ
∂ξ2
−αZm
1
m
∂FZ
∂e1
0 1m
∂FZ
∂e2
0 1m
∂FZ
∂e3
0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1
Izz
∂τZ
∂ξ1
0 1Izz
∂τZ
∂ξ2
0 1Izz
∂τZ
∂e1
0 1Izz
∂τZ
∂e2
0 1Izz
∂τZ
∂e3
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1
Ixx
∂τX
∂ξ1
0 1Ixx
∂τX
∂ξ2
0 1Ixx
∂τX
∂e1
0 1Ixx
∂τX
∂e2
0 1Ixx
∂τX
∂e3
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1
Iyy
∂τY
∂ξ1
0 1Iyy
∂τY
∂ξ2
0 1Iyy
∂τY
∂e1
0 1Iyy
∂τY
∂e2
0 1Iyy
∂τY
∂e3
0

X=X0
(6.6)
Certain applications, however, benefit from a particle depth comparable to the channel depth
(i.e., along the ‘Y’ direction) due to imaging considerations (Wu et al., 2018). In these cases if we
consider that the particle cannot translate along ‘Y’/rotate about ‘X’/‘Z’, the 5-DOF system (6.6)
can be simplified to:
[A]q2DOF =

0 1 0 0
1
m
∂FZ
∂ξ2
−αZm
1
m
∂FZ
∂e3
0
0 0 0 1
1
Iyy
∂τY
∂ξ2
0 1Iyy
∂τY
∂e3
0

X=X0
(6.7)
The cost-function is given as the maximum of the real-parts of the eigenvalues of the stability
matrix, which can be used to gauge if small perturbations around the centerline tend to decay or
grow in time. All negative parts imply that the particle is asymptotically stable in a neighborhood
around the centerline. With the 5-DOF cost-function, the probability of a random geometry being
stable is estimated to be 1
210
≈ 0.001, which is significantly lower than the 2D counterpart of 1
210
.
Consequently, the 3D optimization is expected to be more intensive and costly for particle-design.
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6.3.2 Shape parametrization
As with our previous work, we use Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS) (Hughes et al.,
2005) to represent particle geometries. The 3D nature of this problem allows us flexibility in
terms of the number of control points (FIG. 6.2). The simplest of representations (6 variables)
would be to consider profiles in 2D and extrude them in 3D, which is compatible with technologies
such as Continuous Flow Lithography (CFL) (Dendukuri et al., 2007). A slightly more complex
parametrization would be to consider shapes resulting from intersections between extrusions in two
different planes (12 variables), which would be amenable to fabrication techniques such as Optical
Liquid Transient Molding (Wu et al., 2015). The most complex parametrization (24 variables) is
arrived at by using a truly 3D surface for the particle, which might be suitable for recent techniques
such as two-photon CFL (Shaw et al., 2018). It can also be noted that these parametrizations tend
to contain “dimples”. This automatically provides for shear-shelter and cell adhesion, without the
need for additional shear-stress shelters (Wu et al., 2018).
Figure 6.2: Sample single extrusion (6 variables), double extrusion (12 variables), and fully 3D (24
variables) particles
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6.4 Results
6.4.1 Designs
The design parameters are as follows:
• Bayesian optimization (Pokuri et al., 2018)
• Quasi-2DOF cost-function: perturbations along Z/about Y only
• Re = 20
• Geometry (particle chord = 1):
– case 1: k1 = 1.8, k2 = 2.87, hr = 0.8
– case 2: k1 = 0.75, k2 = 1.25, hr = 0.75
• Singly extruded particles - 6 variables (8 control points)
• Initial sampling = 60 points, additional 60 iterations with 10 infills/iteration (parallel)
We consider the design of q-2DOF stable particles for narrow channels (case-1) and wide chan-
nels (case-2). The q-2DOF assumption is applied here due to the low clearance between the particle
and channel walls where lubrication effects are expected to have a significant effect on stability.
Also, the presence of such narrow walls is expected to significantly slow down the particle due to
friction, and the QD simulations confirm this - the particle speeds are ≈ 60− 65% that of the fluid
velocity. For simplicity we consider only singly-extruded particles for now. The results of the opti-
mization for the two cases are shown in FIG. 6.3. The shapes are rank-ordered by highest to lowest
stabilities, which differ by about a factor of 200 for both the cases. It is seen that shapes possess a
fore-aft asymmetry, similar to the 2D designs. Additionally, we encounter a reversed dumbbell-like
non-intuitive configuration and this is the first time we observe this flipped orientation - the 2D
designs did not contain such a shape among the various configurations explored. This suggests
strong dependence of orientation on depth-confinement, and this finding is qualitatively similar to
the head-first orientation reported by (Wu et al., 2018).
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.3: Rank-ordered (high to low) stable designs for q-2DOF stability with singly-extruded
particles (a) case-1 | (b) case-2 (reversed dumbbell-like shape marked in red)
These optimization runs yielded a significantly lower number of designs compared to the 2D
designs, and while this maybe very well be inherent to 3D effects in the physics, we consider it
likely that the extrusion constraint on these particles has led to not being able to explore the full
3D nature of the problem. Relaxing this constraint by adopting 12 or 24-variable parametrizations
should uncover a substantially larger region of the cost-function landscape to reveal a diverse family
of shapes. For the shapes shown in FIG. 6.3, we also see that decreasing channel width increases
particle stability.
6.4.2 Fabrication and flow experiments
Transient Liquid Molding (TLM) (Wu et al., 2015) was used to fabricate microparticles (FIG.
6.4a). In TLM, polymer precursor flow streams are pumped through a microfluidic channel and
polymerized using patterned ultraviolet (UV) light, after stopping the flow using a pinch-valve
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downstream of the microfluidic device. The polymer precursor is a blend of 60% poly (ethylene
glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA, Mn ∼ 575) and 40% ethanol in order to reduce viscosity (thereby
reducing the pressure to drive flow), and 1.3% (v/v) 2-hydroxy-2methylpropiophenone as a cross-
linking photoinitiator. The UV light was patterned into the desired microparticle shape using a
transparency photomask.
(a)
(b)
Figure 6.4: (a) Stop-Flow Lithography (SFL) fabrication schematic | (b) computational design,
fabrication, and flow of rank-1 particle, case-1 configuration (particle boundary highlighted in flow
experiments for clarity, images in XZ plane)
The workflow is shown in brief in FIG. 6.4b. The first campaign of representative particles for
the rank-1, case-1 design are fabricated and flowed to test for alignment. Intricacies involved in
fabrication resulted in smaller particles than the design configuration, with a distribution of sizes
whose defects were was neither uniform nor generally tractable. As a result, in flow some particles
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aligned and some did not. Two specimen cases are chosen to investigate alignment as shown in
FIG. 6.4b. These cases vary slightly in width-confinement. Since confinements vary from the design
specification, we re-ran these particle shapes for the new confinements measured from experiments,
and found that the q-2DOF stability metric predicted their behaviors as was seen in experiments.
The aligned particle was predicted to be stable, whereas the non-aligned (and potentially tumbling)
particle was predicted to be unstable. These cases are regarded as anecdotal validation of the design
framework. However, this behavior suggests that particle stability is sensitive to confinement,
and more studies are currently underway for observations over a large set of particles for reliable
statistics. Additionally, aspect-ratios of fabricated particles (0.97, 1.06) were also found to slightly
deviate from the original design (1.12). This suggests that aspect-ratio and confinement changes
have to be incorporated in the design process itself through robust design.
6.4.3 Potential causes of non-alignment in flow
In view of non-alignment of particles as seen in FIG. 6.4b, some potential causes and fixes are
stated below:
• unmatched geometry/flow conditions between numerics and experiments, which can be finte-
tuned towards the precise operating point
• geometric artefacts introduced in the fabrication process such as rounded edges (FIG. 6.4b),
and potential asymmetries in the particle (cross-sectional/depth-wise)/changes to aspect-
ratio/confinements - commonly occurring features such as rounded edges can be incorporated
into the design framework itself, whereas asymmetries or perturbations to the underlying
mask shape/aspect-ratios/confinements need to be accounted for by robust design (discussed
below)
• initial location/orientation of particle-release and basins of attraction - although the basins of
attraction (FIG. 6.5) span a large region across the channel width, there is a considerably large
region from where particles released would not focus; one workaround is to design particles in-
situ (Dendukuri et al., 2007) and this way ensure that particles are designed in locations that
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fall within the basins or to use sheath/core-annular flows to guide particles to the vicinity of
the centerline upstream of the interrogation site, so that particles can thereafter focus locally
by virtue of their shape; another long-term solution would be to design for global focusing.
Figure 6.5: Basins of attraction in quasi-2DOF sense for rank-1 particle, case-1 configuration
(marked in green)
In addition to the variable aspect-ratios/confinements as seen above, fabricated particles may
also be prone to small perturbations in the shape itself. Thus it is of interest to see how some of the
current designs perform in response to such perturbations. We consider all 11 shapes from case-1
and introduce 64 variants for each shape, such that every variant represents a % perturbation in
control points, and the max. % variation was referred from (Dendukuri et al., 2007). The number
of stable shapes among these 64 variants is tabulated in TAB. 6.1. It is surprising to find that
none of the designs are completely stable to perturbations, regardless of the amount. Furthermore,
it does seem that with larger perturbations, the number of stable variants decreases dramatically.
Moreover, the system seems nonlinear and “stiff” in the sense that one need not expect a monotonic
change in the number of stable variants with a gradual change in perturbation. In addition, the
best performers for each of the % seem to be in the top half ranks, which would make sense given
that the max. to min. stability ratio is quite high.
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Table 6.1: Robustness: number of stable perturbed-shapes (out of 64 total perturbations) by %
perturbation and shape-rank for case-1 configuration (values in red indicate the most robust shape
for each %)
Shape ±5% ±1% ±0.5% ±0.25%
1 9 23 22 22
2 11 40 25 22
3 8 35 21 33
4 8 19 32 20
5 6 21 28 25
6 5 17 30 37
7 8 31 20 33
8 7 12 22 26
9 6 17 22 30
10 4 16 28 32
11 10 27 27 28
6.5 Conclusion
A novel computational design framework in 3D was developed for designing microparticle ge-
ometries that spontaneously align in confined, pressure-driven flows. Stability metrics for particles
were formulated based on full 5-DOF stability, as well as quasi-2DOF under assumptions of high
confinement in the depth direction. Preliminary designs and experiments for singly-extruded par-
ticles indicate sensitivity of particle stabilities to confinements, aspect-ratios, and perturbations
around the optimal shape. These findings are anticipated to aid ongoing work for robust particle
design with fully 3D particle geometries for application to centerline focusing in microfluidic cell
analysis devices.
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6.6 Appendix
6.6.1 Stability matrix
Figure 6.6: Orientation of a rigid particle in 3D using Euler angles (3-2-1/Yaw-Pitch-Roll sequence)
The stability of the particle in 3D is computed by representing its motion about the centerline
in terms of displacements, e = [ξ1, ξ2, e1, e2, e3]
T, where ξ1, and ξ2, represent linear displacements
of the center-of-mass from the Y, and, Z-axes respectively, and, e1, e2, and, e3 represent Euler
angles for the 3-2-1 sequence (Yaw-Pitch-Roll). From FIG. 6.6, e1 = φ, e2 = θ, and, e3 = ψ.
The XYZ-inertial system moves at the same velocity as the streamwise translational velocity of the
particle. The xyz-reference frame is attached to the particle and aligned with the principal axes of
the particle so that diagonal components of the inertia-tensor vanish in this frame. While expanding
the equations of motion, we treat forces in the inertial frame while torques are transformed to the
body-frame. The equations of motion are as follows:
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[M ]

u̇Y
u̇Z
ω̇z
ω̇x
ω̇y

+
 0
ω × [I]ω
 =

FY
FZ
τz
τx
τy

(6.8)

ξ̇1
ξ̇2
ė1
ė2
ė3

=
 [I] 0
0 [B]


uY
uZ
ωz
ωx
ωy

(6.9)
The first equation bears the force-acceleration relationship of the particle, and the second equation
details the relationship of the rates of change of linear displacements/Euler angles and the particle
velocities. Forces are computed in the inertial frame whereas torques have been transformed to the
body coordinate system. The last three equations of (6.6) denote Euler’s equations for rigid-body
dynamics. The mass and inertia tensors are given as:
[M ] =

m 0 0
0 m 0
0 0 [I]
 (6.10)
[I] =

Izz 0 0
0 Ixx 0
0 0 Iyy
 (6.11)
[uY,uZ] denote linear velocities of the particle along the Y-, and Z-axes, respectively, and [ωx, ωy, ωz]
T
denote angular velocities along the x-, y-, and z-axes, respectively. Torques in the inertial frame of
reference are transformed into body coordinates using the orientation matrix, [Q]:
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[Q] =

c2c3 s1s2c3 − c1s3 c1s2c3 + s1s3
c2s3 s1s2s3 + c1c3 c1s2s3 − s1c3
−s2 s1c2 c1c2
 (6.12)

τz
τx
τy
 = [Q]T

τZ
τX
τY
 (6.13)
=⇒

τz
τx
τy
 =

τZc2c3 + τXc2s3 − τYs2
−τZ(c1s3 − c3s1s2) + τX(c1c3 + s1s2s3) + τYc2s1
τZ(s1s3 + c1c3s2)− τX(c3s1 − c1s2s3) + τYc1c2
 (6.14)
where, si = sin(ei), ci = cos(ei), ti = tan(ei), i = 1, 2, 3. From (6.9),
ωz
ωx
ωy
 = [B]−1

ė1
ė2
ė3
 =⇒

ωz
ωx
ωy
 =

ė1 − ė3s2
ė2c1 + ė3c2s1
−ė2s1 + ė3c2c1
 (6.15)
where,
[B] =

1 s1t2 c1t2
0 c1 −s1
0 s1c2
c1
c2
 (6.16)
We have,
ω × [I]ω =

(Iyy − Ixx)ωyωx
(Izz − Iyy)ωzωy
(Ixx − Izz)ωxωz
 =

(Iyy − Ixx)(−ė22s1c1 − ė2ė3s12c2 + ė2ė3c12c2 + ė23c22s1c1)
(Izz − Iyy)(−ė1ė2s1 + ė1ė3c1c2 + ė2ė3s1s2 − ė23c1c2s2)
(Ixx − Izz)(ė1ė2c1 + ė1ė3s1c2 − ė2ė3c1s2 − ė23s1s2c2)

(6.17)
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From (6.9), let
[P ] =
 [I] 0
0 [B]
 (6.18)
[T ] = [P ]−1 (6.19)
=⇒ [T ] =

1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 −s2
0 0 0 c1 c2s1
0 0 0 −s1 c1c2

(6.20)
[Ṫ ] =

1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 −c2ė2
0 0 0 −s1ė1 c1c2ė1 − s1s2ė2
0 0 0 −c1ė1 −s1c2ė1 − c1s2ė2

(6.21)
Thus,
u = [T ]ė (6.22)
u̇ = [Ṫ ]ė + [T ]ë (6.23)
where, u = [uY,uZ, ωz, ωx, ωy]
T. Rewriting (6.8),
[M ]u̇ + ωxIω = F (6.24)
where, F = [FY,FZ, τz, τx, τy]
T, and, ωxIω = [0, 0, (ω× Iω)T]T. From (6.23) & (6.24),
[M ]([Ṫ ]ė + [T ]ë) = F− ωxIω
ë = [T ]−1[M ]−1(F− ωxIω − [M ][Ṫ ]ė) (6.25)
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Expanding (6.25), we get,

ξ̈1
ξ̈2
ë1
ë2
ë3

=

FY
m
FZ
m[
τZc2c3−τYs2+τXc2s3−(ė2c1+ė3c2s1)(ė2s1−ė3c2c1)(Ixx−Iyy)+Izzc2ė2ė3
Izz
+
c1s2(τZ(s1s3+c1c3s2)−τX(c3s1−c1s2s3)+τYc1c2+Iyy ė3(c2ė1s1+c1ė2s2)+(c1ė2+c2ė3s1)(Izz−Ixx)(ė1−ė3s2)+Iyyc1ė1ė2)
Iyyc2
+
s1s2(τX(c1c3+s1s2s3)−τZ(c1s3−c3s1s2)−Ixxė3(c1c2ė1−ė2s1s2)+τYs1c2+(ė2s1−c1c2ė3)(Izz−Iyy)(ė1−ė3s2)+Ixxs1ė1ė2)
Ixxc2
]
[
c1(τX(c1c3+s1s2s3)−τZ(c1s3−c3s1s2)−Ixxė3(c1c2ė12−ė2s1s2)+c2s1τY+(ė2s1−c1c2ė3)(Izz−Iyy)(ė1−ė3s2)+Ixxė1ė2s1)
Ixx
− s1(τZ(s1s3+c1c3s2)−τX(c3s1−c1s2s3)+c1c2τY+Iyy ė3(c2ė1s1+c1ė2s2)+(c1ė2+c2ė3s1)(Izz−Ixx)(ė1−ė3s2)+Iyyc1ė1ė2)Iyy
]
[
s1(τX(c1c3+s1s2s3)−τZ(c1s3−c3s1s2)−Ixxė3(c1c2ė1−ė2s1s2)+c2s1τY+(ė2s1−c1c2ė3)(Izz−Iyy)(ė1−ė3s2)+Ixxė1ė2s1)
Ixxc2
+
c1(τZ(s1s3+c1c3s2)−τX(c3s1−c1s2s3)+c1c2τY+Iyy ė3(c2ė1s1+c1ė2s2)+(c1ė2+c2ė3s1)(Izz−Ixx)(ė1−ė3s2)+Iyyc1ė1ė2)
Iyyc2
]

(6.26)
Let, ξ̇1 = v1, ξ̇2 = v2, ė1 = w1, ė2 = w2, ė3 = w3. (6.26) can be expressed as,

ξ̇1
v̇1
ξ̇2
v̇2
ė1
ẇ1
ė2
ẇ2
ė3
ẇ3

=

v1
FY
m
v2
FZ
m
w1[
τZc2c3−τYs2+τXc2s3−(w2c1+w3c2s1)(w2s1−w3c2c1)(Ixx−Iyy)+Izzc2w2w3
Izz
+
c1s2(τZ(s1s3+c1c3s2)−τX(c3s1−c1s2s3)+τYc1c2+Iyyw3(c2w1s1+c1w2s2)+(c1w2+c2w3s1)(Izz−Ixx)(w1−w3s2)+Iyyc1w1w2)
Iyyc2
+
s1s2(τX(c1c3+s1s2s3)−τZ(c1s3−c3s1s2)−Ixxw3(c1c2w1−w2s1s2)+τYs1c2+(w2s1−c1c2w3)(Izz−Iyy)(w1−w3s2)+Ixxs1w1w2)
Ixxc2
]
w2[
c1(τX(c1c3+s1s2s3)−τZ(c1s3−c3s1s2)−Ixxw3(c1c2w1−w2s1s2)+c2s1τY+(w2s1−c1c2w3)(Izz−Iyy)(w1−w3s2)+Ixxw1w2s1)
Ixx
− s1(τZ(s1s3+c1c3s2)−τX(c3s1−c1s2s3)+c1c2τY+Iyyw3(c2w1s1+c1w2s2)+(c1w2+c2w3s1)(Izz−Ixx)(w1−w3s2)+Iyyc1w1w2)Iyy
]
w3[
s1(τX(c1c3+s1s2s3)−τZ(c1s3−c3s1s2)−Ixxw3(c1c2w1−w2s1s2)+c2s1τY+(w2s1−c1c2w3)(Izz−Iyy)(w1−w3s2)+Ixxw1w2s1)
Ixxc2
+
c1(τZ(s1s3+c1c3s2)−τX(c3s1−c1s2s3)+c1c2τY+Izzw3(c2w1s1+c1w2s2)+(c1w2+c2w3s1)(Izz−Ixx)(w1−w3s2)+Iyyc1w1w2)
Iyyc2
]

(6.27)
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The forces and torques can be expressed as a function of position (and velocity, if applicable) as,
FY = FY(ξ1, ξ2, e1, e2, e3)− αYv1
FZ = FZ(ξ1, ξ2, e1, e2, e3)− αZv2
τZ = τZ(ξ1, ξ2, e1, e2, e3)
τX = τX(ξ1, ξ2, e1, e2, e3)
τY = τY(ξ1, ξ2, e1, e2, e3)
where, αY , and αZ , represent damping coefficients in the Y, and Z, directions. Thus, (6.27) is of
the form,
Ẋ = f(X) = fi(X) (6.28)
(i = 1, 2, . . . 10)
After linearization around the equilibrium point, X0 = [ξ1,0, v1,0, ξ2,0, v2,0, e1,0,w1,0, e2,0,w2,0, e3,0,w3,0]
T =
[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]T, (6.28) takes the form,
Ẋ = [A]0X (6.29)
[A]i,j =
∂fi
∂Xj
(6.30)
(i = 1, 2, . . . 10)
(j = 1, 2, . . . 10)
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=⇒ [A]1,j =

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

T
[A]2,j =
1
m

∂FY
∂ξ1
−αY
∂FY
∂ξ2
0
∂FY
∂e1
0
∂FY
∂e2
0
∂FY
∂e3
0

T
[A]3,j =

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

T
[A]4,j =
1
m

∂FZ
∂ξ1
0
∂FZ
∂ξ2
−αZ
∂FZ
∂e1
0
∂FZ
∂e2
0
∂FZ
∂e3
0

T
[A]5,j =

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

T
(6.31)
7,j =

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

T
[A]9,j =

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

T
(6.32)
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[A]6,2 = 0, [A]6,4 = 0, [A]8,2 = 0, [A]8,4 = 0, [A]10,2 = 0, [A]10,4 = 0
[A]6,1 =
[
∂τZ
∂ξ1
c2c3 − ∂τY∂ξ1 s2 +
∂τX
∂ξ1
c2s3
Izz
+
c1s2(
∂τZ
∂ξ1
(s1s3 + c1c3s2)− ∂τX∂ξ1 (c3s1 − c1s2s3) +
∂τY
∂ξ1
c1c2)
Iyyc2
+
s1s2(
∂τX
∂ξ1
(c1c3 + s1s2s3)− ∂τZ∂ξ1 (c1s3 − c3s1s2) +
∂τY
∂ξ1
s1c2)
Ixxc2
]
[A]6,3 =
[
∂τZ
∂ξ2
c2c3 − ∂τY∂ξ2 s2 +
∂τX
∂ξ2
c2s3
Izz
+
c1s2(
∂τZ
∂ξ2
(s1s3 + c1c3s2)− ∂τX∂ξ2 (c3s1 − c1s2s3) +
∂τY
∂ξ2
c1c2)
Iyyc2
+
s1s2(
∂τX
∂ξ2
(c1c3 + s1s2s3)− ∂τZ∂ξ2 (c1s3 − c3s1s2) +
∂τY
∂ξ2
s1c2)
Ixxc2
]
[A]6,5 =
[
(w2s1 − w3c1c2)2(Ixx − Iyy)− (w2c1 + w3c2s1)2(Ixx − Iyy)− s2 ∂τY∂e1 + c2c3
∂τZ
∂e1
+ c2s3
∂τX
∂e1
Izz
−s1s2((s1s3 + c1c3s2)τZ − (c3s1 − c1s2s3)τX + Iyyw3(w1c2s1 + w2c1s2) + (w2c1 + w3c2s1)(Iyy − Izz)(w1 − w3s2)
Iyyc2
+
c1c2τY + Iyyw1w2c1)
Iyyc2
+
c1s2((c1c3 + s1s2s3)τX − (c1s3 − c3s1s2)τZ − Ixxw3(w1c1c2 − w2s1s2) + (w2s1 − w3c1c2)(Izz − Iyy)(w1 − w3s2)
Ixxc2
+
c2s1τY + Ixxw1w2s1) + s1s2((s1s3 + c1c3s2)τZ − (c3s1 − c1s2s3)τX + (c1c3 + s1s2s3)∂τX∂e1 − (c1s3 − c3s1s2)
∂τZ
∂e1
Ixxc2
+
Ixxw3(w1c2s1 + w2c1s2) + c2s1
∂τY
∂e1
+ (w2c1 + w3c2s1)(Izz − Iyy)(w1 − w3s2) + c1c2τY + Ixxw1w2c1)
Ixxc2
−
c1s2((c1c3 + s1s2s3)τX − (c1s3 − c3s1s2)τZ − (s1s3 + c1c3s2)∂τZ∂e1 + (c3s1 − c1s2s3)
∂τX
∂e1
Iyyc2
−
Iyyw3(w1c1c2 − w2s1s2)− c1c2 ∂τY∂e1 + (w2s1 − w3c1c2)(Izz − Ixx)(w1 − w3s2) + c2s1τY + Iyyw1w2s1)
Iyyc2
]
[A]6,6 =
[
s1s2((w2s1 − w3c1c2)(Izz − Iyy) + Ixxw2s1 − Ixxw3c1c2)
Ixxc2
+
c1s2((w2c1 + w3c2s1)(Izz − Ixx) + Iyyw2c1 + Iyyw3c2s1)
Iyyc2
]
[A]6,7 =
[
c1c2((s1s3 + c1c3s2)τZ − (c3s1 − c1s2s3)τX + Iyyw3(w1c2s1 + w2c1s2)
Iyyc2
+
(w2c1 + w3c2s1)(Izz − Ixx)(w1 − w3s2) + c1c2τY + Iyyw1w2c1)
Iyyc2
−
s2
∂τX
∂e2
+ c2τY − c2c3 ∂τZ∂e2 − c2s2
∂τX
∂e2
+ c3s2τZ + s2s3τX + Izzw2w3s2
Izz
+
w3c1s2(w2c1 + w3c2s1)(Ixx − Iyy)− w3s1s2(w2s1 − w3c1c2)(Ixx − Iyy)
Izz
+
c2s1((c1c3 + s1s2s3)τX − (c1s3 − c3s1s2)τZ − Ixxw3(w1c1c2 − w2s1s2)
Ixxc2
+
(w2s1 − w3c1c2)(Izz − Iyy)(w1 − w3s2) + c2s1τY + Ixxw1w2s1)
Ixxc2
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+
c1s2((s1s3 + c1c3s2)
∂τZ
∂e2
− (c3s1 − c1s2s3)∂τX∂e2 + Iyyw3(w2c1c2 − w1s1s2)
Iyyc2
+
c1c2
∂τX
∂e2
− c1s2τX − w3c2(w2c1 + w3c2s1)(Izz − Ixx) + c1c2c3τZ + c1c2s3τX − w3s1s2(Izz − Ixx)(w1 − w3s2))
Iyyc2
+
s1s2((c1c3 + s1s2s3)
∂τX
∂e2
− (c1s3 − c3s1s2)∂τZ∂e2 + Ixxw3(w1c1s2 + w2c2s1)
Ixxc2
+
c2s1
∂τY
∂e2
− s1s2τY − w3c2(w2s1 − w3c1c2)(Izz − Iyy) + c2c3s1τZ + c2s1s3τX + w3c1s2(Izz − Iyy)(w1 − w3s2))
Ixxc2
c1s
2
2((s1s3 + c1c3s2)τZ − (c3s1 − c1s2s3)τX + Iyyw3(w1c2s1 + w2c1s2)
Iyyc22
+
(w2c1 + w3c2s1)(Izz − Ixx)(w1 − w3s2) + c1c2τY + Iyyw1w2c1)
Iyyc22
+
s1s
2
2((c1c3 + s1s2s3)τX − (c1s3 − c3s1s2)τZ − Ixxw3(w1c1c2 − w2s1s2)
Ixxc22
+
(w2s1 − w3c1c2)(Izz − Iyy)(w1 − w3s2) + c2s1τY + Ixxw1w2s1)
Ixxc22
]
[A]6,8 =
[
s1s2(Ixxw1s1 + s1(Izz − Iyy)(w1 − w3s2) + Ixxw3s1s2)
Ixxc2
−c1(w2s1 − w3c1c2)(Ixx − Iyy)− Izzw3c2 + s1(w2c1 + w3c2s1)(Ixx − Iyy)
Izz
+
c1s2(Iyyw1c1 + c1(Izz − Ixx)(w1 − w3s2) + Iyyw3c1s2)
Iyyc2
]
[A]6,9 =
[
c2c3
∂τZ
∂e3
− s2 ∂τY∂e2 + c2s3
∂τX
∂e2
+ c2c3τX − c2s3τZ
Izz
+
c1s2((s1s3 + c1c3s2)τX + (c3s1 − c1s2s3)τZ + (s1s3 + c1c3s2)∂τZ∂e3 − (c3s1 − c1s2s3)
∂τX
∂e3
+ c1c2
∂τY
∂e3
)
Iyyc2
−
s1s2((c1c3 + s1s2s3)τZ + (c1s3 − c3s1s2)τX − (c1c3 + s1s2s3)∂τX∂e3 + (c1s3 − c3s1s2)
∂τZ
∂e3
− c2s1 ∂τY∂e3 )
Ixxc2
]
[A]6,10 =
[
Izzw2c2 + c1c2(w2c1 + w3c2s1)(Ixx − Iyy)− c2s1(w2s1 − w3c1c2)(Ixx − Iyy)
Izz
+
c1s2(Iyy(w1c2s1 + w2c1s2)− s2(w2c1 + w3c2s1)(Izz − Ixx) + c2s1(Izz − Ixx)(w1 − w3s2))
Iyyc2
−s1s2(Ixx(w1c1c2 − w2s1s2) + s2(w2s1 − w3c1c2)(Izz − Iyy) + c1c2(Izz − Iyy)(w1 − w3s2))
Ixxc2
]
[A]8,1 =
[
c1((c1c3 + s1s2s3)
∂τX
∂ξ1
− (c1s3 − c3s1s2)∂τZ∂ξ1 + c2s1
∂τY
∂ξ1
)
Ixx
−
s1((s1s3 + c1c3s2)
∂τZ
∂ξ1
− (c3s1 − c1s2s3)∂τX∂ξ1 + c1c2
∂τY
∂ξ1
)
Iyy
]
[A]8,3 =
[
c1((c1c3 + s1s2s3)
∂τX
∂ξ2
− (c1s3 − c3s1s2)∂τZ∂ξ2 + c2s1
∂τY
∂ξ2
)
Ixx
−
s1((s1s3 + c1c3s2)
∂τZ
∂ξ2
− (c3s1 − c1s2s3)∂τX∂ξ2 + c1c2
∂τY
∂ξ2
)
Iyy
]
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[A]8,5 =
[
c1((s1s3 + c1c3s2)τZ − (c3s1 − c1s2s3)τX + (c1c3 + s1s2s3)∂τX∂e1 − (c1s3 − c3s1s2)
∂τZ
∂e1
+ Ixxw3(w1c2s1 + w2c1s2)
Ixx
+
c2s1
∂τY
∂e1
+ (w2c1 + w3c2s1)(Izz − Iyy)(w1 − w3s2) + c1c2τY + Ixxw1w2c1)
Ixx
−s1((c1c3 + s1s2s3)τX − (c1s3 − c3s1s2)τZ
Ixx
−Ixxw3(w1c1c2 − w2s1s2) + (w2s1 − w3c1c2)(Izz − Iyy)(w1 − w3s2) + c2s1τY + Ixxw1w2s1)
Ixx
−c1((s1s3 + c1c3s2)τZ − (c3s1 − c1s2s3)τX + Iyyw3(w1c2s1 + w2c1s2)
Iyy
+
(w2c1 + w3c2s1)(Izz − Ixx)(w1 − w3s2) + c1c2τY + Iyyw1w2c1)
Iyy
+
s1((c1c3 + s1s2s3)τX − (c1s3 − c3s1s2)τZ − (s1s3 + c1c3s2)∂τZ∂e1 + (c3s1 − c1s2s3)
∂τX
∂e1
Iyy
−
Iyyw3(w1c1c2 − w2s1s2)− c1c2 ∂τY∂e1 + (w2s1 − w3c1c2)(Izz − Ixx)(w1 − w3s2) + c2s1τY + Iyyw1w2s1)
Iyy
]
[A]8,6 =
[
c1((w2s1 − w3c1c2)(Izz − Iyy) + Ixxw2s1 − Ixxw3c1c2)
Ixx
−s1((w2c1 + w3c2s1)(Izz − Ixx) + Iyyw2c1 + Iyyw3c2s1)
Iyy
]
[A]8,7 =
[
c1((c1c3 + s1s2s3)
∂τX
∂e2
− (c1s3 − c3s1s2)∂τZ∂e2 + Ixxw3(w1c1s2 + w2c2s1) + c2s1
∂τY
∂e2
− s1s2τY
Ixx
−w3c2(w2s1 − w3c1c2)(Izz − Iyy) + c2c3s1τZ + c2s1s3τX + w3c1s2(Izz − Iyy)(w1 − w3s2))
Ixx
−
s1((s1s3 + c1c3s2)
∂τZ
∂e2
− (c3s1 − c1s2s3)∂τX∂e2 + Iyyw3(w2c1c2 − w1s1s2)
Iyy
+
c1c2
∂τY
∂e2
− c1s2τY − w3c2(w2c1 + w3c2s1)(Izz − Ixx) + c1c2c3τZ + c1c2s3τX − w3s1s2(Izz − Ixx)(w1 − w3s2))
Iyy
]
[A]8,8 =
[
c1(Ixxw1s1 + s1(Izz − Iyy)(w1 − w3s2) + Ixxw3s1s2)
Ixx
−s1(Iyyw1c1 + c1(Izz − Ixx)(w1 − w3s2) + Iyyw3c1s2)
Iyy
]
[A]8,9 =
[
−(c1((c1c3 + s1s2s3)τZ + (c1s3 − c3s1s2)τX − (c1c3 + s1s2s3)∂τX∂e3 + (c1s3 − c3s1s2)
∂τZ
∂e3
− c2s1 ∂τY∂e3 ))
Ixx
−(s1((s1s3 + c1c3s2)τX + (c3s1 − c1s2s3)τZ + (s1s3 + c1c3s2)∂τZ∂e3 − (c3s1 − c1s2s3)
∂τX
∂e3
+ c1c2
∂τY
∂e3
))
Iyy
]
[A]8,10 =
[
−(c1(Ixx(w1c1c2 − w2s1s2) + s2(w2s1 − w3c1c2)(Izz − Iyy) + c1c2(Izz − Iyy)(w1 − w3s2)))
Ixx
−(s1(Iyy(w1c2s1 + w2c1s2)− s2(w2c1 + w3c2s1)(Izz − Ixx) + c2s1(Izz − Ixx)(w1 − w3s2)))
Iyy
]
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[A]10,1 =
[
c1((s1s3 + c1c3s2)
∂τZ
∂ξ1
− (c3s1 − c1s2s3)∂τX∂ξ1 + c1c2
∂τY
∂ξ1
)
Iyyc2
+
s1((c1c3 + s1s2s3)
∂τX
∂ξ1
− (c1s3 − c3s1s2)∂τZ∂ξ1 + c2s1
∂τY
∂ξ1
)
Ixxc2
]
[A]10,3 =
[
c1((s1s3 + c1c3s2)
∂τZ
∂ξ2
− (c3s1 − c1s2s3)∂τX∂ξ2 + c1c2
∂τY
∂ξ2
)
Iyyc2
+
s1((c1c3 + s1s2s3)
∂τX
∂ξ2
− (c1s3 − c3s1s2)∂τZ∂ξ2 + c2s1
∂τY
∂ξ2
)
Ixxc2
]
[A]10,5 =
[
c1((c1c3 + s1s2s3)τX − (c1s3 − c3s1s2)τZ − Ixxw3(w1c1c2 − w2s1s2)
Ixxc2
+
(w2s1 − w3c1c2)(Izz − Iyy)(w1 − w3s2) + c2s1τY + Ixxw1w2s1)
Ixxc2
−s1((s1s3 + c1c3s2)τZ − (c3s1 − c1s2s3)τX + Iyyw3(w1c2s1 + w2c1s2)
Iyyc2
+
(w2c1 + w3c2s1)(Izz − Ixx)(w1 − w3s2) + c1c2τY + Iyyw1w2c1)
Iyyc2
+
s1((s1s3 + c1c3s2)τZ − (c3s1 − c1s2s3)τX + (c1c3 + s1s2s3)∂τX∂e1 − (c1s3 − c3s1s2)
∂τZ
∂e1
Ixxc2
+
Ixxw3(w1c2s1 + w2c1s2) + c2s1
∂τY
∂e1
+ (w2c1 + w3c2s1)(Izz − Iyy)(w1 − w3s2) + c1c2τY + Ixxw1w2c1))
Ixxc2
−c1((c1c3 + s1s2s3)τX − (c1s3 − c3s1s2)τZ − (s1s3 + c1c3s2)∂τZ∂e1
Iyyc2
+
(c3s1 − c1s2s3)∂τX∂e1 − Iyyw3(w1c1c2 − w2s1s2)− c1c2
∂τY
∂e1
+ (w2s1 − w3c1c2)(Izz − Ixx)(w1 − w3s2)
Iyyc2
+
c2s1τY + Iyyw1w2s1)
Iyyc2
]
[A]10,6 =
[
c1((w2c1 + w3c2s1)(Izz − Ixx) + Iyyw2c1 + Iyyw3c2s1)
Iyyc2
+
s1((w2s1 − w3c1c2)(Izz − Iyy) + Ixxw2s1 − Ixxw3c1c2)
Ixxc2
]
[A]10,7 =
[
c1((s1s3 + c1c3s2)
∂τZ
∂e2
− (c3s1 − c1s2s3)∂τX∂e2 + Iyyw3(w2c1c2 − w1s1s2)
Iyyc2
+
c1c2
∂τY
∂e2
− c1s2τY − w3c2(w2c1 + w3c2s1)(Izz − Ixx) + c1c2c3τZ + c1c2s3τX − w3s1s2(Izz − Ixx)(w1 − w3s2))
Iyyc2
+
s1((c1c3 + s1s2s3)
∂τX
∂e2
− (c1s3 − c3s1s2)∂τZ∂e2 + Ixxw3(w1c1s2 + w2c2s1)
Ixxc2
+
c2s1
∂τY
∂e2
− s1s2τY − w3c2(w2s1 − w3c1c2)(Izz − Iyy) + c2c3s1τZ + c2s1s3τX + w3c1s2(Izz − Iyy)(w1 − w3s2))
Ixxc2
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+
c1s2((s1s3 + c1c3s2)τZ − (c3s1 − c1s2s3)τX + Iyyw3(w1c2s1 + w2c1s2)
Iyy(c2)2
+
(w2c1 + w3c2s1)(Izz − Ixx)(w1 − w3s2) + c1c2τY + Iyyw1w2c1)
Iyy(c2)2
+
s1s2((c1c3 + s1s2s3)τX − (c1s3 − c3s1s2)τZ − Ixxw3(w1c1c2 − w2s1s2)
Ixx(c2)2
+
(w2s1 − w3c1c2)(Izz − Iyy)(w1 − w3s2) + c2s1τY + Ixxw1w2s1)
Ixx(c2)2
]
[A]10,8 =
[
s1(Ixxw1s1 + s1(Izz − Iyy)(w1 − w3s2) + Ixxw3s1s2)
Ixxc2
+
c1(Iyyw1c1 + c1(Izz − Ixx)(w1 − w3s2) + Iyyw3c1s2)
Iyyc2
]
[A]10,9 =
[
c1((s1s3 + c1c3s2)τX + (c3s1 − c1s2s3)τZ + (s1s3 + c1c3s2)∂τZ∂e3 − (c3s1 − c1s2s3)
∂τX
∂e3
+ c1c2
∂τY
∂e3
)
Iyyc2
−s1((c1c3 + s1s2s3)τZ + (c1s3 − c3s1s2)τX − (c1c3 + s1s2s3)∂τX∂e3 + (c1s3 − c3s1s2)
∂τZ
∂e3
− c2s1 ∂τY∂e3 )
Ixxc2
]
[A]10,10 =
[
c1(Iyy(w1c2s1 + w2c1s2)− s2(w2c1 + w3c2s1)(Izz − Ixx) + c2s1(Izz − Ixx)(w1 − w3s2))
Iyyc2
−s1(Ixx(w1c1c2 − w2s1s2) + s2(w2s1 − w3c1c2)(Izz − Iyy) + c1c2(Izz − Iyy)(w1 − w3s2))
Ixxc2
]
At the equilibrium point then, the force-Jacobian simplifies to,
[A] =

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1
m
∂FY
∂ξ1
−αYm
1
m
∂FY
∂ξ2
0 1m
∂FY
∂e1
0 1m
∂FY
∂e2
0 1m
∂FY
∂e3
0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1
m
∂FZ
∂ξ1
0 1m
∂FZ
∂ξ2
−αZm
1
m
∂FZ
∂e1
0 1m
∂FZ
∂e2
0 1m
∂FZ
∂e3
0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1
Izz
∂τZ
∂ξ1
0 1Izz
∂τZ
∂ξ2
0 1Izz
∂τZ
∂e1
0 1Izz
∂τZ
∂e2
0 1Izz
∂τZ
∂e3
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1
Ixx
∂τX
∂ξ1
0 1Ixx
∂τX
∂ξ2
0 1Ixx
∂τX
∂e1
0 1Ixx
∂τX
∂e2
0 1Ixx
∂τX
∂e3
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1
Iyy
∂τY
∂ξ1
0 1Iyy
∂τY
∂ξ2
0 1Iyy
∂τY
∂e1
0 1Iyy
∂τY
∂e2
0 1Iyy
∂τY
∂e3
0

X=X0
(6.33)
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
7.1 Conclusions
Computational methods have been developed to equip the microfluidics community with simple and
elegant approaches to study dynamics of particles in inertial migration and focusing. Using constrained
simulation and quasi-dynamic approaches, we demonstrated the construction of “force-maps” as a way of
precise location of equilibrium points. Using concepts from linear stability theory, stability metrics were
formulated for the particle around these stationary points to find stable focusing locations which were
experimentally validated over a wide range of (straight) channel cross-sections and flow conditions, both
from early literature and recent works. It is anticipated that this will serve researchers as an easy alternative
to the visual “lookup” of focusing points from force-maps that has been traditionally followed. This method
was extended for non-circular geometries as a novel way of design optimization for stabilizing particles in
inertial flow to aid passive ordering for many practical applications in microfluidics. Future avenues of work
are outlined below.
7.2 Future work
7.2.1 Inertial migration - extensions
The current work has detailed an automated, numerical approach to computing focusing patterns of
spherical particles, which is downstream of the physics solvers. This means that incorporation of additional
flow physics into the problem can be done trivially, to account for body forces arising out of electric or
magnetic fields, for instance. Additionally, the current work has been demonstrated for only straight channels
but this can be extended to other geometries such as curved channels with arbitrary cross-sections (for eg.
trapezoidal) as there are techniques to fabricate such geometries too, to exploit secondary flow physics such
as Dean vortices. Ultimately, aided by the methods described in this work, we envision creating a library of
focusing patterns across particle-sizes, Re, channel cross-sections, and curvatures. This enables us to treat
these geometries as independent operators on particles and create displacement-maps (1-to-1 map from inlet
locations of particles to focused locations) which can serve as a fast “look-up” table for experimentalists.
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This would aid in designing devices with operators stacked serially to achieve a stage-wise focusing affect for
tailored particle streams.
7.2.2 Particle design - extensions
There are promising aspects to this theme that warrant additional research. For instance, the parametriza-
tion detailed here does not allow for non-monotonic shapes (a boomerang, trident or octopus shape, for ex-
ample). In terms of the dynamics, however, this conceals a rich diversity in designs. Additionally, an allusion
to global focusing was discussed in terms of the basins of attraction (building off of similar ideas employed
in circular particle migration), which clearly indicate finite (albeit narrow) regions that induce local focusing
for stable particles, and no such regions for unstable particles. Theoretically, maximizing this region should
enable a larger set of initial orientations and lateral locations of particles to focus to the centerline. This
could be used along with global stability approaches for nonlinear systems to potentially design for global
stability. Offcentre focusing of particles is another avenue worth exploring, where we would now want asym-
metric particles focus to user-specified locations laterally in a channel. This comes with a constraint that
any test particle should satisfy equilibrium at that location before moving onto the stability check, which
calls for some notion of “penalty’ or regularization on the force-residual. Finally, ongoing work in 3D has
revealed a highly sensitive cost-function to particle aspect-ratios, channel confinement, and perturbations
in shape. This warrants a robust optimization strategy with the full-blown 5-DOF cost function, applied
to single/double extruded particles and fully 3D particles for potential integration with particle-based cell
analysis and imaging systems.
